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Chapter 1: Transformation Hub Deployment
Guide
The Transformation Hub Deployment Guide describes the process of deploying and
configuring Transformation Hub (TH), for both on-premises (local network) and cloud
(Azure) installations.
On-Premises Deployment: If performing an on-premises deployment, the instructions
contained here presume you have already reviewed the CDF On-Premises Planning
Guide, which describes the process of planning and implementing the environment for
your CDF installation and associated product deployment. Your hardware planning and
implementation must be performed prior to the actual deployment of Transformation
Hub.
Chapter 3, "Setting Up Your Deployment Architecture (On-Premises)", describes the
process of installing CDF and configuring Kubernetes in your prepared environment,
in preparation for the deployment of Transformation Hub.
l Chapter 5, "Configuring and Deploying Transformation Hub", describes the
deployment process for Transformation Hub.
l Chapter 6, "Maintaining an On-Premises Transformation Hub," describes the
management, configuration, and maintenance of your on-premises Transformation
Hub.
Azure Deployment: For performing an Azure installation of Transformation Hub, prerequisites for the installation are discussed in this document in the section Setting Up
Your Deployment Architecture (Azure). The CDF On-Premises Planning Guide is not
required.
l

l

l

l

Chapter 4, "Setting Up Your Deployment Architecture (Azure)", describes the process
installing CDF and configuring Kubernetes in your Azure environment, in preparation
for the deployment of Transformation Hub.
Chapter 5, "Configuring and Deploying Transformation Hub", describes the
deployment process for Transformation Hub.
Chapter 7, "Maintaining an Azure Transformation Hub," describes the management,
configuration, and maintenance of your Azure Transformation Hub.

Additional Documentation
For further information on the operation, configuration, and maintenance of
Transformation Hub, consult the following documentation:
l

l

Transformation Hub Administrator's Guide: Describes the operations and
maintenance of Transformation Hub in detail.
Transformation Hub Release Notes: Includes important information about the current
release of Transformation Hub.
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CDF Planning Guide: Explains the pre-requisites and requirements for an onpremises deployment architecture.
Transformation Hub documentation is available from the Micro Focus support community.
l
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Chapter 2: Transformation Hub
Transformation Hub, whether deployed on-premises or in an Azure environment, is the
high-performance message bus for ArcSight security, network, flows, application, and
other events. It can queue, transform, and route security events to other ArcSight or third
party software. This Kafka-based platform allows ArcSight components like Logger,
ESM, and Recon to receive the event stream, while smoothing event spikes, and
functioning as an extended cache.
Transformation Hub ingests, enriches, normalizes, and then routes event data from data
producers to connections between existing data lakes, analytics platforms, and other
security technologies and the multiple systems within a security operations center.
Transformation Hub can seamlessly broker data from any source and to any destination.
Its architecture is based on Apache Kafka and it supports native Hadoop Distributed File
System (HDFS) capabilities, enabling both the ArcSight Logger and ArcSight Recon
technologies to push event data to HDFS for long-term, low-cost storage. ArcSight
Recon is integrated with the Transformation Hub for Avro events. ArcSight ESM
receives binary or Avro event data for dashboarding and further correlation.
This architecture reduces the overall ArcSight infrastructure footprint, scales event
ingestion using built-in Kafka and Kubernetes capabilities, and greatly simplifies
upgrades to newer Transformation Hub releases. It also positions the platform to support
an analytics streaming plug-in framework, with automated machine learning and
artificial intelligence engines for data source on-boarding, event enrichment, and entities
and actors detection and attribution.
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Security Open Data Platform (SODP)
The Security Open Data Platform (SODP) centralizes management, monitoring and
configuration of the entire data-centric ecosystem using an open architecture. It is
configured and monitored through the ArcSight Management Center (ArcMC) user
interface.
SODP comprises the following ArcSight products:
l
l
l

Transformation Hub
Management Center (ArcMC)
SmartConnectors

Management Center (ArcMC)
The ArcMC management console enables central administration of SODP
infrastructure, including users, configurations, backups, updates, and health monitoring
to connectors and storage instances.
ArcMC's Topology view shows administrators event flow through the entire
environment, including a specific focus on monitoring endpoint device log delivery.

SmartConnectors
SmartConnectors serve to collect, parse, normalize and categorize log data. Connectors
are available for forwarding events between and from Micro Focus ArcSight systems
like Transformation Hub and ESM, enabling the creation of multi-tier monitoring and
logging architectures for large organizations and for Managed Service Providers.
The connector framework on which all SmartConnectors are built offers advanced
features that ensures the reliability, completeness, and security of log collection, as well
as optimization of network usage. Those features include: throttling, bandwidth
management, caching, state persistence, filtering, encryption and event enrichment. The
granular normalization of log data allows for the deterministic correlation that detects the
latest threats including Advanced Persistent Threats and prepares data to be fed into
machine learning models.
SmartConnector technology supports over 400 different device types, leveraging
ArcSight’s industry-standard Common Event Format (CEF) for both Micro Focus and
certified device vendors. This partner ecosystem keeps growing not only with the
number of supported devices but also with the level of native adoption of CEF from
device vendors.
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Chapter 3: Setting Up Your Deployment
Architecture (On-Premises)
This chapter explains how to set up your deployment architecture for a Transformation
Hub that runs on-premises, such as on a local network.
This chapter contains the following sections:
Deployment Outline

11

On-Premises Deployment Planning and Preparation

12

Gather Required Information

12

Secure Communication Between Micro Focus Components

13

Downloading Installation Packages

14

Deployment Outline
The complete process of deploying Transformation Hub comprises the following highlevel steps:
1.Deployment Preparation: Make any preparations needed prior to deployment,
such as downloading the required installer and metadata files.
2.Configure and Install the CDF Installer: The CDF Installer installs the container
management infrastructure. Containerized applications, like the Transformation
Hub, run in this environment. Depending on your environment, you may need to
adjust the default installation parameter values.
3.Configure and Deploy the Kubernetes Cluster: Configure and deploy the master
and worker nodes, NFS storage, network connectivity, and other infrastructure
requirements.
4.Configure and Deploy Transformation Hub: Using the CDF Management Portal,
configure and deploy Transformation Hub to run in the CDF-managed Kubernetes
cluster.
5.Manage Transformation Hub from the Management Center: Configure the
Management Center (ArcMC) to recognize and manage the Transformation Hub
cluster.
6.Integrate Transformation Hub with Other ArcSight Products: Configure your
SmartConnectors and Collectors as producers of events into Transformation Hub,
as well as configure event Consumers such as Logger and ESM.
Each of these steps is explained in detail in this chapter.
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On-Premises Deployment Planning and Preparation
Before proceeding with your on-premises deployment, it is assumed that you have
already planned and provisioned your network, storage, and the cluster of host systems
based on requirements described in the CDF Planning Guide., which is available from
the Micro Focus software support community.
Note: The installation process will validate the Transformation Hub infrastructure
environment before performing the installation, as well as after the installation has
completed.

Gather Required Information
During the process described in the CDF Planning Guide, you made configuration
decisions about your environment, platforms, network, and storage. You will need this
information handy now in order to complete the installation of CDF and Transformation
Hub.
l

l

l

l

Master and Worker Node Info: Ensure you have relevant configuration information of
the master and worker nodes, including:
l Credentials for the root or sudo (non-root) user that will be used to run the
deployment
l

IP Address and FQDN for every host system in the cluster

l

NFS Server IP Address and FQDN

l

Virtual IP (only required if master nodes are configured for high-availability)

License Keys: Ensure you have all required Micro Focus License keys for the
software being installed.
Security Mode: Determine security settings for communication between ArcSight
components.
Infrastructure: Validate, and if necessary, remediate Transformation Hub
infrastructure prerequisites.
l Review, analyze and adjust your Transformation Hub infrastructure configuration
properties to meet throughput expectations (for example, Events per Second
processing rates).
l

l

Copy the CDF Deployment Disk Sizing Calculator spreadsheet (available from the
Micro Focus support community) and edit its contents to determine your disk
storage requirements and apply these during the pre-deployment configuration
process.

Download Access: Finally, ensure you have access to the Micro Focus software
download location. You will download installation packages to the Initial Master
Node.
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Secure Communication Between Micro Focus Components
Determine which security mode you will use for communication between your
infrastructure components. The security mode of connected producers and consumers
must be the same across all components.
Note: The secure communication described here applies only in the context of the
components that relate to the Micro Focus container-based application you are
using, which is specified in that application's documentation.
Set up the other Micro Focus components with the security mode you intend to use
before connecting them to the Transformation Hub. Changing the security mode after
deployment will require system downtime. (If you do need to change a component's
security mode after deployment, refer to the appropriate Administrator's Guide for the
affected component. )
The following table lists Micro Focus products, preparations needed for secure
communication with components, ports and security modes, and documentation for
more information on the product. (Note: product documentation is available for
download from the Micro Focus support community.)
Product

Preparations needed...

Ports

Management
Center (ArcMC)
version 2.9.4 or
later

ArcMC can be installed
before or after
Transformation Hub
installation.

443,
32080

SmartConnectors SmartConnectors and
and Collectors
ArcMC onboard
connectors can be
installed and running
prior to installing
Transformation Hub, or
installed after the
Transformation Hub
has been deployed.

9093,
9092

l

Security modes
l

TLS

l

FIPS

l

Plain text

l

TLS

l

ArcMC
Administrator's
Guide

Client
Authentication

l

l

More info

FIPS (SC 7.6+
only)

SmartConnector
User Guide,
ArcMC
Administrator's
Guide

Client
Authentication

FIPS mode setup is
not supported
between
SmartConnector v7.5
and Transformation
Hub. Only TLS and
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Product

Preparations needed...

Ports

Security modes

9093

l

TLS

l

FIPS

More info

Client Authentication
are supported.
l

ArcSight ESM

FIPS mode is
supported between
Connectors v7.6 and
later and
Transformation Hub

ESM can be installed
and run either prior to
installing
Transformation Hub, or
after.

l

ESM
Administrator's
Guide

Client
Authentication

Note that changing
ESM from a FIPS mode
to TLS (default) mode
requires a reinstallation
of ESM. Refer to the
ESM documentation for
more information.
ArcSight Logger

Logger can be installed
and run either prior to
or after installing
Transformation Hub.

9093

l

TLS

l

FIPS

l

Logger
Administrator's
Guide

Client
Authentication

Downloading Installation Packages
Download the installation packages for both the CDF Installer and the Transformation
Hub to your Initial Master Node from the Micro Focus Entitlement Portal. After download,
validate the digital signature of each file, and then unarchive them.
For a complete list of files and file versions to be downloaded, consult the
Transformation Hub Release Notes from the Micro Focus support community.
To access the ArcSight software in the Micro Focus ArcSight Entitlement Portal, use
your Micro Focus credentials which will be authenticated before allowing the download.
Navigate to the version of Transformation Hub you wish to install and download the
installation packages for the CDF Installer and the Transformation Hub to a directory
such as /opt/download/.
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About the Micro Focus Entitlement Portal
The Micro Focus Entitlement Portal contains ArcSight installation and other productrelated materials. This is the only location where you can download the full set of
materials needed for Transformation Hub installation.
Some downloaded software will be in compressed format, and in addition, and will have
associated signature files (.md5 or .sig) that are used to ensure that the downloaded
software is authentic.

Validating Downloaded File Signatures
Micro Focus provides a digital public key that is used to verify the software you
downloaded from the Micro Focus software entitlement site is indeed from Micro Focus
and has not been tampered with by a third party. Visit the Micro Focus Code Signing
site for information and instructions on validating the downloaded software.
To verify that the downloaded files are authentic by comparing MD5 file signatures,
perform the following steps as the root user on the Initial Master Node for downloaded
files.
# cd /opt/download/
# md5sum <File Name>
# cat <File Name>.md5

Outputs from each set of compressed installation packages should match their
corresponding MD5 signatures. If they do not match, try the download again or contact
Micro Focus Customer Support.

Unarchive Installation Packages
Run the following commands to unarchive your installation packages.
# cd /opt/download
# unzip cdf-2020.05.xxxx.zip

Where xxxx is the build number of the file.
Note: Do not uncompress the arcsight-installer-metadata or transformationhub-3.3.0 files.

Resulting Directories
After the successful validation and decompression of the installation packages, the
following directories and files will be located on your Initial Master Node and contain the
installation materials:
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opt/download/cdf-2020.05.xxxx/
opt/download/transformationhub-3.3.0.xxxx.tar
opt/download/arcsight-installer-metadata.2.3.0.xxxx.tar
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On-Premises Deployment Planning and Preparation
Before proceeding with your on-premises deployment, it is assumed that you have
already planned and provisioned your network, storage, and the cluster of host systems
based on requirements described in the CDF Planning Guide., which is available from
the Micro Focus software support community.
Note: The installation process will validate the Transformation Hub infrastructure
environment before performing the installation, as well as after the installation has
completed.

Configure and Install the CDF Installer
Once the installation packages have already been downloaded, validated and
uncompressed in the download folder, you are ready to configure and install the CDF
Installer.
You can install the CDF Installer as a root user, or, optionally, as a sudo user. However,
if you choose to install as a sudo user, you must first configure installation permissions
from the root user. For more information on providing permissions for the sudo user, see
Appendix B of the CDF Planning Guide.

To configure and install the CDF Installer:
1.Log in to one of the local master nodes where you downloaded and extracted the
installation files as the root user. (In this document, the selected master node will
be referred to as the Initial Master Node. Installations will be initiated from the Initial
Master Node.)
2.Install the CDF Installer on the Initial Master Node with the following commands.
Note: In the following commands, the italicized Docker parameters are optional,
based on your network environment.
cd /opt/download/<unzipped CDF directory>
./install -m <path_to_a_metadata_file> --k8s-home <path_to_installation_
directory> --docker-http-proxy <your_docker_http_proxy_value> --docker-httpsproxy <your_docker_https_proxy_value> --docker-no-proxy <your_docker_no_
proxy_value> --nfs-server <your_nfs_server_FQDN or IP Address> --nfs-folder
<itom_volume_folder> --ha-virtual-ip <your_HA_ip> --tmp-folder <your_temp_
folder>

You are prompted for a password, which will be used to log in to the CDF installer
portal.
Example:
cd /opt/arcsight/download/cdf-2020.05.xxxx
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./install -m /tmp/arcsight-installer-metadata-2.3.0.xxx.tar --k8s-home
/opt/arcsight/kubernetes --docker-http-proxy "http://webproxy.example.com:8080" --docker-https-proxy "http://webproxy.example.com:8080" --docker-no-proxy "localhost,127.0.0.1,my-vmenvnode1,my-vmenv-node1.example.com,example.com,216.3.128.12" --nfs-server
pueas-vmenv-nfs.swinfra.net --nfs-folder /opt/nfs/volumes/itom/itom_vol --havirtual-ip 216.3.128.12 --tmp-folder /opt/tmp

You may need to configure some additional parameters, depending on your
organization’s OS, network, and storage configurations.
Note: For NFS parameter definitions, refer to the CDF Planning Guide section
"Configure an NFS Server environment." For a description of valid CDF Installer
command line parameters, see Installer CLI Commands.
Once the CDF Installer is configured and installed, you can use it to deploy one or more
products or components into the cluster.
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Configure and Deploy the Kubernetes Cluster
After you install the CDF Installer, complete the following steps to deploy your
Kubernetes cluster.
1.Browse to the Initial Master Node at:
https://{master_FQDN or IP}:3000

2.Log in using admin userid and the password you specified during the platform
installation. (This URL is displayed at the successful completion of the
CDF installation shown earlier.)
3.On the Security Risk and Governance - Container Installer page, choose the CDF
base product metadata version. Then, click Next.

4.On the End User License Agreement page, review the EULA and select the ‘I
agree…’ checkbox. You may optionally choose to have suite utilization information
passed to Micro Focus. Then, click Next.

5.On the Capabilities page, choose the capabilities and/or products to be installed.
To install Transformation Hub as a standalone install, select it. (Note that other
products may require Transformation Hub or other capabilities as prerequisites.
Such requirements will be noted in the pull-down text associated with the
capability.) To show additional information associated with the product, click the >
(greater than) arrow. Then, click Next.
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6.On the Database page, make sure the PostgreSQL High Availability box is
deselected. This database is not used by capabilities in SODP.

7.Click Next.
8.On the Deployment Size page, choose a size for your deployment based on your
planned implementation.
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l

l

l

Small Cluster: Minimum of one worker node deployed (each node should have 4
cores, 16 GB memory, 50 GB disk)
Medium Cluster: Minimum of 1 worker node deployed (each node should have 8
cores, 32 GB memory, 100 GB disk)
Large Cluster: Minimum of 3 worker nodes deployed (each node should have 16
cores,64 GB memory, 256 GB disk)
Note: The installation will not proceed until the minimal hardware requirements for
the deployment are met.

Additional worker nodes, with each running on their own host system, can be configured
in subsequent steps.
Select your appropriate deployment size, and then click Next.
9.On the Connection page, an external hostname is automatically populated. This is
resolved from the Virtual IP (VIP) specified earlier during the install of CDF (--havirtual-ip parameter), or the master node hostname if the --ha-virtual-ip
parameter was not specified during CDF installation. Confirm the VIP is correct
and then click Next.

10.On the Master High Availability page, if high availability (HA) is desired, select
Make master highly available and add 2 additional Master nodes. (CDF requires 3
Master nodes to support high availability.) When complete, or if HA is not desired,
click Next.
11.For High Availability clusters, the installer prompts to add additional master nodes
depending on your selected deployment size. On the Add Master Node page,
specify the details of your first master node and then click Save. Repeat for any
additional master nodes.
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Master node parameters include:
l
l

l
l

l

Host: FQDN (only) of Node you are adding.
Ignore Warnings: If selected, the installer will ignore any warnings that occur during
the pre-checks on the server. If deselected, the add node process will stop and a
window will display any warning messages. We recommend that you start with Ignore
Warnings deselected in order to view any warnings displayed. You may then
evaluate whether to ignore or rectify any warnings, clear the warning dialog, and then
click Save again with the box selected to avoid stopping.
User Name: root or sudo user name.
Verify Mode: Choose the verification mode as Password or Key-based, and then
either enter your password or upload a private key file. If you choose Key-based, you
must first enter a username and then upload a private key file when connecting the
node with a private key file.
Device Type: Select a device type for the master node from one of the following
options.
l Overlay 2: For production, Overlay 2 is recommended.
l

l

Thinpool Device: (optional) Enter the Thinpool Device path, that you configured for
the master node (if any). For example: /dev/mapper/docker-thinpool. You must
have already set up the Docker thin pool for all cluster nodes that need to use
thinpools, as described in the CDF Planning Guide.

Container data: Directory location of the container data.
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l

flannel IFace: (optional) Enter the flannel IFace value if the master node has more
than one network adapter. This must be a single IPv4 address (or name of the existing
interface) and will be used for Docker inter-host communication.

11.On the Add Node page, add the first worker node as required for your deployment
by clicking on the + (Add) symbol in the box to the right. The current number of
nodes is initially shown in red.

As you add worker nodes, each Node is then verified for system requirements. The
node count progress bar on the Add Node page will progressively show the current
number of verified worker nodes you have configured. This progress will continue until
the necessary count is met. The progress bar will turn from red to green, which indicates
you have reached the minimum number of worker nodes as shown selected in Step 7,
above. You may add more Nodes than the minimum number.

Note: Check the Allow suite workload to be deployed on the master node to
combine master/worker functionality on the same node (Not recommended for
production).
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On the Add Worker Node dialog, enter the required configuration information for the
worker node, and then click Save. Repeat this process for each of the worker nodes you
wish to add.

Worker node parameters include:
l

l

l

Type: Default is based on the deployment size you selected earlier, and shows
minimum system requirements in terms of CPU, memory, and storage.
Skip Resource Check: If your worker node does not meet minimum requirements,
select Skip resource check to bypass minimum node requirement verification. (The
progress bar on the Add Node page will still show the total of added worker nodes in
green, but reflects that the resources of one or more of these have not been verified for
minimum requirements.)
Host: FQDN (only) of node you are adding.
Warning: When adding any worker node for Transformation Hub workload, on the
Add Node page, always use the FQDN to specify the Node. Do not use the
IP address.

l

Ignore Warnings: If selected, the installer will ignore any warnings that occur during
the pre-checks on the server. If deselected, the add node process will stop and a
window will display any warning messages. You may wish to start with this
deselected in order to view any warnings displayed. You may then evaluate whether
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to ignore or rectify any warnings, and then run the deployment again with the box
selected to avoid stopping.
l User Name: root or sudo user name.
l Verify Mode: Select a verification credential type: Password or Key-based. Then
enter the actual credential.
Once all the required worker nodes have been added, click Next.
12.On the File Storage page, configure your NFS volumes.
(For NFS parameter definitions, refer to the CDF Planning Guide section "Configure an
NFS Server environment".) For each NFS volume, do the following:
l In File Server, enter the IP address or FQDN for the NFS server.
l On the Exported Path drop-down, select the appropriate volume.
l Click Validate.
Note: All volumes must validate successfully to continue with the installation.

Note: A Self-hosted NFS refers to the external NFS that you prepared when you
configured an NFS server environment, as outlined in the CDF Planning Guide.
Always choose this value for File System Type.
The following volumes must be available on your NFS server.
CDF NFS Volume claim

Your NFS volume

arcsight-volume

<NFS_ROOT_FOLDER>/arcsight

itom-vol-claim

<NFS_ROOT_FOLDER>/itom/itom_vol

db-single-vol

<NFS_ROOT_FOLDER>/itom/db

itom-logging-vol

<NFS_ROOT_FOLDER>/itom/logging
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CDF NFS Volume claim

Your NFS volume

db-backup-vol

<NFS_ROOT_FOLDER>/itom/db_backup

13.Click Next.
Warning: After you click Next, the infrastructure implementation will be deployed.
Please ensure that your infrastructure choices are adequate to your needs. An
incorrect or insufficient configuration may require a reinstall of all capabilities.
14.On the Confirm dialog, click Yes to start deploying master and worker nodes.

Download Transformation Hub and Core Images to the
Local Docker Registry
By this point, the Transformation Hub images to be installed have already been
downloaded from the Micro Focus software site, validated and uncompressed.

None of the files should require downloading at this point, so on the Download Images
page, click Next to skip this step.
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Uploading Images
The Check Image Availability page lists the images which have currently been loaded
into the local Docker Registry from the originally-downloaded set of images. For a first
install, it is expected that no images have already been uploaded yet. You will upload
the images at this step.
Note: Prior to running the image upload process by script, you will be prompted for
the administrator password previously specified in "Configure and Install the CDF
Installer" on page 17.

To upload the images to the local Docker Registry:
1.Log on to the Initial Master Node in a terminal session as the root or sudo user
2.Run the following commands to upload the Transformation Hub images to the local
Docker Registry:
# cd ${K8S_HOME}/scripts
#./uploadimages.sh –u registry-admin -F /opt/download/transformationhub3.3.0.xxx

Note: Use of the optional -F flag with the following command will enable upload of
the files from the .tar file without unarchiving the images first.

Verify Prerequisite and Installation Images
The pre-deployment validation process will verify that all environment prerequisites
have been met prior to installing the Transformation Hub.

To verify completion of the upload of all images, return to the CDF Management Portal’s
Check Availability page and click Check Image Availability Again. All required
component uploads are complete when the message displayed is: All images are
available in the registry.
Once verified, click Next.
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Deploy Node Infrastructure and Services
Node Infrastructure
After the images are verified and you click Next, the node infrastructure is deployed. The
Deployment of Infrastructure Nodes page will display progress.

Please be patient. Wait for all master and worker nodes to be properly deployed
(showing a green check icon). Depending on the speed of your network and node
servers, this can take up to 15 minutes to complete.
Note: Clicking the Retry button will trigger additional communication with a
problematic node, until the button converts to a spinning progress wheel. This
indicates that the node deployment process is being started again. Until this occurs,
refrain from clicking Retry again.
Monitoring Progress: You can monitor deployment progress on a node in the following
ways:
l

During installation, check the log on the node of interest, in
/tmp/install<timestamp>.log. Run the command:
tail -f <logfilename>
l

After installation has finished, the logs are copied to ${K8S_
HOME}/log/scripts/install

l

You can watch the status of deployment pods with the command:
kubectl get pods --namespace core -o wide | grep -i cdf-add-node

Note: the Initial Master Node is not reflected by its own cdf-add-node pod.

Infrastructure Services
Infrastructure services are then deployed. The Deployment of Infrastructure Services
page shows the deployment progress.
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Please be patient. Wait for all services to be properly deployed (showing a green check
icon). This can take up to 15 minutes to complete. Should any service show a red icon,
then this process may have timed out. If this occurs, click the Retry icon to retry the
deployment for that service.
To monitor progress as pods are being deployed, on the Initial Master Node, run the
command:
watch 'kubectl get pods --all-namespaces'

Note: If you try to access the CDF Management Portal Web UI (port 3000) too
quickly after this part of the install has finished, you might receive a ‘Bad Gateway’
error. Allow more time for the web UI to start (3 to 5 minutes) before retrying your
login attempt.
After all services show a green check mark, click Next.

Preparation Complete
Once all nodes have been configured, and all services have been started on all nodes,
the Preparation Complete page will be shown. You are ready to configure productspecific configuration properties.

Click Next to configure the products and components of the deployment. You are now
ready to deploy Transformation Hub and can proceed to Chapter 5.
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Chapter 4: Setting Up Your Deployment
Architecture (Azure)
This chapter explains how to set up your deployment architecture for a Transformation
Hub that runs on the Microsoft Azure cloud platform.
Note: For this release, only producers (SmartConnectors and Collectors) and
consumers (Logger, ESM) and ArcMCs which are installed in the Azure cloud are
supported with an Azure Transformation Hub.

Deployment Process Overview
The complete process of deploying Transformation Hub on Azure comprises the
following broad steps:
1.Review Prerequisites: Review the technical prerequisites and ensure that they are
met before beginning the installation.
2.Prepare the Azure Container Registry and Resource Group: Create the Azure
Container Registry (ACR) and the Azure resource group which will contain the
deplpyment resources.
3.Prepare the NFS Subnet: The subnet is required for the NFS (Network File
System) server and jump host.
4.Prepare the Jump Host VM and Configure the Jump Host: Create the jump host
virtual machine and configure the jump host for co nnectivity to the cluster.
5.Prepare the NFS Server: Prepare the Network File System server. You have the
choice of using a virtual machine for NFS, or, alternatively, you can use the Azure
native NetApp service for NFS.
6.Label Nodes: Nodes in your cluster must be labeled to indicate their functionality.
7.Upload Images: Product images must be uploaded to the Azure Container
Registry for installation.
8.Install CDF: The CDF installer script is run and CDF installed to Azure.
9.Configure and Deploy the Kubernetes Cluster: The Kubernetes cluster of
AKS nodes is configured and deployed.
10.Patch and Configure the Load Balancer: For optimal operation, your load
balancing capability must be patched with the latest updates.
11.Configure and Deploy Transformation Hub: Using the CDF Management Portal,
configure and deploy Transformation Hub to run in the CDF-managed Kubernetes
cluster.
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12.Manage Transformation Hub from the Management Center: Configure the
Management Center (ArcMC) to recognize and manage the Transformation Hub
cluster.
13.Integrate Transformation Hub with Other ArcSight Products: Configure your
SmartConnectors and Collectors as producers of events into Transformation Hub,
as well as configure event Consumers such as Logger and ESM.
Each of these steps is explained in detail in the following sections. Most steps can be
performed using either the Azure Portal or through the Azure Cloud Shell, and each
method is explained (where possible).

Deployment Architecture
As a containerized application, Transformation Hub is deployed in the Azure
environment created by CDF. The following diagram shows the completed
Transformation Hub deployment infrastructure in the Azure environment.

As shown, the Transformation Hub Kubernetes nodes run as virtual machines in the
Kubernetes node pool network security group (NSG) and under the Azure Kubernetes
service. Secure administrator access to the nodes is from the jump host, which is
included in the management NSG.

Azure Transformation Hub Deployment Prerequisites
In order to perform the installation of deploy Transformation Hub on Azure, the user
requires an active Azure subscription, as well as the following:
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l

l
l
l

Permissions to create resource groups, an Azure Container Registry (ACR), and a
service principal.
OWNER rights on the created resource group.
Permission to create Azure VMs and storage disks.
If using a NetApp NFS (network file system): The Azure subscription needs to be
granted access to the Azure NetApp Files service (details are described in the
procedure).
Note: Once you have installed and configured an Azure jump host, you can run all
Azure Cloud Shell (az cli) commands from the jump host instead of the Azure
Cloud Shell.

To prepare the ACR (Azure Container Registry) and resource group using the
Azure Cloud Shell:

Required permissions: create an ACR, create a resource group
1.Open the Azure Cloud Shell (on the top right of the Azure Portal page). If
necessary, confirm the creation of user storage.
2.Create the resource group by running the command:
# az group create --name <RESOURCE GROUP> --location <LOCATION>

where:
<RESOURCE GROUP> is your group name, which will be used later for all other

resources
<LOCATION> is the location where resource group will be created. To get a list of
all locations, run the command:
# az account list-locations | jq ".[] | .name"

For example:
# az group create --name srg-demo --location westeurope

3.Check the az command response. It should contain the text:
"provisioningState": "Succeeded"

4.Create the Azure Container Registry (ACR) by running the command:
# az acr create -n <your ACR name> -g <your resource group name> --adminenabled "true" --sku "Standard"

For example:
# az acr create -n srgdemoACR -g srg-demo --admin-enabled "true" --sku
"Standard"

5.Check the azcommand response. It should contain the text:
"provisioningState": "Succeeded"

Note: In the succeeding sections, the az command response should contain the
same text: "provisioningState": "Succeeded"
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Preparing the Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS)
Preparation of the AKS includes these sub-steps. Each is explained in the following
sections.
l
l
l

Create the service principal ID for Kubernetes
Prepare the virtual network and AKS subnet
Create the AKS

Creating the Service Principal ID for Kubernetes
Required permissions: create service principal

To create the service principal ID:
1.In the Azure Cloud Shell, run the command:
# az ad sp create-for-rbac -n "PRINCIPAL ID NAME" --skip-assignment

For example:
# az ad sp create-for-rbac -n srgdemo-service-principal --skip-assignment

Example results:
{
"appId": "52f25b66-2700-474d-a2a0-016f0b149e22",
"displayName": "srgdemo-service-principal",
"name": "http://srgdemo-service-principal",
"password": "bf47aa85-9578-4d61-a8e9-ffafe5a1e22b",
"tenant": "6002e264-31f7-43d3-a51e-9ed1ba9ca689"
}

Note the values for password and appID. These values will be used in the next step.
Preparing the Virtual Network and AKS Subnet
Now you can prepare a virtual network with custom ranges and subnet for AKS. If you
already have an existing virtual network with a subnet for AKS, you can skip this
procedure.
All the created resources must be placed in the same virtual network to prevent
performance issues caused by network latency; these resources include resource
group, AKS cluster, jump host, and Azure NetApp Files (NFS).
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To create the virtual network:
1.Run the following command:
# az network vnet create -g <RESOURCE_GROUP> -n <VNET_NAME> --addressprefix <VNET_CIDR> --subnet-name <SUBNET_NAME> --subnet-prefix <SUBNET_
CIDR>

where the following parameters are defined:
<RESOURCE_GROUP>: the name of the resource group created in step 1.1
<VNET_NAME>: The assigned name of this virtual network.
<VNET_CIDR>: The CIDR notation for this virtual network. For example, 10.1.0.0/16.
<SUBNET_NAME>: Name for this subnet for AKS.
<SUBNET_CIDR>: The CIDR notation for this subnet. For example, 10.1.1.0/24.

For example, this would create a virtual network demo-vnet, in resource group srgdemo, with range 10.1.0.0/16 and subnet aks-subnet with subnet range 10.1.1.0/24 :
# az network vnet create -g srg-demo -n demo-vnet --address-prefix
10.1.0.0/16 --subnet-name aks-subnet --subnet-prefix 10.1.1.0/24

Create the Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS)
Required permissions: create Azure Kubernetes service; the user must be the
OWNER of the resource group

To create the AKS:
1.Get the subnet ID which you want to use for AKS and store it to an environment
variable:
# SUBNET_ID=$(az network vnet subnet show --resource-group <RESOURCE_
GROUP> --vnet-name <VNET_NAME> --name <SUBNET_NAME> --query id -o tsv)

For example, to use the virtual network demo-vnet from the resource group srg-demo
and subnet aks-subnet, you would run the following command:
# SUBNET_ID=$(az network vnet subnet show --resource-group srg-demo --vnetname demo-vnet --name aks-subnet --query id -o tsv)

2.Create the AKS in this subnet by running the command:
# az aks create -g <RESOURCE GROUP> -n <AKS NAME> -c <NUMBER OF NODES> -generate-ssh-keys --node-vm-size <VM SIZE> --vm-set-type
VirtualMachineScaleSet --service-principal "<SP APP ID>" --client-secret
"<SP PASSWORD>" --load-balancer-sku basic --vnet-subnet-id $SUBNET_ID

where:
<RESOURCE GROUP> is your main resource group
<AKS NAME> is your AKS resource name
<NUMBER OF NODES> is the number of worker nodes
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<VM SIZE> for example, Standard_D4s_v3.

Note: For a production cluster, do not use a size less than Standard_D8s_v3 with
less than 32 GB of RAM.
For a list of possible VMs, run the command:
# az vm list-sizes -l <LOCATION> | jq ".[] | .name"
<SP APP ID> and <SP_PASSWORD> is the appID and password from the creation of the

service principal ID.
Example command:
# az aks create -g "srg-demo" -n "srg-demo-aks" -c "3" --generate-ssh-keys -node-vm-size "Standard_D4s_v3" --vm-set-type VirtualMachineScaleSets -service-principal "52f25b66-2700-474d-a2a0-016f0b149e22" --client-secret
"bf47aa85-9578-4d61-a8e9-ffafe5a1e22b" --load-balancer-sku basic --vnetsubnet-id $SUBNET_ID

Note: The az aks create command will generate private and public keys, which are
stored in the ~/.ssh directory. Download id_rsa to a secure network location. Later,
this will be uploaded to the jump host and used to connect to AKS nodes from the
jump host.

Preparing the Subnet for the NFS Server and Jump Host
Note: This step may be skipped if you already have a subnet prepared for the
installation AKS.

In this section, you will prepare subnets for the NFS server and for the jump
host. All of the created resources should be placed in the same vnet to prevent
performance issues caused by network latency; such resources include
resource group, AKS cluster, jumphost, Azure NetApp files, and so on.
To prepare the subnet for the NFS server:
1.Open the virtual network used for the installation AKS. In our example, this is
called demo-vnet in resource group srg-demo.
2.On the Virtual network page, under Settings, select Subnets.
3.Click + Subnet.
4.In Name, enter nfs-subnet.
5.In Address range, enter an address range based on the IP assigned by Azure. In
our example, aks-subnet uses the address range 10.1.1.0/24, so we use
10.1.2.0/24.
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Note: If you plan to use NetApp as an NFS service, under Subnet delegation, the
subnet must be delegated to Microsoft.NetApp/volumes.

6.Click OK to create the subnet.

7.Repeat steps 3 and 4 to create a subnet for the jump host.
l For name, use jumphost-subnet.
l

For address range we will use, for example, 10.1.3.0/24.

To prepare the subnet for the NFS server and jump host using the Azure Cloud
Shell:

Required permissions: create subnets inside the AKS virtual network
1.Create the NFS subnet by running the command:
# az network vnet subnet create --address-prefixes <ADDRESS PREFIX> -name nfs-subnet -g <RESOURCE GROUP> --vnet-name <VIRTUAL NETWORK>

where:
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l

<VIRTUAL NETWORK> is the virtual network name where you want to create subnet. We

l

will use the virtual network created earlier.
<RESOURCE GROUP> is the resource group where the virtual network is located
Note: If you are using NetApp as an NFS service, add the argument --delegations
Microsoft.NetApp/volumes to the above command.
For example, the following command would create nfs-subnet in virtual network
demo-vnet, from resource group srg-demo with range 10.1.2.0/24 :
# az network vnet subnet create --address-prefixes 10.1.2.0/24 --name nfssubnet -g srg-demo --vnet-name demo-vnet

2.Create the jumphost subnet by running a similar command to the one in Step 1, but
with a different name and address prefix.
For example, the following command would create the jumphost-subnet, in virtual
network demo-vnet from resource group srg-demo with range 10.1.3.0/24
# az network vnet subnet create --address-prefixes 10.1.3.0/24 --name
jumphost-subnet -g srg-demo --vnet-name demo-vnet

Preparing the Jump Host Virtual Machine
To prepare the jump host VM using the Azure Portal:
1.Create resource of type CentOS-based 7.6 and enter these values:
l For Resource group, use the resource group you created for the ACR.
l

In Virtual machine name. assign a VM name.

l

For Size, leave at the default value.

l

Set the Authentication type to your preferences and supply the Administration
account details accordingly. In our examples, we use the username/password
authentication.
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2.Click Next: Disks. No actions need to be taken on this page, so click Next:
Networking, and then enter the following values:
l For Virtual network, select the virtual network you created previously (its name
has the format demo-vnet).
l

For Subnet select jumphost-subnet.

l

For NIC network security group, select Basic and Allow SSH port to connect.

Note: For optimal security, remove this rule when the jumphost is not needed, or add
more strict rules such IP filtering.
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3.Click Review + create. Then, after validation, click Create to start the deployment.
4.When deployment completes, browse the to VM overview and note the jump host's
Public IP address

To prepare the jump host VM using the Azure Cloud Shell:

Required Permissions: create security groups, network interfaces, public
IPs, and CentOS-based virtual machines
1.Set your main resource group name to an environment variable:
# RESOURCE_GROUP=<your resource group name>
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For example:
# RESOURCE_GROUP=srg-demo

2.Create a network security group for the jump host by running the following
command:
# az network nsg create -g $RESOURCE_GROUP -n jumphost-nsg

For example:
# az network nsg create -g srg-demo -n jumphost-nsg

3.Open the SSH port (if needed) by running these commands:
# az network nsg rule create -g $RESOURCE_GROUP -n ssh --nsg-nam
jumphost-nsg --priority 1000 --destination-port-ranges 22

Note: Keep in mind the security risks of opening ports to the Internet and consider
using a VPN, restricting access to the allowed source IP address, or limiting the
amount of time that this port remains available.
4.Prepare the jump host public IP:
# az network public-ip create -n jumphost-PublicIP -g $RESOURCE_GROUP -allocation-method "Static" --sku "Standard"

5.Get the subnet ID and store it in an environment variable for later usage.
# SUBNET_ID=$(az network vnet list -g $RESOURCE_GROUP | jq -r '.[] |
select(.name == "<your vnet name>") | .subnets[] | select(.name == "<your
jumphost subnet>") | .id')

For example:
SUBNET_ID=$(az network vnet list -g $RESOURCE_GROUP | jq -r '.[] | select
(.name == "demo-vnet") | .subnets[] | select(.name == "jumphost-subnet") |
.id')

6.Create the network interface jumphost-VMNic in your resource group with public IP
jumphost-publicIP with network security group jumphost-nsg by running the
following command:
# az network nic create --name "jumphost-VMNic" --resource-group
$RESOURCE_GROUP --public-ip-address "jumphost-PublicIP" --ip-forwarding
"true" --network-security-group "jumphost-nsg" --subnet $SUBNET_ID

7.Create the jump host VM by running the following command:
az vm create --name "jumphost" --resource-group $RESOURCE_GROUP --image
"OpenLogic:CentOS:7.7:latest" --size "Standard_D4s_v3" --public-ipaddress-allocation "static" --nics "jumphost-VMNic" --admin-username
jumphost --admin-password myStrongPassword@!123

where:
l Size may be a smaller value. To get a list of supported sizes, run the command:
az vm list-sizes -l <LOCATION> | jq ".[] | .name"
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l

Image can be any supported CentOS. To get a list of CentOS images, run the
command:
az vm image list -l <LOCATION> -f CentOS --all

Example result:
{- Finished ..
"fqdns": "",
"id": "/subscriptions/af379ae8-90b3-4368-8fe7b6a55ab17720/resourceGroups/srgdemo/providers/Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/jumphost",
"location": "westeurope",
"macAddress": "00-0D-3A-BD-08-42",
"powerState": "VM running",
"privateIpAddress": "10.0.2.4",
"publicIpAddress": "51.124.17.183",
"resourceGroup": "srg-demo",
"zones": ""
}

Use the VM Public IP address to permit SSH access to the jump host from outside. (The
SSH port needs to be open if access is permitted from outside.)
Configuring the Jump Host

To configure the jump host:
1.Using the VM's public IP, SSH to the jump host VM and become root.
2.Run the following commands:
# curl -LO https://storage.googleapis.com/kubernetes
release/release/$(curl -s https://storage.googleapis.com/kubernetesrelease/release/stable.txt)/bin/linux/amd64/kubectl
# chmod 755 kubectl
# mv kubectl /bin
# install jq
# yum install epel-release -y
# yum install jq -y

3.Install the Azure client for CentOS by running these commands:
# rpm --import https://packages.microsoft.com/keys/microsoft.asc
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# sh -c 'echo -e "[azurecli]\nname=AzureCLI\nbaseurl=https://packages.microsoft.com/yumrepos/azur
e-#
cli\nenabled=1\ngpgcheck=1\ngpgkey=https://packages.microsoft.com/keys/mi
crosoft.asc" > /etc/yum.repos.d/azure-cli.repo'
# yum install azure-cli

4.Log in to your Azure account and follow the console instructions by running:
# az login

5.Get your Kubernetes cluster credentials by running the following command:
# az aks get-credentials --resource-group <your resource group name> -name <your kubernetes resource name>

For example:
# az aks get-credentials --resource-group srg-demo --name srg-demo-aks

6.Check if kubectl can access the cluster by running:
# kubectl get nodes

Example result:
NAME

STATUS

ROLES

AGE

VERSION

aks-agentpool-36457641-vmss000000

Ready

agent

137m

v1.13.11

aks-agentpool-36457641-vmss000001

Ready

agent

137m

v1.13.11

aks-agentpool-36457641-vmss000002

Ready

agent

137m

v1.13.11

Configuring Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) on Your Jump Host
Since RDP will be required for your jump host, the following configuration steps will be
required:
l
l
l

The installation of xRDP
Installation of a preferred desktop environment (choice of XFCE, MATE, or GNOME)
Opening of an RDP port on the jump host network security group (NSG)
Note: Keep in mind the security risks of opening ports to the Internet and consider
using a VPN, restricting access to the allowed source IP address, or limiting the
amount of time that this port remains available.

To configure RDP on your jump host:
1.Connect to the jump host and become root.
2.Install and enable xrdp. Run these commands:
# yum install -y epel-release
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# yum install -y xrdp
# systemctl enable xrdp
# systemctl start xrdp

3.Check whether the firewall is running; if so, then open RDP port 3389/tcp by
running these commands:
# firewall-cmd --add-port=3389/tcp --permanent
# firewall-cmd --reload

4.Install your preferred desktop environment (XFCE, MATE or GNOME). This
example will use MATE. Run these commands:
# yum install -y epel-release
# yum groupinstall -y "MATE Desktop"

5.Wait for the install to complete, and then reboot the jump host.
6.Connect to the jump host and stay as a jump host user.
7.Create the Xclients file for the user, which will be used to log in. Run these
commands:
# echo "mate-session" > ~/.Xclients
# chmod a+x ~/.Xclients

8.Do one of the following:
a.On the Azure Portal, open the RDP port on the jump host network security
group (NSG), and then proceed to Step 9, OR,
b.Run the following command (after which, the procedure is complete)
# az network nsg rule create -g <RESOURCE GROUP> -n rdp --nsg-nam
jumphost-nsg --priority 1001 --destination-port-ranges 3389

For example:
# az network nsg rule create -g srg-demo -n rdp --nsg-nam jumphost-nsg -priority 1001 --destination-port-ranges 3389

Note: Find the jump host network security group (NSG) in your resource group. In
our example, the NSG is called jumphost-NSG
9.In Settings, click Inbound security rules.
10.Click Add and then enter values for these settings:
l In Name, enter a name for the NSG.
l

In Destination port ranges enter 3389.
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Note: After the jump host is created and configured, all further az cli commands
can be run from your jump host instead of using the Azure Cloud Shell.

Preparing the NFS Server
CDF requires an NFS server for operation. You can configure an NFS server using one
of two methods:
Configure a virtual machine which will be the host NFS server.
l Configure the native NetApp service provided by Azure to provision NFS shares.
Configuration steps for these options are detailed below.
l

Creating a Virtual Machine NFS Server

To create a VM NFS server using the Azure Portal:
1.Create a resource of type CentOS-based 7.6.
2.For Resource group, select your resource group.
3.In Virtual machine name, enter a VM name.
4.For Size, select Change size. In the popup, choose D4s_V3, and click OK to
confirm. (You can select a different size according to your expected workload.)
5.Set the Authentication type to your preferences. Enter the Administration account
details accordingly. In the examples given here, we use the username/password
authentication.
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6.Click Next: Disks.
By default, the VM has a small (30GB) disk for the operating system and approximately
the same size for the temporary disk. For NFS, we need to attach a new disk with IOPS
1100 or higher for better performance.
7.Click Create.
8.Attach a new disk and select a size that will meet your requirements. (Note: IOPS
should be 1100 or higher.)
9.After you add the disk, change the value in Host Caching to Read/write.
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10.Click Next: Networking
11. On the Networking tab, select values as follows:
l Virtual network: select the virtual network you created earlier (for example,
demo-vnet)
l

Subnet: select nfs-subnet

l

NIC network security group: select Basic

l

Public Inbound Ports: select None.

11.Click Review + create.
12.When validation is passed, click Create.
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To create a VM NFS server using the Azure Cloud Shell:

Required permissions: Create security groups, network interface and centos
based virtual machines
1.Set your main resource group name to an environment variable:
# RESOURCE GROUP=<your resource group name>

For example:
# RESOURCE GROUP=srg-demo

2.Create a network security group for NFS by running this command:
# az network nsg create -g $RESOURCE_GROUP -n nfs-nsg

3.Get the nfs-subnet ID and store it to an environment variable for later usage. (We
will find subnet nfs-subnet in virtual network demo-vnet in resource group srgdemo.)
# SUBNET_ID=$(az network vnet list -g $RESOURCE_GROUP | jq -r '.[] |
select(.name == "<your_virtual_network_name>") | .subnets[] | select
(.name == "<your_NFS_subnet>") | .id')

4.Create the network interface nfs-VMNic in the subnet from previous command in
your resource using network security group nfs-nsg by running the following
command:
# az network nic create --name "nfs-VMNic" --resource-group $RESOURCE_
GROUP --ip-forwarding "true" --network-security-group "nfs-nsg" --subnet
$SUBNET_ID

5.Create the NFS VM by running this command:
# az vm create --name "nfs" --resource-group $RESOURCE_GROUP --image
"OpenLogic:CentOS:7.7:latest" --size "Standard_D4s_v3" --nics "nfs-VMNic"
--data-disk-sizes-gb "256" --admin-username nfs --admin-password
myStrongPassword@!123

Where:
--size is adjusted according to expected workload. To get a list of supported sizes, run

the following command:
# az vm list-sizes -l <LOCATION> | jq ".[] | .name"
--image can be any supported CentOS. To get a list if CentOS images run the following

command:
# az vm image list -l <LOCATION> -f CentOS --all
--data-disk-sizes-gb is specified according to workload. Use 256, 512, 1024 and so

on.
Example result:
{
"fqdns": "",
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"id": "/subscriptions/af379ae8-90b3-4368-8fe7b6a55ab17720/resourceGroups/srgdemo/providers/Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/nfs",
"location": "westeurope",
"macAddress": "00-0D-3A-AA-E4-F7",
"powerState": "VM running",
"privateIpAddress": "10.1.2.4",
"publicIpAddress": "",
"resourceGroup": "srg-demo",
"zones": ""
}

The private IP will be used to access the NFS VM from the jumphost.

To format the disk on the NFS VM using the Azure Cloud Shell:
1.When your NFS VM deployment completes, determine its private IP address using
the az command. Note the value for later usage.
2.From your jump host, SSH to the VM using its private IP address.
For example:
# ssh nfs@10.1.2.4

3.Log in using the user and password you specified earlier for the NFS VM.
4.Become root.
5.Find the device for the data disk by executing the command:
# fdisk -l

Note: This will give you a list of existing disks. Usually the one added is named
/dev/sdc.
6.Using fdisk /dev/sdc, create a new primary partition on whole device. Set it as
type 83 - Linux. Example commands are shown here:
# fdisk /dev/sdc
Welcome to fdisk (util-linux 2.23.2).

Changes will remain in memory only, until you decide to write them.
Be careful before using the write command.
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Device does not contain a recognized partition table
Building a new DOS disklabel with disk identifier 0xc6a2cea5.
The device presents a logical sector size that is smaller than
the physical sector size. Aligning to a physical sector (or optimal
I/O) size boundary is recommended, or performance may be impacted.

Command (m for help): n
Partition type:
p

primary (0 primary, 0 extended, 4 free)

e

extended

Select (default p): p
Partition number (1-4, default 1):
First sector (2048-536870911, default 2048):
Using default value 2048
Last sector, +sectors or +size{K,M,G} (2048-536870911, default 536870911):
Using default value 536870911
Partition 1 of type Linux and of size 256 GiB is set

Command (m for help): w
The partition table has been altered!

7.After saving the new partition table, run the command:
# mkfs.xfs /dev/sdc1

8.Create a mountpoint. Run the command:
# mkdir /nfs

9.Get the partition UUID. Run the command:
# blkid /dev/sdc1

Sample output:
/dev/sdc1: UUID="3696c212-1778-43d5-9d27-d9164686c327" TYPE="xfs"

10.In a text editor, open the file /etc/fstab. Add an entry to have this new partition
mounted after restart. For example:
UUID=3696c212-1778-43d5-9d27-d9164686c327 /nfs xfs defaults 0 0
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11.Mount a new disk partition. Run the command:
# mount -a

12.Verify it is properly mounted. Run the command:
# df -h

Sample output:
Filesystem

Size

/dev/sda2

30G

1.3G

29G

devtmpfs

7.9G

0

7.9G

0% /dev

tmpfs

7.9G

0

7.9G

0% /dev/shm

tmpfs

7.9G

9.0M

7.9G

1% /run

tmpfs

7.9G

0

7.9G

0% /sys/fs/cgroup

/dev/sda1

497M

65M

433M

/dev/sdb1

99G

61M

94G

1.6G

0

1.6G

0% /run/user/0

/dev/sdc1
264G
suite installation

33M

264G

1% /nfs

tmpfs

Used Avail Use% Mounted on
5% /

13% /boot
1% /mnt/resource <- Azure temporary drive

<- your new partition for

Prepare the NFS Server and Export Mountpoints

To prepare the NFS server and export the mountpoints:
1.Check if nfs-utils is installed:
# rpm -qa | grep nfs-utils

Sample ouput: nfs-utils-1.3.0-0.61.el7.x86_64. The version may vary depending on
your OS
2.If nfs-utils is not installed, install it by running the following command:
# yum install -y nfs-utils

Now you can configure NFS . Use this structure for the NFS volumes:
/nfs/itom_vol
/nfs/db
/nfs/db_backup
/nfs/logging
/nfs/arcsight

3.To configure each NFS volume (there are 5) run the following set of commands on
the VM for NFS for each volume:
# mkdir -p /nfs/volume_name
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# chown -R <uid>:<gid> /nfs/volume_name
# echo "/nfs/volume_name *(rw,sync,anonuid=<uid>,anongid=<gid>,all_
squash)">>/etc/exports

Example commands:
# mkdir -p /nfs/itom/itom_vol
# chown -R 1999:1999 /nfs/itom/itom_vol
# echo "/nfs/itom/itom_vol *(rw,sync,anonuid=1999,anongid=1999,all_
squash)">>/etc/exports

Note: If you use a UID/GID different than 1999/1999, it must be provided during
installation.
4.After configuring all 5 required volumes, run these commands:
#
#
#
#
#

exportfs -ra
systemctl restart rpcbind
systemctl enable rpcbind
systemctl restart nfs-server
systemctl enable nfs-server

NFS configuration is now complete.
Using NetApp as an NFS Server
Alternatively, you can use NetApp as an NFS server. To request access to the service,
see the Azure NetApp Files waitlist submission page. You must wait for an official
confirmation email from the Azure NetApp Files team before continuing.
Creating the NetApp Account

To create your NetApp account using the Azure Portal:
1.Create a resource of type Azure NetApp Files.
2.Choose a name and your subscription for the resource.
3.For Resource group, select your Kubernetes resource group where you have your
virtual network and subnet for NFS.
4.For Location, select your resource group as in Step 3.
5.Click Create and wait for account creation.

To create your NetApp account using the Azure Cloud Shell:
1.Set your main resource group name to an environment variable:
# RESOURCE_GROUP=<your resource group name>

For example:
# RESOURCE_GROUP=srg-demo

2.Create the NetApp account by running the following command:
az netappfiles account create -g $RESOURCE_GROUP --name <ACCOUNT_NAME> -l
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<LOCATION>

Where:
<ACCOUNT NAME> is your NetApp account name.
<LOCATION> is the same as for AKS

Setting Up the NetApp Capacity Pool

To set up the capacity pool using the Azure Portal:
1.In the Azure NetApp Files tab, browse to your NetApp account.
2.In Storage Services, select Capacity Pools.
3.Click + and enter values for the following:
l Name: enter a name for the pool.
l

Service Level: select a service level.

l

Pool Size: enter 4 (TB) for the pool size. (This is a service minimum.)

To set up the capacity pool using the Azure Cloud Shell:
1.Set your main resource group name to an environment variable:
# RESOURCE_GROUP=<your resource group name>

For example:
# RESOURCE_GROUP=srg-demo

2.Run the command:
# az netappfiles pool create -g $RESOURCE_GROUP --account-name <ACCOUNT_
NAME> --name <POOL_NAME> -l <LOCATION> --size 4 --service-level premium

Where:
<POOL_NAME> is your new pool name
<ACCOUNT_NAME> is the NetApp account name specified in previous step

For example:
# az netappfiles pool create -g $RESOURCE_GROUP --account-name
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SrgDemoNetAppAdmin --name srg-demo-pool-name -l westeurope --size 4 -service-level premium

Creating and Preparing the Volume

To create and prepare the volume using the Azure Portal:
1.In your NetApp account resource, browse to Storage service.
2.Select Volumes.
3.Press + Add volume.
4.Enter a name for the volume
5.Ensure that your volume is in the same virtual network as aks-virtual-network
and nfs-subnet.
6.For Subnet, select nfs-subnet.
Note: Under Subnet delegation, the subnet must be delegated to
Microsoft.NetApp/volumes.

7.Click Next:Protocol
8.Ensure that the Protocol type is NFS.
9.Make sure Version is NFSv3.
10.In Export policy section , select the checkbox for 0.0.0.0/0 Read & Write.
11.Enter the file path that will be used to create the export path for the volume
12.Click Review + Create at the bottom of the page. If you are satisfied with your
settings, click Create.

To create and prepare the volume using the Azure Cloud Shell:
1.Set your main resource group name to an environment variable:
# RESOURCE GROUP=<your resource group name>

For example:
# RESOURCE GROUP=srg-demo

2.Run the command:
# az netappfiles volume create -g $RESOURCE_GROUP --account-name
<ACCOUNT_NAME> --pool-name <POOL_NAME> --name <VOLUME_ROOT> -l <LOCATION>
--service-level premium --usage-threshold <VOLUME_SIZE> --file-path
<FILE_PATH> --vnet <VIRTUAL_NETWORK> --subnet <NFS_SUBNET_NAME> -protocol-types NFSv3

Where:
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<ACCOUNT_NAME> is your netApp account name.
<POOL_NAME> is the capacity pool created on the previous step.
<VOLUME_ROOT> is your volume root name.
<LOCATION> is location of your NetApp.
<VOLUME_SIZE> size for NFS volume in GB.
<FILE_PATH> is the path to your volumes.
<VIRTUAL_NETWORK> the virtual network to which your subnets belong.
<NFS_SUBNET_NAME> is your subnet for NFS.

For example:
az netappfiles volume create -g $RESOURCE_GROUP --account-name
SrgDemoNetAppAdmin --pool-name srg-demo-pool-name --name volumename -l
westeurope --service-level premium --usage-threshold 100 --file-path "nfs" -vnet demo-vnet --subnet nfs-subnet --protocol-types NFSv3

Configure and Create the Volumes

To configure and create the volumes:
1.Find your <mount_path_ip> and <mount_path_file_name> by navigating to your
volume page. They were confirmed in the previous step after successful creation of
the prepared volume. Note both of these parameters for later use.

2.Log in to the jump host.
3.If not already present, install the NFS client by sudo:
# yum install nfs-utils if not present

4.Get and unzip the cdf-deployer 2020.05-00100.xxxx.zip
5.Go to the scripts folder and run the following command:
sudo ./createFileStore.sh <mount_path_ip> <mount_path_file_name>
Example:
sudo ./createFileStore.sh "10.1.2.4" "/nfs"
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Creating and Attaching the Data Disk to Nodes
By default, AKS nodes are created with a temporary data disk. Disk size depends on the
--node-vm-size parameter and may not fit your needs.
In this section, you will prepare the Azure managed disk and attach it to the nodes which
will host Transformation Hub. This process has three parts:
1.Creating the managed data disk.
2.Attaching the disk to the AKS node.
3.Formatting and mounting the attached disk.
Each of these procedures is explained below.
Creating the Managed Data Disk

To create the managed data disk for a node using the Azure Portal:
1.Create a resource of type Managed Disks.
2.For Resource group select your AKS resource group. (Note: the AKS resource
group is named in the in format MC_<your_resource_group>_<aks_name>_
<location>)
3.In Disk name, enter a name for the managed disk,
4.Select proper Region (based on the location you specified earlier).
5.Select your Size based on expected workload.
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6.Click Review + create. After validation, click Create.
7.When deployment finishes, click Download to get json with deployment results.
Inside the archive is the file deployment.json. Note or copy the primaryResourceId
value for later use in attaching this disk to the AKS node
8.Repeat steps 1 through 8 for each AKS node.

To create the managed data disk using the Azure Cloud Shell:
Required permissions: create disk
1.Get the AKS resource group and store it in an environment variable for later usage:
# CLUSTER_RESOURCE_GROUP=$(az aks show --resource-group <RESOURCE GROUP>
--name <AKS NAME> --query nodeResourceGroup -o tsv)

For example:
# CLUSTER_RESOURCE_GROUP=$(az aks show --resource-group srg-demo --name srgdemo-aks --query nodeResourceGroup -o tsv)
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2.Create the managed disk by running the following command:
# az disk create --name <DISK NAME> --resource-group $CLUSTER_RESOURCE_
GROUP --size-gb <DISK SIZE>

For example:
# az disk create --name node-1-data-disk --resource-group $CLUSTER_RESOURCE_
GROUP --size-gb 1024

3.From the results, get the id value. It will be used later to attach the disk to the
AKS node. The value will resemble the following:
/subscriptions/af379ae8-90b3-4368-8fe7-b6a55ab17720/resourceGroups/MC_
srg-demo_srg-demo-aks_westeurope/providers/Microsoft.Compute/disks/node1-data-disk

4.Repeat the above steps for each expected AKS node.
Attaching the Disk to the AKS Node

To attach the disk to the AKS node:
1.Get the Virtual machine scale set and store it to an environment variable:
# VMSS=$(az vmss list -g $CLUSTER_RESOURCE_GROUP | jq -r .[0].name)

Note: If you open a new session, run commands to set the CLUSTER_RESOURCE_GROUP
environment variable first.
2.Attach the disk to instance by running the command:
# az vmss disk attach --resource-group $CLUSTER_RESOURCE_GROUP --vmssname $VMSS --instance-id <INDEX OF INSTANCE> --disk <DISK ID>

where:
<INDEX OF INSTANCE> is number of node in cluster, starting from 0
<DISK ID> disk resource ID, obtained during creation.

For example, the following command would attach the disk to the instance with an
instance -id of 0.
# az vmss disk attach --resource-group $CLUSTER_RESOURCE_GROUP --vmss-name
$VMSS --instance-id 0 --disk /subscriptions/af379ae8-90b3-4368-8fe7b6a55ab17720/resourcegroups/MC_srg-demo_srg-demo-aks_
westeurope/providers/Microsoft.Compute/disks/node-1-data-disk

3.Repeat steps 1-2 for the rest of the disks and node instances.
Format and Mount the Attached Disk

To format and mount the attached (raw) disks:
1.Upload the id_rsa to your jump host.
Note: Use the id_rsa file you generated when creating the Azure Kubernetes
Service.
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2.Make id_rsa read only by running the command:
# chmod 400 id_rsa

3.Get the node's private IP by running the command:
# kubectl get nodes -o wide

Example output:
NAME
INTERNAL-IP

STATUS

ROLES

AGE

VERSION

aks-nodepool1-84569686-vmss000000
10.240.0.4
<none>

Ready

agent

79m

v1.15.10

aks-nodepool1-84569686-vmss000001
10.240.0.5
<none>

Ready

agent

79m

v1.15.10

aks-nodepool1-84569686-vmss000002
10.240.0.6
<none>

Ready

agent

79m

v1.15.10

EXTERNAL-IP

4.Make an SSH connection from the jumphost to an AKS node (use the internal IP
address ). Successive commands will be executed on the AKS node to which you
are connected.
Example command:
ssh -i id_rsa azureuser@10.240.0.4

5.On the same AKS node, become root.
6.Find the device for the data disk by running the command:
# fdisk -l

This will give you list of existing disks. Usually the one added is named /dev/sdc
7.Using fdisk /dev/sdc, create a new primary partition on the whole device and set
it as type 83 - Linux.
Example:
# fdisk /dev/sdc
Welcome to fdisk (util-linux 2.23.2).

Changes will remain in memory only, until you decide to write them.
Be careful before using the write command.

Device does not contain a recognized partition table
Building a new DOS disklabel with disk identifier 0xc6a2cea5.
The device presents a logical sector size that is smaller than
the physical sector size. Aligning to a physical sector (or optimal
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I/O) size boundary is recommended, or performance may be impacted.

Command (m for help): n
Partition type:
p

primary (0 primary, 0 extended, 4 free)

e

extended

Select (default p): p
Partition number (1-4, default 1):
First sector (2048-536870911, default 2048):
Using default value 2048
Last sector, +sectors or +size{K,M,G} (2048-536870911, default 536870911):
Using default value 536870911
Partition 1 of type Linux and of size 1024 GiB is set

Command (m for help): w
The partition table has been altered!

8.After saving the new partition table, create the file system by running the command:
mkfs.xfs /dev/sdc1

9.Create the mountpoint:
mkdir /opt/arcsight

10.Get the partition UUID by running the command:
# blkid /dev/sdc1

Example output:
/dev/sdc1: UUID="3696c212-1778-43d5-9d27-d9164686c327" TYPE="xfs"

11.Add an entry to the /etc/fstab file to have this new partition mounted after
restart. For example:
UUID=3696c212-1778-43d5-9d27-d9164686c327 /opt/arcsight xfs defaults 0 0

12.Mount a new disk partition by running the command:
# mount -a

13.Verify it is properly mounted by running:
# df -h
Filesystem

Size

udev

7.9G

Used Avail Use% Mounted on
0

7.9G

0% /dev
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tmpfs

1.6G

812K

1.6G

97G

9.4G

88G

tmpfs

7.9G

0

7.9G

0% /dev/shm

tmpfs

5.0M

0

5.0M

0% /run/lock

tmpfs

7.9G

0

7.9G

0% /sys/fs/cgroup

/dev/sda15

105M

3.6M

101M

4% /boot/efi

/dev/sdb1

32G

48M

30G

/dev/sda1

1% /run
10% /

<- Azure temporary drive

1% /mnt

tmpfs
7.9G
12K 7.9G
1% /var/lib/kubelet/pods/7194d3a7-cc8442bd-accb-30b09fcd1d27/volumes/kubernetes.io~secret/kube-proxy-token-cnxn8
overlay
97G 9.4G
88G 10%
/var/lib/docker/overlay2/3e04813889c25709c31206a48ee82fa67d677b76a6b1aab5e7d7
246b911a3bee/merged
shm
64M
0
64M
0%
/var/lib/docker/containers/bc0dd2ea23a9c0640e10ad4664addeb437f4ad4ac0830260ee
f942f70bcb0c0a/mounts/shm
overlay
97G 9.4G
88G 10%
/var/lib/docker/overlay2/b8290059f18b2f9d311395abcf12ccb377ed7107db5fa5fccc46
b6fc594e7da8/merged
tmpfs

1.6G

0

1.6G

/dev/sdc1
1.0T 1.1G 1023G
for Arcsight products

0% /run/user/1000
1% /opt/arcsight

<- your new partition

14.Repeat Steps 4 through 12 for all remaining nodes and their disks.

Preparing a Private DNS Zone
Required permissions: create private DNS zone; a link to the virtual network is also
needed,

To prepare the private DNS zone:
1.Set your main resource group name to an environment variable, for example.:
# RESOURCE_GROUP=srg-demo

2.Create the private-dns zone (for example, arcsight.private.com) in your resource
group by running the command:
# az network private-dns zone create -g $RESOURCE_GROUP -n
arcsight.private.com
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Note: You can use another zone name in place of arcsight.private.com, but you
must use the same DNS suffix for the --external-access-host argument during
CDF installation.
3.Link private-dns zone with your virtual network by running the command:
# az network private-dns link vnet create -g $RESOURCE_GROUP -n DNSLink z arcsight.private.com -v <your virtual network, such as demo-vnet> -e
false

Assigning an IP Address to Private DNS
In this step you will assign an IP address from the aks-subnet range to the domain name
(external access host).

To assign an IP address to private DNS:
1.Set your main resource group name to an environment variable; for example:
# RESOURCE_GROUP=srg-demo

Note: Alternatively, use the resource group where your vnet and private-dns zone
are located.
2.Get the address prefix by running the command:
# az network vnet subnet show -g $RESOURCE_GROUP --vnet-name <your
virtual network> --name <subnet for AKS>| jq -r .addressPrefix

For example:
# az network vnet subnet show -g $RESOURCE_GROUP --vnet-name demo-vnet -name aks-subnet | jq -r .addressPrefix

Example result:
10.1.1.0/24

You can select any IP from this range. The first N IP addresses are occupied by AKS
nodes.
Example selection in this range: 10.1.1.101
3.Assign the IP by running the following command:
# az network private-dns record-set a add-record -g $RESOURCE_GROUP -z
<PRIVATE DNS ZONE> -n <RECORD SET NAME> -a <EXTERNAL-IP>

where:
<PRIVATE DNS ZONE> is the private-dns zone created earlier (in our example it was
arcsight.private.com)
<RECORD SET NAME> the name of the record set relative to the zone (in our example,
installer)

<EXTERNAL-IP> IP must be from aks-subnet range
Example command:
# az network private-dns record-set a add-record -g $RESOURCE_GROUP -z
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arcsight.private.com -n installer -a 10.1.1.101

This command will create installer.arcsight.private.com with the IP address
10.1.1.101.
4.Note the domain name and IP address. The domain name will be used as the -external-access-host parameter for CDF installation and the IP for
patching the load balancer.

Labeling Nodes
Labeling is a means for identifying application processing and qualifying the application
as a candidate to run on a specific node. For example, labeling an AKS node with the
label kafka=yes specifies that a Kafka instance will run on that node.
Labels required for AKS nodes include the following:
Label

Purpose

kafka=yes

Run Kafka

zk=yes

Run ZooKeeper (Kafka management tool)

th-processing=yes

Process Transformation Hub data

th-platform=yes

Run Transformation Hub

To label your AKS nodes:
1.On your jump host, get a list of AKS nodes by running the following command:
# kubectl get nodes
NAME

STATUS

ROLES

AGE

VERSION

aks-agentpool-36457641-vmss000000

Ready

agent

137m

v1.13.11

aks-agentpool-36457641-vmss000001

Ready

agent

137m

v1.13.11

aks-agentpool-36457641-vmss000002

Ready

agent

137m

v1.13.11

2.Label the first AKS node by running the following command:
# kubectl label node <node-name> zk=yes kafka=yes th-processing=yes thplatform=yes

For example:
# kubectl label node aks-agentpool-36457641-vmss000000 zk=yes kafka=yes
th-processing=yes th-platform=yes

3.Repeat the command in step 2 for each additional node.
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Preparing the ACR and Resource Group
To prepare the ACR (Azure Container Registry) and resource group on the
Azure Portal:
1.Log in to the Azure portal at (https://portal.azure.com)
2.Select an active Azure subscription and click Create a Resource.
3.In the search box (case-insensitive), enter Container Registry and click create. A
screen similar to this is displayed.

Note: Later in this guide, the steps above will be referred to as "Create a resource of
type <some resource>." For these references, take the steps shown above to create
the resource of the specified type.
4.Enter a value for Registry Name. Note this name for later reference.
5.For Resource group, click Create New, and in Name, enter a resource group
name.
6.For Location, select a location with enough resources for your deployment.
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Note: All other resources will need to use this location.
7.For Admin user, select Enable.
8.For SKU, choose the value you need (basic, medium, or standard).

9.Click Create to create the Azure Container Registry.

Uploading the Product Images to the ACR
In order to upload the product images to the Azure Container Registry, you must first
determine the ACR credentials, and then perform the upload.

To upload the product images to the ACR, using the Azure Portal to get
credentials:
1.Download the product images and CDF deployer to a secure network location.
2.On the Azure Portal, open the Azure Container Registry.
3.In Settings, click Access keys tab. Note the values for Login server, Username,
and Password.
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4.Unzip the CDF deployer to a local directory (such as /tmp). For example:
# cd /tmp
# unzip cdf-deployer-<VERSION>.zip
...

5.Change directory to the deployer scripts folder. For example:
# cd cdf-deployer-<VERSION>/scripts/

6.Run the uploadimages script with credentials from the ACR by running the
following command.
# ./uploadimages.sh -o your-org-name -r <REGISTRY LOGIN SERVER> -u
<USERNAME> -p <PASSWORD> -F /tmp/cdf-byok-images-<VERSION>.tar -c 2

For example:
./uploadimages.sh -o your-org-name -r srgdemo.azurecr.io -u srgdemo -p
GEev87wtAW+FtBGTyADxgr9Fivg6a2gC -F /tmp/cdf-byok-images-<VERSION>.tar -c 2
...
Upload completed in 1690 seconds.
Upload-process successfully completed.

To upload product images to the ACR, using Azure commands to get the
credentials:
1.Get the registry name and password by running these commands:
# credentials=$(az acr credential show --name <your ACR name> -g
<RESOURCE GROUP>)
# echo $credentials | jq -r '.username'
# echo $credentials | jq -r '.passwords[0].value'

For example:
# credentials=$(az acr credential show --name srgdemoACR -g srg-demo)
# echo $credentials | jq -r '.username'
# echo $credentials | jq -r '.passwords[0].value'
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2.Determine the name of the registry login server by running the following command:
# az acr show --name <REGISTRY NAME> -g <your ACR name> | jq -r
'.loginServer'

For example:
# az acr show --name srgdemoACR -g srg-demo | jq -r '.loginServer'

3.Unzip the CDF deployer to a local directory (such as /tmp). For example:
# cd /tmp
# unzip cdf-deployer-<VERSION>.zip
...

4.Change directory to the deployer scripts folder. For example:
# cd cdf-deployer-<VERSION>/scripts/

5.Run the uploadimages script with credentials from the ACR by running the
following command.
# ./uploadimages.sh -o your-org-name -r <REGISTRY LOGIN SERVER> -u
<USERNAME> -p <PASSWORD> -F /tmp/cdf-byok-images-<VERSION>.tar -c 2

For example:
# ./uploadimages.sh -o your-org-name -r srgdemo.azurecr.io -u srgdemo -p
GEev87wtAW+FtBGTyADxgr9Fivg6a2gC -F /tmp/cdf-byok-images-<VERSION>.tar -c 2
...
Upload completed in 1690 seconds.
Upload-process successfully completed.

About Running uploadimages.sh
l

l

l

l

Choose the value of the -o argument carefully, since it needs to be used during
installation and for all uploadimages.sh calls.
The -c argument indicates concurrent upload (maximum can be half of the CPU cores
capacity), and can speed up the upload process.
Uploading images is long process, and can take up to 60 minutes to complete. The
exact time for completion depends largely on connectivity.
See uploadimages.sh --help for more information

Uploading the JDBC Driver
To upload the JDBC driver to the ACR:
In the deployer scripts directory, run build_jdbc.sh.
For example:
# cd /tmp/cdf-deployer-<VERSION>/scripts/
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# ./build_jdbc.sh -o <your-org-name> -d /tmp/jdbc
...
# ./uploadimages.sh -o <your-org-name> -r srgdemo.azurecr.io -u srgdemo -p
GEev87wtAW+FtBGTyADxgr9Fivg6a2gC -d /tmp/jdbc
...
** Uploading suite images
Upload image [1/1] srgdemoacr.azurecr.io/your-org-name/jdbc-driverscontainer:1.0 ... OK
Upload completed in 248 seconds.
Upload-process successfully completed.

Patching the Load Balancer
To annotate and patch the load balancer:
1.On the jump host, run the following commands.
# kubectl annotate service -n core itom-cdf-ingress-frontend-svc
service.beta.kubernetes.io/azure-load-balancer-internal=true
# kubectl patch services itom-cdf-ingress-frontend-svc -p '{"spec":
{"type":"<LoadBalancer>","<loadBalancerIP>": "<public_IP"}}' -n core

Where <public_IP> is the value of the public IP you assigned previously.

Installing CDF
To install CDF:
1.Download the CDF deployer and the ArcSight metadata files to a secure network
location.
2.SSH to your jump host and upload the CDF deployer and ArcSight metadata files
to a directory on the jump host.
3.Unzip the deployer and run the installation. For example:
# unzip cdf-deployer-<VERSION>.zip
...
# cd cdf-deployer-<VERSION>/
# ./install --nfs-server 10.1.2.4 --nfs-folder /nfs/itom-vol --registryorgname your-org-name --registry-url srgdemo.azurecr.io --registry-username
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srgdemo --registry-password
GEev87wtAW+FtBGTyADxgr9Fivg6a2gC --externalaccess-host installer.arcsight.private.com --noinfra --cloud-provider AZURE

The following arguments apply to the install command:
--nfs-server

Your NFS server private IP or NetApp end IP.

--registry-url

Login server (from the Access keys tab in your
ACR resource)

--registry-username

Username (from the Access keys tab in your
ACR resource)

--registry-password

Password (from the Access keys tab in your
ACR resource)

--registry-orgname

Organization name. Use the same value as for the -o
argument you specified during the uploading of your
images to the ACR,

--external-access-host

DNS domain name configured earlier. For example,
installer.arcsight.private.com.
l

If you use a different name for private-dns zone in
the previous step, then change the value of -external-access-host to fit your DNS; that is,
installer.<YOUR NAME>

l

--cloud-provider

You can verify this value on the Azure portal, in the
main resource group, under Private DNS Zone
resource.

Specifies the cloud provider when installing CDF on a
cloud server. The allowed value of this parameter is
AZURE.

For a complete list of optional parameters, see CDF Installation CLI Commands.

Configure the Kubernetes Cluster
After you install the CDF Installer, complete the following steps to configure your
Kubernetes cluster.
1.RDP to the jumphost and browse to the cluster at your private DNS address at port
3000. For example:
https://installer.private.arcsight.com:3000
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2.Log in using admin userid and the password you specified during the CDF
installation.
3.You will be prompted to upload the ArcSight installer metadata tar file:
arcsight-installer-metadata-2.3.0.xx.tar

4.On the Security Risk and Governance - Container Installer page, choose the CDF
base product metadata version. Then, click Next.

5.On the End User License Agreement page, review the EULA and select the ‘I
agree…’ checkbox. You may optionally choose to have suite utilization information
passed to Micro Focus. Then, click Next.

6.On the Capabilities page, choose the capabilities and/or products to be installed.
To install Transformation Hub as a standalone install, make that your selection.
(Note that other products may require Transformation Hub or other capabilities as
prerequisites. Such requirements will be noted in the pull-down text associated
with the capability.) To show additional information associated with the product,
click the > (greater than) arrow. When complete, click Next.

7.On the Database page, make sure the PostgreSQL High Availability box is
deselected. This database is not used by capabilities in SODP.
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8.Click Next.
9.On the Deployment Size page, choose a size for your deployment based on your
planned implementation.

l

l

l

Small Cluster: Minimum of one AKS node deployed (each node should have 4 cores,
16 GB memory, 50 GB disk)
Medium Cluster: Minimum of 1 AKS node deployed (each node should have 8
cores, 32 GB memory, 100 GB disk)
Large Cluster: Minimum of 3 AKS nodes deployed (each node should have 16
cores,64 GB memory, 256 GB disk)
Note: The installation will not proceed until the minimal hardware requirements for
the deployment are met.

Additional nodes, with each running on their own host system, can be configured in
subsequent steps.
Select your appropriate deployment size, and then click Next.
9.On the Connection page, an external hostname is automatically populated. This is
resolved from the Virtual IP (VIP) specified earlier during the install of CDF (--havirtual-ip parameter), or the master node hostname if the --ha-virtual-ip
parameter was not specified during CDF installation. Confirm the VIP is correct
and then click Next.
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l
l
l

10.On the File Storage page, configure your NFS volumes. For each NFS volume, do
the following:
In File Server, enter the IP address or FQDN for the NFS server.
On the Exported Path drop-down, select the appropriate volume.
Click Next.
Note: All volumes must validate successfully to continue with the installation.

Note: A Self-hosted NFS refers to the external NFS that you prepared when you
configured an NFS server environment, as outlined in the CDF Planning Guide.
Always choose this value for File System Type.
The following volumes must be available on your NFS server.
CDF NFS Volume claim

Your NFS volume

arcsight-volume

<NFS_ROOT_FOLDER>/arcsight

itom-vol-claim

<NFS_ROOT_FOLDER>/itom_vol
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CDF NFS Volume claim

Your NFS volume

db-single-vol

<NFS_ROOT_FOLDER>/db

itom-logging-vol

<NFS_ROOT_FOLDER>/logging

db-backup-vol

<NFS_ROOT_FOLDER>/db_backup

11.Click Validate, and then click Next
Warning: After you click Next, the infrastructure implementation will be deployed.
Please ensure that your infrastructure choices are adequate to your needs. An
incorrect or insufficient configuration may require a reinstall of all capabilities.
12.On the Confirm dialog, click Yes to start deploying nodes.

Preparation Complete
Once all Nodes have been configured, and all services have been started on all nodes,
the Preparation Complete page will be shown, meaning that the installation process is
now ready to configure product-specific installation attributes.

Click Next to configure the products and components of the deployment.

Configuring the Load Balancer
As part of load balancer configuration, to permit access to the 5443 port for TH
deployment, the following needs to be added to the AKS load balancer:
A health probe and load balancing rule for port 5443
l A health probe and load balancing rule for port 433
These steps are explained below.
l
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To add a health probe for port 5443 using the Azure Portal:
1.On your jump host, run the following command to get the value of nginx-ingresscontroller-svc for port 5443:
kubectl get svc -n core | grep nginx-ingress-controller-svc

Example output, showing NodePort as 31249:
nginx-ingress-controller-svc NodePort 10.0.146.63
5443:31249/TCP,5444:31036/TCP 21m

2.Open the Azure Portal and locate the Azure Kubernetes resource group. (The AKS
resource group name is in format MC_<your_resource_group>_<aks_name>_
<location>.)

3.Open the Kubernetes resource group.
4.Find the Kubernetes load balancer and then open it.

5.On the Kubernetes load balancer resource, click Health probes.
6.Add a health probe for 5443 using the value obtained for the service NodePort in
step 1.
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To add a health probe for port 5443 using the Azure Cloud Shell:
1.Get the AKS resource group and store it in an environment variable for later usage:
# CLUSTER_RESOURCE_GROUP=$(az aks show --resource-group <RESOURCE GROUP>
--name <AKS NAME> --query nodeResourceGroup -o tsv)

For example, for AKS srg-demo-aks from resource group srg-demo:
# CLUSTER_RESOURCE_GROUP=$(az aks show --resource-group srg-demo --name srgdemo-aks --query nodeResourceGroup -o tsv)

2.Create the health probe by running the command:
# az network lb probe create -g $CLUSTER_RESOURCE_GROUP --lb-name
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kubernetes-internal -n 5443-hp --protocol tcp --port <SERVICE PORT>

Example:
# az network lb probe create -g $CLUSTER_RESOURCE_GROUP --lb-name
kubernetes-internal -n 5443-hp --protocol tcp --port 31249

To add a load balancing rule for port 5443 using the Azure Portal:
1.Open the Kubernetes load balancer and click Load balancing rules.

2.Add a rule for port 5443. The backend port is the value for nginx-ingresscontroller-svc obtained previously and the health probe you just created.
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To add a load balancing rule for port 5443 using the Azure Cloud Shell:
1.Run the following command:
# az network lb rule create -g <AKS RESOURCE GROUP> --lb-name kubernetesinternal -n 5443-lb-rule --protocol Tcp --frontend-port 5443 --backendport <SERVICE PORT> --probe-name 5443-hp --backend-pool-name kubernetes

For example:
# az network lb rule create -g mc_srg-demo_srg-demo-aks_westeurope --lb-name
kubernetes-internal -n 5443-lb-rule --protocol Tcp --frontend-port 5443 -backend-port 31249 --probe-name 5443-hp --backend-pool-name kubernetes

To add a health probe for port 443 using the Azure Portal:
1.In the Azure portal, locate the Azure Kubernetes resource group. (The AKS
resource group name is in format MC_<your_resource_group>_<aks_name>_
<location>.)
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2.Open the Kubernetes resource group.
3.On the Kubernetes load balancer resource, click Health probes.
4.Click + Add for Kubernetes load balancer health probes and enter values for the
following:
l Name: assign a name to the probe.
l

Protocol: select TCP

l

Port: enter 443

To add a health probe for port 443 using the Azure Cloud Shell:
1.Run the following command:
# az network lb probe create -g <AKS RESOURCE GROUP> --lb-name
kubernetes-internal -n 443-hp --protocol tcp --port 443

For example:
# az network lb probe create -g mc_srg-demo_srg-demo-aks_westeurope --lb-name
kubernetes-internal -n 443-hp --protocol tcp --port 443

To add a load balancing rule for port 443 using the Azure Portal:
1.Open the Kubernetes load balancing rule and click Load balancing rules.
2.Click + Add for the Kubernetes load balancer load balancing rules and enter
values for the following:
l Name: assign a name to the probe.
l

Port: enter 443.

l

Backend port: enter 443.

l

Health probe: select the probe you previously created for port 443.

3.Open the Kubernetes resource group.
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To add a load balancing rule for port 443 using the Azure Cloud Shell:
1.Run the following command:
# az network lb rule create -g <AKS RESOURCE GROUP> --lb-name kubernetesinternal -n 443-lb-rule --protocol Tcp --frontend-port 443 --backend-port
443 --probe-name 443-hp --backend-pool-name kubernetes

For example:
# az network lb rule create -g mc_srg-demo_srg-demo-aks_westeurope --lb-name
kubernetes-internal -n 443-lb-rule --protocol Tcp --frontend-port 443 -backend-port 443 --probe-name 443-hp --backend-pool-name kubernetes

Open the Management Portal
To open the CDF Management Portal:
1.RDP to the jump host desktop and open a browser.
2.Browse to :
https://<DNS_name>/5443.

Note: Use the DNS name you configured earlier, such as
installer.private.access.com.
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Chapter 5: Deploying Transformation Hub
The process of deploying Transformation Hub and configuring it for use comprises the
following broad steps.
1.Configure and Deploy Transformation Hub: On the CDF Managemernt Portal,
pre-configure and deploy Transformation Hub to run in the CDF-managed
Kubernetes cluster. In addition, you will need to perform a set of post-deployment
steps.
2.Manage Transformation Hub from the Management Center: Configure the
ArcSight Management Center (ArcMC) to recognize and manage the
Transformation Hub cluster.
3.Integrate Transformation Hub with Other ArcSight Products: Configure your
SmartConnectors and Collectors as producers of events into Transformation Hub,
as well as configure event Consumers such as Logger and ESM.
Each of these steps is explained in the following chapters.
This chapter contains the following sections:
Configuring and Deploying Transformation Hub

79

Opening the Management Portal

81

Security Mode Configuration

81

Label Worker Nodes (On-Premises)

82

Check Deployment Status

84

Start the keepalived Process

85

Check Cluster Status

85

Post-Deployment Configuration

85

Management Center: Configuring Transformation Hub

86

Reminder: Install Your License Key

86

Configuring and Deploying Transformation Hub
This section explains the process of configuring and deploying Transformation Hub on a
supported platform (both for on-premises and Azure).
After you have installed CDF, the Transformation Hub is now ready to be configured
and then deployed. The Transformation Hub Pre-Deployment Configuration page is
displayed to configure the products and capabilities chosen at the start of the installation
process.
The pre-deployment configuration page allows tuning of the initial installation
properties. Click the Transformation Hub tab and modify the configuration properties as
required, based on the size of your cluster and its throughput requirements. Refer to the
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CDF Deployment Disk Sizing Calculator spreadsheet (available from the Micro Focus
support community) for guidance on setting any of these properties. Hover over a value
to see a detailed description associated with the configuration property.

Worker Node Properties: You must adjust several of these properties with the number
of worker nodes installed earlier in this installation process.
Minimally, synchronize the following properties to the worker nodes (default value is 3
for each property except the one noted below).
# of Worker Nodes in the Kafka cluster
l # of Worker Nodes running Zookeeper in the Kafka cluster
l # of Schema Registry nodes in the Kafka cluster
l # of Kafka nodes required to run Schema Registry (Default: 2)
l Kafka replication factor (this must be set to ‘1’ for a Single Worker deployment)
For example, if you chose a Single Worker installation, you would set the values of all of
these properties to 1.
l

Log Properties: It is highly likely the following configuration properties should also be
adjusted from their default values. Note that proper log sizes are critical. Should a node
run out of disk space, messages (events) will be dropped and are not recoverable.
Retention log size for each partition of a Vertica Topic
l Retention log size per Kafka Topic
l Hours to keep Kafka logs
ArcMC Properties: For managing your cluster with ArcMC, you can specify your
Management Center FQDN: {port}. Note that this can only be configured on the postdeployment configuration page.
l

After updating configuration property values, click Next to deploy Transformation Hub.
After a few minutes, the CDF Management Portal URL will be displayed. Select this
URL to finish Transformation Hub deployment.
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Opening the Management Portal
The CDF management portal enables management, deployment, and configuration of
CDF and CDF-based products.

To open the management portal for an on-premises installation:
1.Browse to https://<ha-address>:5443
2.Enter the username admin and the password.
where:
l

Ha-address: FQDN corresponding to the Virtual IP address provided during
installation (--ha-virtual-ip) (or, for a single-master installation, the IP address of
the master node).

To open the management portal for an Azure-based cluster:
1.On the jump host, browse to http://<private_DNS>:5443
2.Enter the username admin and the password.
Note: Upon first logging in to the management portal, you are prompted to change
the portal password. Specify a secure password in its place.

Security Mode Configuration
Prior to deployment, you must choose and configure the security mode that
Transformation Hub will use to connect.
By default, plain-text (or non-TLS) connections are permitted from external producers
and consumers (such as connectors, ESM, and Logger), to maximize performance.
l For higher security, you can disable plain-text connections .
The following table shows the effect of each security mode configuration setting on
communication over the given port.
l

Security Mode Setting

Value Connect to Port 9092
(Plain Text)

Connect to Port 9093
(TLS)

Allow Plain Text
Connections

true

yes

yes

Allow Plain Text
Connections

false

no

yes

Client Authentication

true

N/A

yes
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l

l

Security Mode Setting

Value Connect to Port 9092
(Plain Text)

Connect to Port 9093
(TLS)

Client Authentication

false

N/A

yes

FIPS

true

N/A

yes

FIPS

false

N/A

yes

9093 is the endpoint used for TLS, FIPS and Client Authentication. It is always
enabled.
9092 is the endpoint used for plain text, and is enabled by the Allow Plain Text
connections configuration setting. This setting has no effect on the FIPS and Client
Authentication settings. Note that when Plain Text is disabled, the plain text port is
still open (due to pending technical issues). However, the Kafka endpoint will not
accept data.
Note: Configure these settings before deployment of the Transformation Hub.
Changing them after deployment will result in cluster downtime.

Label Worker Nodes (On-Premises)
Note: If you are deploying Transformation Hub to Azure, you have already applied
labels to your nodes, and this step does not apply.
Labeling is a means for identifying application processing and qualifying the application
as a candidate to run on a specific node. For example, labeling a node with the label
kafka:yes indicates that a Kafka instance will run on that node.
In this step, you will first define labels and then apply them to each node.
Immediately following Transformation Hub deployment the following pods will remain in
a Pending state awaiting the labeling process to be completed: th-kafka, thzookeeper, th-kafka-manager, th-web-service, and th-schemaregistry . Once
labeling is completed, Kubernetes will immediately schedule and start the labeldependent containers on the labeled nodes. (Note that starting of services may take 15
minutes or more to complete.)

To label your worker nodes (on-premises installation only) :
Note: Upon first login, you are prompted to change the admin password.
1.Login to Management Portal by clicking the link on the Deployment status
(Configuration complete) page or browsing to (https://<ha-address>:5443),
where:
l Ha-address: FQDN corresponding to the Virtual IP address provided during
installation (--ha-virtual-ip) (or, for a single-master installation, the IP
address of the master node).
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l

User Name: admin

l

Password: Password that you changed to during the first login to port 5443.

2.Go to CLUSTER> Nodes.
3.In PredefinedLabels enter the label zk:yes (case-sensitive) and then click the +
icon. This will add the zk:yes label to the list of predefined labels you can use to
label nodes. The label list will be shown to the left of the text box.
4.Repeat Step 3 for each of the following labels to add them to the list of predefined
labels. Enter the text of the entire label, as shown here, including the :yes text.
Labels are case-sensitive.
kafka:yes
th-processing:yes
th-platform:yes

Note: The master:yes and Worker labels are already predefined, and already
applied to your Nodes based on your installation. You will not need to take any
action regarding these labels.

5. Drag and drop each label from the Predefined Labels list to each of the worker nodes,
based on your workload sharing configuration. This will apply the dragged label to the
selected node.
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For Kafka and ZooKeeper, make sure that the number of the nodes you have labeled
corresponds to the number of worker nodes in the Kafka cluster and the number of
worker nodes running Zookeeper in the Kafka cluster properties from the predeployment configuration page. The default number is 3 for a Multiple Worker
deployment.

Once the nodes have been properly labeled, the status of the Transformation Hub pods
will change from a Pending to a Running state. You can monitor the pod startup process
by running the following command on the Initial master node:
kubectl get pods --all-namespaces -o wide

Check Deployment Status
When the Configuration Complete page displays, the pod deployment is finished.
l
l

Pods that have not been labeled will remain in the Pending state until labeled.
For a pod that is not in the Running state, you can find out more details on the pod by
running the following command:
kubectl describe pod <pod name> -n <namespace>

The Events section in the output provides detailed information on the pod status.
Note: If the following error is displayed when attempting to log in to the CDF
Management Portal on port 3000, this typically means that the CDF installation
process has completed, port 3000 is no longer required, and has been closed.
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Instead of port 3000, log in to the Management Portal on port 5443.

Start the keepalived Process
Note: This step only applies to on-premises clusters with multiple Master Nodes. It
does not apply at all to Azure clusters.
After deployment has completed, manually restart the keepalive process, which is shut
off automatically during the deployment.
1.On the Initial Master Node, go to the ${k8s-home}
/bin/ directory.

2.Run the following script:
# ./start_lb.sh

Check Cluster Status
To verify the success of the deployment, check the cluster status and make sure all pods
are running.
Note: You may need to wait 10 minutes or more for all pods to be in a Running or
Completed state.
1.Log into the Initial Master Node.
2.Run the command:
kubectl get pods --all-namespaces

Review the output to determine the status of all pods.

Post-Deployment Configuration
Depending on your architecture, after deployment, you may need to adjust some of the
post-deployment configuration properties in order for Transformation Hub to function
correctly.

If you plan to manage Transformation Hub with ArcMC, then you will need to adjust
some settings in the post-deployment stage with your ArcMC details. Whether you need
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to adjust other properties during post-configuration will depend on the specifics of your
implementation.
For a more detailed discussion of post-deployment configuration settings, see the
Transformation Hub Administrator's Guide.

To configure post-deployment settings:
1.Browse to the CDF Management Portal.
2.Click Deployment > Deployments.
3.Click the ... (Browse) icon to the right of the main window.
4.From the drop-down, click Reconfigure. The post-deployment settings page is
displayed.
5.Set values for the parameters as needed.
6.For configuring management of Transformation Hub with ArcMC, see Configuring
ArcMC Management of Transformation Hub
7.In addition, under Stream Processors and Routers, adjust the '# of CEF-toAvro Stream Processors and Routing Stream Processors' as per group as
required.
8.Click Save.
Web services in the cluster will be restarted (in a rolling manner) across the cluster
nodes.
Note: In order to enable ArcMC management, some configuration of ArcMC is also
necessary. For more information, see Configuring ArcMC Management of
Transformation Hub

Management Center: Configuring Transformation Hub
The Management Center (ArcMC) is the centralized console for managing Micro Focus
products.
Connectivity between Transformation Hub and ArcMC is configured in ArcMC when you
add Transformation Hub as a managed host into ArcMC. For details on adding your
Transformation Hub to ArcMC, see here.

Reminder: Install Your License Key
Transformation Hub ships with a 90-day instant-on evaluation license, which will enable
functionality for 90 days after installation. In order for Transformation Hub to continue
working past the initial evaluation period, you will need to apply a valid license key to
Transformation Hub. A Transformation Hub license key, as well as a valid legacy
ArcMC ADP license key, can be used for licensing Transformation Hub.
For details on how to apply a your license key to Transformation Hub, see the Licensing
chapter of the Transformation Hub Administrator's Guide.
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IMPORTANT: To ensure continuity of functionality and event flow, make sure you
apply your product license before the evaluation license has expired.
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Chapter 6: Maintaining an On-Premises
Transformation Hub
This chapter contains the following sections:
Changing Transformation Hub Configuration Properties

88

Adding a Product (Capability)

88

Removing a Product

89

Uninstalling ArcSight Suite (including Transformation Hub)

89

Resetting the Administrator Password

89

Viewing and Changing the Certificate Authority

90

Manual Upgrade to CDF 2020.05

90

Automated Upgrade to CDF 2020.05

92

Upgrading ArcSight Suite

94

Changing Transformation Hub Configuration Properties
To change Transformation Hub configuration properties:
1.In the Management Portal, select Deployment > Deployments.
2.Click ... (Browse) on the far right and choose Reconfigure. A new screen will be
opened in a separate tab.
3.Update configuration properties as needed.
4.Click Save.
All services in the cluster affected by the configuration change will be restarted (in a
rolling manner) across the cluster nodes.

Adding a Product (Capability)
To add a product (capability) to your cluster:
1.As explained under Upload Images, upload the offline images for the product you
want to add.
2.Click Deployment > Deployments.
3.Click ... (Browse) on the far right and choose Change. A new screen will be
opened in a separate tab.
4.On the next page, select a product you want to add, and click Next
5.On the File Storage page, fill in the NFS volume data if needed, and click Next.
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6.Wait until the spinner disappears (This page will remain blank) and click Next.
7.Update configuration values if needed, and click Next.
After a short wait, the Configuration Complete page confirms the change to the cluster.

Removing a Product
To remove a product (capability) from your cluster:
1.Click Deployment > Deployments.
2.Click ... (Browse) on the far right and choose Install. A new screen will be opened
in a separate tab.
3.On the next page, deselect the product you want to remove, and click Next
4.On the File Storage page click Next.
5.Update configuration values if needed, and click Next.
After a short wait, the Configuration Complete page confirms the change to the cluster.

Uninstalling ArcSight Suite (including Transformation Hub)
To (gracefully) uninstall the ArcSight Suite (including Transformation Hub):
1.Stop all collectors and Connectors from sending events to Transformation Hub.
2.Stop all consumers from receiving events after they have consumed all events from
their topics.
3.Click Deployment > Management.
4.Click on the far right button and choose Uninstall.
The pods are progressively shut down and then uninstalled.

Resetting the Administrator Password
You can change the administrator password on a CDF installation.
1.Browse to CDF Management Portal.
2.Log in using admin USERID and the password you specified during the platform
installation in the command line argument. (This URL is displayed at the
successful completion of the CDF installation shown earlier.)
3.In the left navigation page, click IdM Administration.
4.In the main panel, click SRG.
5.In the left navigation bar, click Users.
6.In the list of users on the right, select Admin and click Edit.
7.In the bottom right, click Remove Password.
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8.Click Add Password.
9.Enter a new admin password, and then click Save.

Viewing and Changing the Certificate Authority
The cluster maintains its own certificate authority (CA) to issue certificates for external
communication. A self-signed CA is generated during installation by default. Pods of
deployed products use the certificates generated by the CA on pod startup.

To display the current CA for external communication:
1.Run this command on the Initial Master Node:
# ${K8S_HOME}/scripts/cdf-updateRE.sh read

To update the CA:
1.Run the command:
# ${K8S_HOME}/scripts/cdf-updateRE.sh write --re-key={New
Intermediate Key Name}.pem --re-crt={New Intermediate Key Name}.pem --reca={New CA Cert Name}.pem}

Note: Changing the CA after Transformation Hub deployment will require
undeploying and then deploying the Transformation Hub capability. This will result
in a loss of configuration changes. As a result, it is highly recommended that if you
need to perform this task, do so at the beginning of your Transformation Hub rollout.
See the section on Deploying Transformation Hub for information on re-deploying
the capability.

Manual Upgrade to CDF 2020.05
Transformation Hub 3.3.0 requires CDF version 2020.05. As a result, users running an
earlier version of CDF (version 2020.02) must upgrade to version 2020.05. The manual
CDF upgrade process, which is run on each node in your environment, is explained
here.
Manual upgrade is a lengthy process and should be run with a stable and reliable SSH
connection.
Note: The upgrade of a single-master environment to a multi-master (high
availability/HA) environment is not supported by this process.

Prerequisites
l

Verify that your environment meets the system requirements for a new cluster, as
outlined in the CDF Deployment Guide, including the following:
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l

l

l

Linux OS version is RHEL/CentOS 7.5 , 7.6, or 7.7; Kernel version is 7.4 v3.10.0693.21.1.el7 (or above).
Make sure that you have enough space on all cluster nodes. The default value for
the pod eviction threshold is 85% of used space for the filesystem where the
Kubernetes home directory is mounted (by default /opt/arcsight). In addition, the
cluster nodes should reserve 50 GB of disk space for upgrades, preferably under a
different location than the Kubernetes home directory.

The following packages must be installed on all master and worker nodes:
socat
container-selinux

Note: If these are not installed, then install each using the command:
# yum install <packagename>).

Preparation
1.Make sure that you have the permission to reboot the cluster nodes. You may need
to reboot the nodes during the upgrade.
2.To make sure that all nodes (master nodes and worker nodes) are in running
status, run the command:
# kubectl get nodes

3.To make sure all core pods are running and all necessary checks are passed, run
the command:
# ${K8S_HOME}/bin/kube-status.sh

4.If you are using a non-root user to perform the manual upgrade, please verify that
you have already configured your sudo permission from Appendix B.

Downloading the upgrade packages to each node
1.Download the CDF 2020.05 upgrade package to every node of your cluster into a
/tmp/upgrade-download directory.
2.Create a /tmp/upgrade-backup directory (with a minimum size of 30 GB) on every
master and worker node of your cluster. If you are a non-root user on the nodes
inside the cluster, make sure you have permission to this directory.

Upgrade process from 2020.02 to 2020.05
Beginning with the master nodes, upgrade your CDF infrastructure on every node of the
cluster by running the following process on each node:
1.Unzip the upgrade package on each node by running these commands:
# cd /{download-directory}
# unzip cdf-upgrade-2020.05.xxxx
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2.Run the following commands on each node:
# cd {download-directory}/cdf-upgrade-2020.05.xxxx
# ./upgrade.sh -i -t <path to upgrade directory>

Examples:
#./upgrade.sh -i -t /tmp/upgrade-backup
# ./upgrade.sh -i

3. On the initial master node, run the following commands to upgrade
CDF components:
# cd {download-directory}/cdf-upgrade-2020.05.xxxx
# ./upgrade.sh -u

4.Optionally, clean the unused docker images by running the following commands
on all nodes (masters and workers):
# cd {download-directory}/cdf-upgrade-2020.05.xxxx
./upgrade.sh -c

5.Verify the cluster status. First, check the CDF version on each node by running the
command:
# cat ${K8S_HOME}/version.txt
>> 2020.05.00120

6.Check the status of CDF on each node by running these commands:
# cd ${K8S_HOME}/bin/
# ./kube-status.sh

Automated Upgrade to CDF 2020.05
The automated upgrade from CDF 2020.02 to CDF 2020.05 is run with a single
command and requires no interaction until completion of each phase. Typically, each
automated upgrade phase takes around 1 hour for a 3x3 cluster.

Preparing the Upgrade Manager (UM)
Automatic upgrade should be run from a host (for purposes of these instructions, known
as the upgrade manager). The upgrade manager (UM) may be one of the following host
types:
l
l

One of the cluster nodes
A host outside the cluster (a secure network location)
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Configure Passwordless Communication: You must configure passwordless SSH
communication between the UM and all the nodes in the cluster, as follows:
1.On the UM, run the following command to generate a key pair:
# ssh-keygen -t rsa

2.On the UM, run the following command to share the generated public key to each
node of your cluster, including the node which you are logged into:
# ssh-copy-id -i ~/.ssh/id_rsa.pub root@<node_fqdn_or_ip>

Download the Upgrade Files: Next, download the upgrade files for CDF 2020.05 and
(referred to as <download_directory>) on the UM.
There are 3 directories involved in the auto-upgrade process:
l

l

l

An auto-upgrade directory /tmp/autoUpgrade will be auto generated on the UM. It will
store the upgrade process steps and logs.
A backup directory /tmp/CDF_202005_upgrade will be auto generated on every node.
(approximate size 1.5 GB )
A working directory will be auto generated on the UM and every node at the location
provided by the -d parameter The upgrade package will be copied to this directory.
(approximate size 9 GB). The directory will be automatically deleted after the upgrade.
Note: The working directory can be created manually on the UM and every node
and then passed as -d parameter to the auto-upgrade script. If you are a non-root
user on the nodes inside the cluster, make sure you have permission to this
directory.

Running the Upgrade
On the upgrade manager, run the following commands:
#cd {download-directory}
#unzip cdf-2020.05.xxxx.zip
# cd /cdf-2020.05.xxxx
./autoUpgrade.sh -d /path/to/working_directory -n {any_cluster_node_adress_
or_ip}

Example:
# ./autoUpgrade.sh -d /tmp/upgrade -n pueas-ansi-node1.swinfra.net

Remove the auto-upgrade temporary directory from UM
The auto-upgrade temporary directory contains the upgrade steps and logs. If you want
to upgrade another cluster from the same UM, remove that directory with the following
command:
rm -rf /tmp/autoUpgrade
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In Case of Automatic Upgrade Failure
l

l

l

If the automatic upgrade fails, run autoUpgrade.sh again as outlined above. The
process may take several attempts to succeed.
In some cases, the automatic upgrade may return an error message about the
upgrade process still running and the existence of a *.lock file which prevents
autoupgrade.sh from continuing. This file is automatically deleted in a few minutes.
Alternatively, you can manually delete this file. Once the file is deleted either
automatically or manually, run autoUpgrade.sh again.
If the automated upgrade process is still unsuccessful, continue the process on the
failed node using the procedure outlined in Manual Upgrade to CDF 2020.05.

Upgrading ArcSight Suite
Follow these steps to upgrade your on-premises Transformation Hub to the latest
version.
Note: A properly-performed upgrade of ArcSight suite will not interrupt the flow of
events from producers, through Transformation Hub, to the consumers, as long as
the Transformation Hub environment includes more than 1 Kafka broker. No event
data will be lost in this situation.

Prerequisite
Before proceeding, you should have accepted the browser certificate at least once. If
not, you should take these steps now.

To ensure that you have accepted the certificate:
1.In the CDF management portal, select Suite > Management.
2.Click ... (Browse) and then choose Reconfigure.
3.Accept the browser certificate.

Process Outline
The complete process of upgrade consists of these steps:
1.Download the upgrade files.
2.Add the new metadata file.
3.Initiate the upgrade process.
4.Upload the offline images to the Docker registry.
5.Finalize and complete the upgrade process.
These steps are explained in detail below.
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Download the Upgrade Files
Download the metadata and product images files to a secure network location.
l

l

Metadata: arcsight-installer-metadata-<build number>.tar
l Example: arcsight-installer-metadata-2.3.0.xxxx.tar
Offline Images: <product>-<build number>.tar
l Example: transformationhub-3.3.0.xxxx.tar

Add New Metadata

1.Copy the file arcsight-installer-metadata to the server from which you will be
logging into the CDF UI.
2.Log into the CDF management portal from the host where you copied the file in
Step 1.
3.In the left navigation pane, click Deployments, then select DEPLOYMENT
> Metadata.
4.Click + Add.
5.Select your previously downloaded metadata file (arcsight-installer-metadata<upgrade version>.<Build number>.tar).

Start the Upgrade Process
1.In the CDF management portal, select DEPLOYMENT > Deployments.
2.In the Update column, click the number 1 inside the red circle. Then, choose your
recently-added metadata file version to initiate the upgrade.
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3.On the Update to page, click Next.
4.On the Transfer images page, click Next.
5.On the Import suite images page, click more to verify the filenames of the
expected images for the next step.( which will be in the format 3.3.<upgrade
version>.<build number>).

Upload Offline Images
Run the following commands:
1. # cd {K8S_HOME}/scripts
Example: cd /opt/arcsight/kubernetes/scripts
2. # ./uploadimages.sh -u registry-admin -p <password> -F <path to
Transformation Hub image file>
Example: ./uploadimages.sh -u registry-admin -p ArcSight123 -d
opt/upgrade/transformationhub-3.3.0.<xxxx>

Note: Your CDF admin password is the password you were required to change
when initially logging into the CDF UI.

Finalize and Complete
1.In the CDF management portal, return to the Import suite images page.
2.Click the Check again button to verify that all the required images are available
and that the Next button is enabled. (There should be 9 of 9 images found and a
green icon displayed. )Then click Next.
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3.On the Configure storage page, click Next. The upgrade configuration container is
being deployed to the cluster while the next page loads..
4.On the Product upgrade page, if required, please update these settings:
l

Compression algorithm used by TH components

l

# of CEF-to-Avro ESM Filtered Stream Processors instances to start

5.Click Next. Now the process of upgrading Transformation Hub pods has started.
(You can monitor the process by running the command:
kubectl get pods -n {suite-namespace}).
When the process has finished successfully, the upgrade is complete.
To verify upgrade success, browse to DEPLOYMENT > Deployments and check that
the number in the Version column corresponds to your upgrade version.
Note: If you have successfully completed the upgrade image upload and the green
icon is not displayed, wait 2 minutes and then click the Check Again button. If there
are missing files, click More to determine the missing files and make sure all images
are successfully deployed.

Upgrade Returns INTERNAL SERVER ERROR
After a successful upgrade of CDF, Transformation Hub, after attempting to reinstall
Transformation Hub, the installer may display this error message on the
Configuration/Deployment page. If this error is encountered, follow this procedure to
resolve the issue:
1.Run the following command:
kubectl delete -n core $(kubectl get pods -n core -o name | grep itompostgresql-default)

2.Wait for the pod to enter the Running state.
kubectl get pods -o wide -n core | grep itom-postgresql-default

3.On the Configuration/Deployment page, click Deploy again to deploy the product.
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Chapter 7: Maintaining a Transformation Hub on
Azure
Maintenance of a Transformation Hub on Azure is performed using the cluster jump
host. You can either:
RDP to log on to the jump host desktop and accessing the CDF portal on port 5443,
or
l Running kubectl commands from the jumphost CLI.
This chapter contains the following sections:
l

Enabling Access to Kafka Manager

98

Scaling a Cluster Up

99

Resetting the Administrator Password

101

Viewing and Changing the Certificate Authority

101

Changing Transformation Hub Configuration Properties

101

Peering Virtual Networks

102

Configuring Health Probes and Load Balancing Rules for Product Integration

103

Adding a Product (Capability)

104

Removing a Product

104

Uninstalling ArcSight Suite (including Transformation Hub)

105

Uninstalling CDF

105

Enabling Access to Kafka Manager
Kafka Manager is the management tool used for maintenance, management, and
monitoring of topics, partitions, consumers, and Kafka brokers.

To enable access to Kafka Manager on Azure:
1.Patch the load balancer by running the following command:
# kubectl patch svc -n arcsight-installer-<th-namespace id> th-kafkamgrsvc -p '{"spec": { "type": "NodePort", "ports": [ { "nodePort": {local
port number}, "port": {cluster port number}} ] } }'

For example:
# kubectl patch svc -n arcsight-installer-abcfn th-kafkamgr-svc -p '{"spec":
{ "type": "NodePort", "ports": [ { "nodePort": 32090, "port": 9000} ] } }'

2.In Azure, create a health probe and load balancing rule for port 32090. Follow the
same procedure outlined for port 443 in Configuring the Load Balancer.
3.RDP to the jumphost associated with the cluster.
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4.To forward the ports, run the following command on the jump host, and then log in
using the jumphost password:
# ssh -f -N localhost -L {any port}:{your load balancer
hostname/ip}:32090

For example:
# ssh -f -N localhost -L 1234:cdf-dns.arcsight.private.com:32090

To open Kafka Manager:
1.RDP to the jump host.
2.Open a browser on the jump host and log in to:
localhost:1234

Scaling a Cluster Up
You can increase the number of nodes to an Azure cluster using either the Azure Portal
or Azure Cloud Shell. After increasing the number of nodes, you must then label all new
nodes.

To add nodes to a cluster using the Azure Portal:
1.In the Azure Portal, locate the Azure Kubernetes resource group. (The
AKS resource group name is in the format MC_<your_resource_group>_<aks_
name>_<location>.)
2.Open the virtual machine scale set. (The scale set name is in the format aksnodepool1-<NUMBER>-vmss.)
3.Under Settings, click Scaling.
4.In instance count, increase the value to the desired number of nodes in the cluster.
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To add nodes to a cluster using the Azure Cloud Shell or jumphost CLI:
1.Get the AKS resource group and store it in an environment variable for later usage:
# CLUSTER_RESOURCE_GROUP=$(az aks show --resource-group <RESOURCE GROUP>
--name <AKS NAME> --query nodeResourceGroup -o tsv)

For example:
# CLUSTER_RESOURCE_GROUP=$(az aks show --resource-group srg-demo --name
srg-demo-aks --query nodeResourceGroup -o tsv)

2.Get the AKS Virtual machine scale set by running the following command:
# VMSS=$(az vmss list -g $CLUSTER_RESOURCE_GROUP | jq -r .[0].name)

3.Get the current number of nodes by running the following command:
# az vmss list -g $CLUSTER_RESOURCE_GROUP | jq -r '.[0].sku.capacity'

4.Add instances by increasing the value of the new-capacity parameter to reflect the
new number of instances. For example:
# az vmss scale --resource-group $CLUSTER_RESOURCE_GROUP --name $VMSS -new-capacity 5

To label new nodes:
1.Get a list of all nodes by running the following command:
# kubectl get nodes

2.Select one of the new nodes and label it by running the following command:
# kubectl label node <virtual_machine_scale_set> role=loadbalancer
Worker=label <<label1> <label2>... <labelN>

Where:
l

role=loadbalancer and Worker=label are mandatory labels

l

label1 through ...labelN represent any number of optional labels depending on

node usage. See Labeling Nodes for more information on labels.
For example:
kubectl label node aks-nodepool1-84569686-vmss000003 role=loadbalancer
Worker=label zk=yes kafka=yes th-platform=yes th-processing=yes

3.Repeat Step 2 for each of the other new nodes.
4.If any of the new nodes contain ZooKeeper and Kafka pods, new partitions must be
assigned. Launch the Kafka Manager.
5.Click the Topics list.
6.Click Generate New Partition Assignments.
7.Assign the desired topics to the new nodes.
8.Click Run Partition Assignments.
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Resetting the Administrator Password
You can change the administrator password on a CDF installation.
1.Browse to CDF Management Portal.
2.Log in using admin USERID and the password you specified during the platform
installation in the command line argument. (This URL is displayed at the
successful completion of the CDF installation shown earlier.)
3.In the left navigation page, click IdM Administration.
4.In the main panel, click SRG.
5.In the left navigation bar, click Users.
6.In the list of users on the right, select Admin and click Edit.
7.In the bottom right, click Remove Password.
8.Click Add Password.
9.Enter a new admin password, and then click Save.

Viewing and Changing the Certificate Authority
The cluster maintains its own certificate authority (CA) to issue certificates for external
communication. A self-signed CA is generated during installation by default. Pods of
deployed products use the certificates generated by the CA on pod startup.

To display the current CA for external communication:
1.From the jump host, run the following command:
# ${cdf-deployer path}/scripts/cdf-updateRE.sh read

To update the CA:
1.From the jump host, run the command:
# ${cdf-deployer path}/scripts/cdf-updateRE.sh write --re-key={New
Intermediate Key Name}.pem --re-crt={New Intermediate Key Name}.pem --reca={New CA Cert Name}.pem}

Changing Transformation Hub Configuration Properties
To change Transformation Hub configuration properties:
1.In the Management Portal, select Deployment > Deployments.
2.Click ... (Browse) on the far right and choose Reconfigure. A new screen will be
opened in a separate tab.
3.Update configuration properties as needed.
4.Click Save.
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All services in the cluster affected by the configuration change will be restarted (in a
rolling manner) across the cluster nodes.

Peering Virtual Networks
Peering enables services from different virtual networks to communicate with one
another using private IP addresses. This section discusses how to peer two Azure
virtual networks; for instance, peering an AKS virtual network with a SmartConnector or
other ArcSight product.
You should consult the Azure documentation on peering virtual networks for precise
commands. The procedure here is provided as an example.
In this peering example, the virtual network (vnet) demo-vnet, from the resource group
srg-demo, will be peered with vnet qaprg-vnet from resource group qaprg. Peering will
be performed using the Azure Cloud Shell.

To set up peering between these two example virtual networks using the Azure
Cloud Shell:
1.Get the ID for virtual network demo-vnet from resource group srg-demo, and store it
in variable vNet1Id:
# vNet1Id=$(az network vnet show --resource-group srg-demo --name demovnet --query id --out tsv)

2.Get ID for virtual network qaprg-vnet from resource group qaprg, and store it in
variable vNet2Id:
# vNet2Id=$(az network vnet show --resource-group qaprg --name qaprg-vnet
--query id --out tsv)

3.Establish peering for vnet demo-vnet from resource group srg-demo to remote
virtual network (ID in $vNet2Id) with the following command:
# az network vnet peering create --name demo-vnet-to-qaprg-vnet -resource-group srg-demo --vnet-name demo-vnet --remote-vnet $vNet2Id -allow-vnet-access

where name parameter is symbolic; you can choose a value for this as desired.
4.To establish conection, peering must also be established from qaprg-vnet to demovnet. Run the following command:
# az network vnet peering create --name qaprg-vnet-to-demo-vnet -resource-group qaprg --vnet-name qaprg-vnet --remote-vnet $vNet1Id -allow-vnet-access

5.To verify the establishment of peering, run the following command:
# az network vnet peering show --name demo-vnet-to-qaprg-vnet --resourcegroup srg-demo --vnet-name demo-vnet --query peeringState

Note: Change the name to the same name used in Step 4, and use your vnet and
resource group.
6.If peering has been established successfully, then Connected will show as a result.
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Configuring Health Probes and Load Balancing Rules for
Product Integration
You must configure health probes and load-balancing rules for product integration.
These ports include 9093 and, optionally, 9092.

Add a Health Probe for port 9093
1.On the Azure Portal, find your Azure kubernetes resource group (name format MC_
<you_resource_group>_<aks_name>_<location>).
2.Open the AKS.
3.Find the entry for the Kubernetes load balancer, and then open it.
4.Click Health probes.
5.Click +Addto add a Kubernetes load balancer health probe. Then, assign these
values:
l Name: Assign a name to the probe.
l

Protocol: Select TCP

l

Port: Enter 9093.

Add Load Balancing Rule for Port 9093
1.Open the Kubernetes load balancer and click Load balancing rules.
2.Click + Add to add a new Kubernetes load balancing rule. Then, assign these
values:
l Name: Assign a name to the rule.
l

Port: Enter 9093.

l

Backend port: 9093

l

Health probe: Select the port 9093 health probe you just created.

l

Frontend IP Address: Use the Public IP address you prepared earlier.

Add a Health Probe for port 9092
a.On the Azure Portal, find your Azure kubernetes resource group (name format
MC_<you_resource_group>_<aks_name>_<location>).
b.Open the AKS.
c.Find the entry for the Kubernetes load balancer, and then open it.
d.Click Health probes.
e.Click +Addto add a Kubernetes load balancer health probe. Then, assign
these values:
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o Name:

Assign a name to the probe.
o Protocol: Select TCP
o Port: Enter 9092.

Add Load Balancing Rule for Port 9092
a.Open the Kubernetes load balancer and click Load balancing rules.
b.Click + Add to add a new Kubernetes load balancing rule. Then, assign these
values:
o Name: Assign a name to the rule.
o Port: Enter 9092.
o Backend port: 9092
o Health probe: Select the port 9092 health probe you just created.
o Frontend IP Address: Use the Public IP address you prepared earlier.

Adding a Product (Capability)
To add a product (capability) to your cluster:
1.As explained under Upload Images, upload the offline images for the product you
want to add.
2.Click Deployment > Deployments.
3.Click ... (Browse) on the far right and choose Change. A new screen will be
opened in a separate tab.
4.On the next page, select a product you want to add, and click Next
5.On the File Storage page, fill in the NFS volume data if needed, and click Next.
6.Wait until the spinner disappears (This page will remain blank) and click Next.
7.Update configuration values if needed, and click Next.
After a short wait, the Configuration Complete page confirms the change to the cluster.

Removing a Product
To remove a product (capability) from your cluster:
1.Click Deployment > Deployments.
2.Click ... (Browse) on the far right and choose Install. A new screen will be opened
in a separate tab.
3.On the next page, deselect the product you want to remove, and click Next
4.On the File Storage page click Next.
5.Update configuration values if needed, and click Next.
After a short wait, the Configuration Complete page confirms the change to the cluster.
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Uninstalling ArcSight Suite (including Transformation Hub)
To (gracefully) uninstall the ArcSight Suite (including Transformation Hub):
1.Stop all collectors and Connectors from sending events to Transformation Hub.
2.Stop all consumers from receiving events after they have consumed all events from
their topics.
3.Click Deployment > Management.
4.Click on the far right button and choose Uninstall.
The pods are progressively shut down and then uninstalled.

Uninstalling CDF
There are two options for uninstallation of CDF from Azure.
l

l

You can uninstall CDF and any installed products. Perform this installation if you plan
to re-use the cluster and re-install CDF later.
You can uninstall (and destroy) all resources created during platform setup. Only
perform this option when the cluster is no longer needed.

To uninstall CDF and installed products:
1.Log in to the CDF Management portal and uninstall the suite, following the
procedure outlined in Uninstalling the Suite.
2.Log in to the jump host and become root.
3.Get all namespaces by running the command:
# kubectl get namespaces

For example:
# kubectl get namespaces
NAME

STATUS

AGE

arcsight-installer-blk62

Active

41m

core

Active

48m

default

Active

84m

kube-public

Active

84m

kube-system

Active

84m

4.Delete product namespaces and the core namespace by running the command:
# kubectl delete namespace <namespace name>

For example:
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# kubectl delete namespace arcsight-installer-blk62
namespace "arcsight-installer-blk62" deleted
# kubectl delete namespace core
namespace "core" deleted

Note: Your own product namespace will have the name format arcsight-installerXXXXX.
5.Wait for the selected namespaces to be deleted before continuing.
6.Get all PV (persistent volumes) by running the command::
# kubectl get pv

For example:
# kubectl get pv
NAME
POLICY

CAPACITY

ACCESS MODES

RECLAIM

arcsight-installer-blk62-arcsight-volume
Released

30Gi

RWX

Retain

arcsight-installer-blk62-db-backup-vol
Released

1Mi

RWX

Retain

db-single
Released

10Gi

RWX

Retain

itom-logging
Released

1Mi

RWX

Retain

itom-vol

5Gi

RWX

Retain

STATUS

Released

7.Delete all PVs by running the following command for each PV:
# kubectl delete pv <PV_name>
# kubectl delete pv arcsight-installer-blk62-arcsight-volume
persistentvolume "arcsight-installer-blk62-arcsight-volume" deleted
# kubectl delete pv arcsight-installer-blk62-db-backup-vol
persistentvolume "arcsight-installer-blk62-db-backup-vol" deleted
# kubectl delete pv db-single
persistentvolume "db-single" deleted
# kubectl delete pv itom-logging
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persistentvolume "itom-logging" deleted
# kubectl delete pv itom-vol
persistentvolume "itom-vol" deleted

8.Clear the data from your NFS volumes by connecting twith SSH and clearing (but
not deleting) all exported directories.
Note: If you deleted the SSH inbound rule, you will need to add it again to be able to
SSH to your NFS.
CDF can now be installed again on the cluster.

To uninstall (destroy) all resources:
1.In the Azure Portal, locate your main resource group.
2.On the Overview page, click Delete resource group.
3.Type the resource group name to confirm deletion, and then click Delete.
This procedure will delete all resources inside the resource group in the proper order,
and then delete the resource group itself. In order to re-install CDF, you will need to recreate the resource group.
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Chapter 8: Integrating Transformation Hub Into
Your ArcSight Environment
Transformation Hub centralizes event processing and enables event routing, which
helps you to scale your ArcSight environment and opens event data to ArcSight and
third-party solutions. Transformation Hub takes advantage of scalable and highlyavailable clusters for publishing and subscribing to event data. Transformation Hub
integrates with ArcSight SmartConnectors and Collectors, Logger, ESM, and ArcSight
Recon. It is managed and monitored by ArcSight Management Center.
After you install and configure Transformation Hub you can use SmartConnectors and
Collectors to produce and publish data to the Transformation Hub, and to subscribe to
and consume that data with Logger, ESM, ArcSight Recon, Apache Hadoop, or your
own custom consumer.
Transformation Hub supports both Common Event Format (CEF) versions, 0.1 and 1.0.
Transformation Hub third-party integration and other product features are explained in
detail in the Transformation Hub Administrator's Guide.
This chapter includes the following sections:
Configuring ArcMC to Manage a Transformation Hub

109

Configuring Security Mode for Transformation Hub Destinations

112

Configuring Logger as a Transformation Hub Consumer

130

Step 2: Set the environment on the Logger

130

Configuring ESM as a Transformation Hub Consumer

135
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Configuring ArcMC to Manage a Transformation Hub
ArcMC serves as the management UI for Transformation Hub. In order for ArcMC to
manage a Transformation Hub, the Transformation Hub must be added as a managed
host to ArcMC.
This process will include these steps, which are explained below:
l
l
l
l

Retrieve the ArcMC certificate from your ArcMC
Configure the CDF cluster with ArcMC details
Retrieve the CDF certificate
Configure ArcMC

Azure Integration - Additional Steps
For proper integration with Azure Transformation Hub, you must perform the following
additional procedures for the ArcSight product (ArcMC, SmartConnector, CTH, Logger,
or ESM) you are integrating.
Edits to the etc/hosts file
l Peering
l Configure health probes and load-balancing rules for ports 32080, 9093, and 9092.
(For ESM, this applies only to port 9093.)
Each of these is detailed below.
l

Edit the etc/hosts File
You must add each instance to the product's etc/host file.
1.Open the product's etc/hosts file in a text editor.
2.Add the internal IP and FQDN for each instance in the Azure Kubernetes service.
(The instance IP and FQDN can be obtained by opening the AKS resource group
and then opening the aks-nodepool virtual machine scale set.)
3.Save the changes to the file.
Example additions to etc/hosts:
127.0.0.1
localhost localhost.localdomain localhost4
localhost4.localdomain4
::1
localhost localhost.localdomain localhost6
localhost6.localdomain6
10.1.1.4 aks-nodepool1-12400006-vmss000000
10.1.1.5 aks-nodepool1-12400006-vmss000001
10.1.1.6 aks-nodepool1-12400006-vmss000002
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Peering
If the Azure product and Azure Transformation Hub are on different VLANs, you must
configure peering between the two VLANs. An example is provided in the section
Peering Virtual Networks.

Health Probes
You must configure health probes and load balancing rules for ports 32080, 9093, and,
optionally, 9092. Configuring health probes for these ports is detailed in Configuring
Port Rules for Product Integration. Use the same procedure as outlined for port 443.

Retrieve the ArcMC certificate:
1.Log into ArcMC.
2.Click Administration > System Admin > SSL Server Certificate > Generate
Certificate.
3.On the Enter Certificate Settings dialog, enter the required settings. In Hostname,
your certificate settings must match the FQDN of your ArcMC.
4.Click Generate Certificate.
5.Once the certificate is generated, click View Certificate and copy the full content
from --BEGIN cert to END cert-- to the clipboard.

Configure the CDF cluster:
1.Log in to the CDF management portal.
2.Select Deployment > Deployments.
3.Click ... (Browse) on the far right and choose Reconfigure. A new screen will be
opened in a separate tab.
3.Scroll down to the Management Center Configuration section. Then, enter values
as described for the following:
l Username: admin
l

l

l

Password: Use your Transformation Hub password.
Enter the ArcMC hostname and port 443 (for example,
arcmc.example.com:443). If ArcMC was installed as a non-root user, enter port
9000 instead.
ArcMC certificates: Paste the text of the generated server certificates you
copied to the clipboard as described above.
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4.Click Save. Web services pods in the cluster will be restarted

Retrieve the CDF certificate:
1.On the initial master node of the cluster, run the following:
# ${K8S_HOME}/scripts/cdf-updateRE.sh

2.Copy the contents of this certificate, from --BEGIN cert to END cert--, to the
clipboard for use in the next procedure, Configuring ArcMC.

Configure ArcMC:
Note: If Azure ArcMC and Azure Transformation Hub are in different VLANs, then
before configuring, enable peering between the 2 products as described in Peering
Virtual Networks. Otherwise, begin with Step 1.
1.Log in to the ArcMC.
2.Click Node Management > View All Nodes.
3. In the navigation bar, click Default (or the ArcMC location where you wish to add
Transformation Hub). Then click Add Host, and enter the following values:
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l

Hostname: Virtual IP of the Transformation Hub for an HA environment, or
master node hostname for any single-master node environment.

l

Type: Select Transformation Hub Containerized

l

Port: 32080

l

Cluster Port: 443

l

Cluster Username: admin

l

Cluster Password: <use CDF Management Portal password>

l

Cluster Certificate: Paste the contents of the CDF certificate you copied
earlier.

4.Click Add. The Transformation Hub is added as a managed host.

Configuring Security Mode for Transformation Hub
Destinations
Follow these instructions to configure a security mode for SmartConnectors with
Transformation Hub destinations. For additional Transformation Hub configuration, see
the Transformation Hub Administrator's Guide and "Transformation Hub" in the Smart
Connector User Guide on the Micro Focus support community.
These procedures are provided with the following assumptions:
l

l

l

You use the default password. See the appendix for FIPS Compliant
SmartConnectors in the SmartConnector User Guide on the Micro Focus support
community to set a non-default password.
You are on the Linux platform. For Windows platforms, use backslashes (\) when
entering commands instead of the forward slashes given here.
You are using a command window to enter Windows commands. Do not use
Windows PowerShell.

Azure Integration - Additional Steps
For proper integration with Azure Transformation Hub, you must perform the following
additional procedures for the ArcSight product (ArcMC, SmartConnector, CTH, Logger,
or ESM) you are integrating.
Edits to the etc/hosts file
l Peering
l Configure health probes and load-balancing rules for ports 32080, 9093, and 9092.
(For ESM, this applies only to port 9093.)
Each of these is detailed below.
l
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Edit the etc/hosts File
You must add each instance to the product's etc/host file.
1.Open the product's etc/hosts file in a text editor.
2.Add the internal IP and FQDN for each instance in the Azure Kubernetes service.
(The instance IP and FQDN can be obtained by opening the AKS resource group
and then opening the aks-nodepool virtual machine scale set.)
3.Save the changes to the file.
Example additions to etc/hosts:
127.0.0.1
localhost localhost.localdomain localhost4
localhost4.localdomain4
::1
localhost localhost.localdomain localhost6
localhost6.localdomain6
10.1.1.4 aks-nodepool1-12400006-vmss000000
10.1.1.5 aks-nodepool1-12400006-vmss000001
10.1.1.6 aks-nodepool1-12400006-vmss000002

Peering
If the Azure product and Azure Transformation Hub are on different VLANs, you must
configure peering between the two VLANs. An example is provided in the section
Peering Virtual Networks.

Health Probes
You must configure health probes and load balancing rules for ports 32080, 9093, and,
optionally, 9092. Configuring health probes for these ports is detailed in Configuring
Port Rules for Product Integration. Use the same procedure as outlined for port 443.

Configuring a SmartConnector with a Transformation Hub
Destination without Client Authentication in non-FIPS Mode
Follow these steps to configure a SmartConnector with a Transformation Hub
destination without client authentication in non-FIPS mode. This is the default security
mode configuration when installing Transformation Hub.
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On the SmartConnector Server
1. Prepare the SmartConnector:
l If the connector is not yet installed: Run the installer. After core software has
been installed, you will see a window that lets you select Add a Connector or
Select Global Parameters. Check Select Global Parameters, and on the
window displayed, select Set FIPS mode. Set to Disabled.
l

If the connector is already installed: Run the installer. Select Set Global
Parameters and set Set FIPS Mode to Disabled.

2. Navigate to the connector's current directory, for example:
# cd <install dir>/current

3. Set the environment variables for the static values used by keytool, for example:
# export CURRENT=<full path to this "current" folder>
# export TH=<Transformation Hub hostname>_<Transformation Hub port>
# export STORES=${CURRENT}/user/agent/stores
# export CA_CERT=ca.cert.pem
# export STORE_PASSWD=changeit

On Windows platforms:
# set CURRENT=<full path to this "current" folder>
# set TH=<Transformation Hub hostname>_<Transformation Hub port>
# set STORES=%CURRENT%\user\agent\stores
# set STORE_PASSWD=changeit

4. Create the ${CURRENT}/user/agent/stores directory if it does not already exist, for
example:
mkdir -p ${STORES}

On Windows platforms:
mkdir -p %STORES%

On the Transformation Hub:
Create a ${CA_CERT} file with the content of the root CA certificate as follows:
1.Set the environment:
# export CA_CERT=/tmp/ca.cert.pem

2.Create a certificate:
# ${k8s-home}/scripts/cdf-updateRE.sh > ${CA_CERT}

3.Copy this file from the Transformation Hub to the connector STORES directory.
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On the Connector:
1. Import the CA certificate to the trust store in the ${CURRENT} folder; for example:
# jre/bin/keytool -importcert -file ${STORES}/${CA_CERT} -alias CARoot keystore ${STORES}/${TH}.truststore.jks -storepass ${STORE_PASSWD}

On Windows platforms:
# jre\bin\keytool -importcert -file %STORES%\%CA_CERT% -alias CARoot keystore %STORES%\%TH%.truststore.jks -storepass %STORE_PASSWD%

2.When prompted, enter yes to trust the certificate.
3. Note the trust store path:
# echo ${STORES}/${TH}.truststore.jks

On Windows platforms:
# echo %STORES%\%TH%.truststore.jks

4. Navigate to the bin directory and run agent setup. Install a connector with
Transformation Hub as the destination, for example:
# cd <installation dir>/current/bin
# ./runagentsetup.sh

On Windows platforms:
# cd <installation dir>\current\bin
# runagentsetup.bat

5.Set Use SSL/TLS to true.
6.Set Use SSL/TLS Authentication to false.
7.When completing the Transformation Hub destination fields, use the value from
Step 3 for the trust store path and the password used in Step 4 for the trust store
password.
8. Cleanup. Delete the certificate file, for example:
Caution! The following file should be deleted to prevent the distribution of
security certificates that could be used to authenticate against the
Transformation Hub. These files are very sensitive and should not be
distributed to other machines.
# rm ${STORES}/${CA_CERT}

On Windows platforms:
# del %\STORES%\%CA_CERT%
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Configuring a SmartConnector with a Transformation Hub
Destination with Client Authentication in FIPS Mode
Follow these steps to configure a SmartConnector with a Transformation Hub (TH)
destination with client authentication in FIPS mode.
Note: You will need to supply an intermediate certificate and key. See Appendix B
for an example of how to generate these.
Step 1: On the Connector Server
1. Prepare the connector:
l If the connector is not yet installed: Run the installer. After core software has
been installed, you will see a window that lets you select Add a Connector or
Select Global Parameters. Check Select Global Parameters, and on the
window displayed, select Set FIPS mode. Set to Enabled.
l

If the connector is already installed: Run the installer. Select Set Global
Parameters and set Set FIPS Mode to Enabled.

2. Navigate to the connector's current directory, for example:
# cd <install dir>/current

3. Apply the following workaround for a Java keytool issue:
a. Create a new file, agent.security, in <install dir>/current/user/agent (or
in Windows platforms, <install dir>\current\user\agent ).
b. Add the following content to the new file and then save it:
security.provider.1=org.bouncycastle.jcajce.provider
.BouncyCastleFipsProvider
security.provider.2=com.sun.net.ssl.internal.ssl.Provider BCFIPS
security.provider.3=sun.security.provider.Sun

c. Move the lib/agent/fips/bcprov-jdk14-119.jar file to the current directory.
4. Set the environment variables for static values used by keytool:
# export CURRENT=<full path to this "current" folder>
# export BC_OPTS="-storetype BCFKS -providername BCFIPS
-J-Djava.security.egd=file:/dev/urandom
-J-Djava.ext.dirs=${CURRENT}/jre/lib/ext:${CURRENT}/lib/agent/fips
-J-Djava.security.properties=${CURRENT}/user/agent/agent.security"
# export TH=<Transformation Hub hostname>_<Transformation Hub port>
# export STORES=${CURRENT}/user/agent/stores
# export STORE_PASSWD=changeit
# export TH_HOST=<TH master host name>
# export CA_CERT=ca.cert.pem
# export INTERMEDIATE_CA_CRT=intermediate.cert.pem
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# export FIPS_CA_TMP=/opt/fips_ca_tmp

On Windows platforms:
# set CURRENT=<full path to this "current" folder>
# set BC_OPTS=-storetype BCFKS -providername BCFIPS
-J-Djava.ext.dirs=%CURRENT%\jre\lib\ext;%CURRENT%\lib\agent\fips
-J-Djava.security.properties=%CURRENT%\user\agent\agent.security
# set TH=<Transformation Hub hostname>_<Transformation Hub port>
# set STORES=%CURRENT%\user\agent\stores
# set STORE_PASSWD=changeit
# set TH_HOST=<TH master host name>
# set CA_CERT=C:\Temp\ca.cert.pem
# set INTERMEDIATE_CA_CRT=C:\Temp\intermediate.cert.pem
# set FIPS_CA_TMP=\opt\fips_ca_tmp

5. Create the ${CURRENT}/user/agent/stores directory if it does not already exist, for
example:
# mkdir -p ${STORES}

On Windows platforms:
# mkdir -p %STORES%

6. Create the connector key pair, for example (the connector FQDN, OU, O, L, ST, and C
values must be changed for your company and location):
# jre/bin/keytool ${BC_OPTS} -genkeypair -alias ${TH} -keystore
${STORES}/${TH}.keystore.bcfips -dname "cn=<Connector
FQDN>,OU=Arcsight,O=MF,L=Sunnyvale,ST=CA,C=US" -validity 365

On Windows platforms:
# jre\bin\keytool %BC_OPTS% -genkeypair -alias %TH% -keystore
%STORES%\%TH%.keystore.bcfips -dname "cn=<Connector
FQDN>,OU=Arcsight,O=MF ,L=Sunnyvale,ST=CA,C=US" -validity 365

Note: If the command fails, set BC_OPTS as follows and create the connector key
pair:
# export BC_OPTS="-storetype BCFKS -providername BCFIPS -JDjava.security.egd=file:/dev/urandom -providerpath $
{CURRENT}/lib/agent/fips/bc-fips-1.0.0.jar -providerclass
org.bouncycastle.jcajce.provider.BouncyCastleFipsProvider"

When prompted, enter the password. Note the password; you will need it again in a
later step. Press Enter to use the same password for the key. If you want to match
the default value in the properties file, use the password changeit.
7. List the key store entries. There should be one private key.
# jre/bin/keytool ${BC_OPTS} -list -keystore
${STORES}/${TH}.keystore.bcfips -storepass ${STORE_PASSWD}

On Windows platforms:
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# jre\bin\keytool %BC_OPTS% -list -keystore
%STORES%\%TH%.keystore.bcfips -storepass %STORE_PASSWD%

8. Create a Certificate Signing Request (CSR), for example:
# jre/bin/keytool ${BC_OPTS} -certreq -alias ${TH} -keystore
${STORES}/${TH}.keystore.bcfips -file ${STORES}/${TH}-cert-req -storepass
${STORE_PASSWD}

On Windows platforms:
# jre\bin\keytool %BC_OPTS% -certreq -alias %TH% -keystore
%STORES%\%TH%.keystore.bcfips -file %STORES%\%TH%-cert-req -storepass
%STORE_PASSWD%

Step 2: On the Transformation Hub Server
1.When Transformation Hub is first installed, it is configured to use self-signed
certificates. To replace the self-signed certificates, obtain your company's root CA
certificate, and an intermediate certificate and key pair. Copy them to /tmp with the
following names:
/tmp/intermediate.cert.pem
/tmp/intermediate.key.pem
/tmp/ca.cert.pem

Use the following command to update the certificate on the Transformation Hub:
# /opt/arcsight/kubernetes/scripts/cdf-updateRE.sh write --rekey=/tmp/intermediate.key.pem --re-crt=/tmp/intermediate.cert.pem --reca=/tmp/ca.cert.pem

Note: After the new certificate is imported to the Transformation Hub, the
Transformation Hub will need to be uninstalled and then re-installed with FIPS
and Client Authentication enabled. See the Transformation Hub Deployment
Guide for details.
2. # export CA_CERT=/tmp/ca.cert.pem
# export INTERMEDIATE_CA_CRT=/tmp/intermediate.cert.pem
# export INTERMEDIATE_CA_KEY=/tmp/intermediate.key.pem
# export FIPS_CA_TMP=/opt/fips_ca_tmp
# export TH=<Transformation Hub hostname>_<Transformation Hub port>

3.Create a temporary location on the Transformation Hub master server:
# mkdir $FIPS_CA_TMP

Step 3: On the Connector Server
Copy the ${STORES}/${TH}-cert-req file (%STORES%\%TH%-cert-req on Windows
platforms) from the connector to the Transformation Hub directory created above,
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/opt/fips_ca_tmp.

Step 4: On the Transformation Hub Server
Create the signed certificate, for example:
@ /bin/openssl x509 -req -CA ${INTERMEDIATE_CA_CRT} -CAkey ${INTERMEDIATE_CA_
KEY} -in ${TH}-cert-req -out ${FIPS_CA_TMP}/${TH}-cert-signed -days 365 CAcreateserial -sha256

Step 5: On the Connector Server
1. Copy the ${TH}-cert-signed certificate from the Transformation Hub to the
connector's ${STORES} directory. (On the Windows platform, copy the %TH%-certsigned certificate to the connector's %STORES% directory.)
2. Copy the ca.cert.pem certificate from the Transformation Hub to the connector's
${STORES} directory. (On the Windows platform, copy the certificate to the %STORES%
directory.)
3. Copy the intermediate.cert.pem certificate from the Transformation Hub to the
connector's ${STORES} directory. (On the Windows platform, copy the certificate to
the %STORES% directory.)
4. Import the CA certificate to the trust store, for example:
# jre/bin/keytool ${BC_OPTS} -importcert -file ${STORES}/${CA_CERT} alias CARoot -keystore ${STORES}/${TH}.truststore.bcfips -storepass
${STORE_PASSWD}

On Windows platforms:
# jre\bin\keytool %BC_OPTS% -importcert -file %STORES%\%CA_CERT% alias CARoot -keystore %STORES%\%TH%.truststore.bcfips -storepass
%STORE_PASSWD%

5. Import the intermediate certificate to the trust store, for example:
# jre/bin/keytool ${BC_OPTS} -importcert -file ${STORES}/${INTERMEDIATE_
CA_CRT} -alias INTCARoot -keystore ${STORES}/${TH}.truststore.bcfips storepass ${STORE_PASSWD}

On Windows platforms:
# jre\bin\keytool %BC_OPTS% -importcert -file %STORES%\%INTERMEDIATE_
CA_CRT% -aliasINTCARoot -keystore %STORES%\%TH%.truststore.bcfips storepass %STORE_PASSWD%

6. Import the CA certificate to the key store, for example:
jre/bin/keytool ${BC_OPTS} -importcert -file ${STORES}/${CA_CERT} -alias
CARoot -keystore ${STORES}/${TH}.keystore.bcfips -storepass ${STORE_
PASSWD}

On Windows platforms:
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# jre\bin\keytool %BC_OPTS% -importcert -file %STORES%\%CA_CERT% alias CARoot -keystore %STORES%\%TH%.keystore.bcfips -storepass
%STORE_PASSWD%

7. When prompted, enter yes to trust the certificate.
8. Import the intermediate certificate to the key store, for example:
# jre/bin/keytool ${BC_OPTS} -importcert -file ${STORES}/${INTERMEDIATE_
CA_CRT} -alias INTCARoot -keystore ${STORES}/${TH}.keystore.bcfips storepass ${STORE_PASSWD}

When completed successfully, this command will return the message, Certificate
reply was installed in keystore.
On Windows platforms:
# jre\bin\keytool %BC_OPTS% -importcert -file %STORES%\%INTERMEDIATE_
CA_CRT% -alias
# INTCARoot -keystore %STORES%\%TH%.keystore.bcfips -storepass %STORE_
PASSWD%

Note: If the command fails, set BC_OPTS as follows and create the connector key
pair:
# export BC_OPTS="-storetype BCFKS -providername BCFIPS -JDjava.security.egd=file:/dev/urandom -providerpath $
{CURRENT}/lib/agent/fips/bc-fips-1.0.0.jar -providerclass
org.bouncycastle.jcajce.provider.BouncyCastleFipsProvider"

9. Import the signed certificate to the key store, for example:
# jre/bin/keytool ${BC_OPTS} -importcert -file ${STORES}/${TH}-certsigned
-alias ${TH} -keystore ${STORES}/${TH}.keystore.bcfips -storepass
${STORE_PASSWD}

On Windows platforms:
# jre\bin\keytool %BC_OPTS% -importcert -file %STORES%\%TH%-certsigned
-alias %TH% -keystore %STORES%\%TH%.keystore.bcfips -storepass %STORE_
PASSWD%

When successfully complete, this command will return the message, Certificate
reply was installed in keystore.
10. Navigate to the bin directory and run agent setup. Install a connector with
Transformation Hub as the destination, for example:
# cd <installation dir>/current/bin
# ./runagentsetup.sh

On Windows platforms:
# cd <installation dir>\current\bin
# runagentsetup.bat
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a. When completing the Transformation Hub destination fields, use the same
values as in Step 8 for the path and password.
b. Set Use SSL/TLS to true.
c. Set Use SSL/TLS Authentication to true.
d.Set keystore path to:
${STORES}/${TH}.keystore.bcflips

e.Set truststore path to:
${STORES}/${TH}.keystore.bcflips

11. Cleanup. Delete the following files:
Caution! The following files should be deleted to prevent the distribution of
security certificates that could be used to authenticate against the
Transformation Hub. These files are very sensitive and should not be
distributed to other machines.
#
#
#
#

rm
rm
rm
rm

${STORES}/${INTERMEDIATE_CA_CRT}
${STORES}/intermediate.key.pem
${STORES}/${TH}-cert-signed
${STORES}/${TH}-cert-req

On Windows platforms:
#
#
#
#

del
del
del
del

%STORES%\intermediate.cert.pem
%STORES%\intermediate.key.pem
%STORES%\%TH%-cert-signed
%STORES%\%TH%-cert-req

12. Move the bcprov-jdk14-119.jar file back to the lib/agent/fips directory (or
lib\agent\fips on Windows platforms).
Step 6: On the Transformation Hub Server
To clean up the Transformation Hub server, delete the temporary folder where the
certificate was signed and the certificate and key files in /tmp.
Caution! The temporary certificate folder should be deleted to prevent the
distribution of security certificates that could be used to authenticate against the
Transformation Hub. These files are very sensitive and should not be distributed to
other machines.

Configuring a SmartConnector with Transformation Hub
Destination with Client Authentication in Non-FIPS Mode
Follow these steps to configure a SmartConnector with a Transformation Hub (TH)
destination with client authentication, in non-FIPS mode.
Note: You will need to supply an intermediate certificate and key. See Appendix B
for an example of how to generate these.
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Step 1: On the Connector Server
1. Prepare the SmartConnector:
l If the connector is not yet installed: Run the installer. After core software has
been installed, you will see a window that lets you select Add a Connector or
Select Global Parameters. Check Select Global Parameters, and on the
window displayed, select Set FIPS mode. Set to Disabled.
l

If the connector is already installed: Run the installer. Select Set Global
Parameters and set Set FIPS Mode to Disabled.

2. Navigate to the connector's current directory, for example:
# cd <install dir>/current

On Windows platforms:
# cd <install dir>\current

3. Set the environment variables for the static values used by keytool, for example:
# export CURRENT=<full path to this "current" folder>
# export TH=<th hostname>_<th port>
# export STORES=${CURRENT}/user/agent/stores
# export STORE_PASSWD=changeit
# export TH_HOST=<TH master host name>
# export CA_CERT=ca.cert.pem
# export INTERMEDIATE_CA_CRT=intermediate.cert.pem
export CERT_CA_TMP=/opt/cert_ca_tmp

On Windows platforms:
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set

CURRENT=<full path to this "current" folder>
TH=<th hostname>_<th port>
STORES=%CURRENT%\user\agent\stores
STORE_PASSWD=changeit
TH_HOST=<TH master host name>
CA_CERT=C:\Temp\ca.cert.pem
INTERMEDIATE_CA_CRT=C:\Temp\intermediate.cert.pem
CERT_CA_TMP=\opt\cert_ca_tmp

4. Create the ${CURRENT}/user/agent/stores directory if it does not already exist, for
example:
mkdir -p ${STORES}

On Windows platforms:
# mkdir -p %STORES%

5. Create the connector key pair, for example:
# jre/bin/keytool -genkeypair -alias ${TH} -keystore
${STORES}/${TH}.keystore.jks -dname "cn=<Connector
FQDN>,OU=Arcsight,O=MF,L=Sunnyvale,ST=CA,C=US" -validity 365
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On Windows platforms:
# jre\bin\keytool -genkeypair -alias %TH% -keystore
%STORES%\%TH%.keystore.jks -dname "cn=<Connector
FQDN>,OU=Arcsight,O=MF,L=Sunnyvale,ST=CA,C=US" -validity 365

When prompted, enter the password. Note the password; you will need it again in a
later step. Press Enter to use the same password for the key.
6. List the key store entries. There should be one private key.
# jre/bin/keytool -list -keystore ${STORES}/${TH}.keystore.jks -storepass
${STORE_PASSWD}

On Windows platforms:
# jre\bin\keytool -list -keystore %STORES%\%TH%.keystore.jks storepass %STORE_PASSWD%

7. Create a Certificate Signing Request (CSR), for example:
# jre/bin/keytool -certreq -alias ${TH} -keystore
${STORES}/${TH}.keystore.jks -file ${STORES}/${TH}-cert-req -storepass
${STORE_PASSWD}

On Windows platforms:
# jre\bin\keytool -certreq -alias %TH% -keystore
%STORES%\%TH%.keystore.jks -file %STORES%\%TH%-cert-req -storepass
%STORE_PASSWD%

Step 2: On the Transformation Hub Server
1. When Transformation Hub is first installed, it's setup to use self-signed certificates.
To replace the self-signed certificates, obtain your company's root CA certificate,
and an intermediate certificate and key pair. Copy them to /tmp with the following
names:
/tmp/intermediate.cert.pem
/tmp/intermediate.key.pem
/tmp/ca.cert.pem

Use the following command to add them to Transformation Hub:
# /opt/arcsight/kubernetes/scripts/cdf-updateRE.sh write --re
key=/tmp/intermediate.key.pem --re-crt=/tmp/intermediate.cert.pem --reca=/tmp/ca.cert.pem

Note: After the new certificate is imported to the Transformation Hub, the
Transformation Hub will need to be uninstalled and then re-installed with Client
Authentication enabled. See the Transformation Hub Deployment Guide for
details.
2. Run the following commands:
# export CA_CERT=/tmp/ca.cert.pem
# export INTERMEDIATE_CA_CRT=/tmp/intermediate.cert.pem
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# export INTERMEDIATE_CA_KEY=/tmp/intermediate.key.pem
# export CERT_CA_TMP=/opt/cert_ca_tmp
# export TH=<Transformation Hub hostname>_<Transformation Hub port>

3. Create a temporary location on the Transformation Hub master server:
mkdir $CERT_CA_TMP

Step 3: On the Connector Server
Copy the ${STORES}/${TH}-cert-req file (%STORES%\%TH%-cert-req on Windows
platforms) from the connector to the Transformation Hub directory created above.
Step 4: On the Transformation Hub Server
Create the signed certificate, for example:
/bin/openssl x509 -req -CA ${INTERMEDIATE_CA_CRT} -CAkey ${INTERMEDIATE_CA_
KEY} -in ${TH}-cert-req -out ${CERT_CA_TMP}/${TH} -cert-signed-days 365 CAcreateserial -sha256

Step 5: On the Connector Server
1. Copy the ${TH}-cert-signed certificate from the Transformation Hub to the
connector's ${STORES} directory. (On the Windows platform, copy the %TH%-certsigned certificate to the connector's %STORES% directory.)
2. Copy the ca.cert.pem certificate from the Transformation Hub to the connector's
${STORES} directory. (On the Windows platform, copy the certificate to the %STORES%
directory.)
3.Copy the intermediate.cert.pem certificate from the Transformation Hub to the
connector's ${STORES} directory. (On the Windows platform, copy the certificate to
the %STORES% directory.)
4. Import the CA certificate to the trust store, for example:
# jre/bin/keytool -importcert -file ${STORES}/${CA_CERT} -alias CARoot
-keystore ${STORES}/${TH}.truststore.jks -storepass ${STORE_PASSWD}

On Windows platforms:
# jre\bin\keytool -importcert -file %STORES%\%CA_CERT% -alias CARoot
-keystore %STORES%\%TH%.truststore.jks -storepass %STORE_PASSWD%

5. Import the intermediate certificate to the trust store, for example:
# jre/bin/keytool -importcert -file ${STORES}/${INTERMEDIATE_CA_CRT} alias
# INTCARoot -keystore ${STORES}/${TH}.truststore.jks -storepass ${STORE_
PASSWD}

On Windows platforms:
# jre\bin\keytool -importcert -file %STORES%\%INTERMEDIATE_CA_CRT% aliasINTCARoot -keystore %STORES%\%TH%.truststore.jks -storepass
%STORE_PASSWD%
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6.When prompted, enter yes to trust the certificate.
7. Import the CA certificate to the key store, for example:
# jre/bin/keytool -importcert -file ${STORES}/${CA_CERT} -alias CARoot keystore ${STORES}/${TH}.keystore.jks -storepass ${STORE_PASSWD}

On Windows platforms:
# jre\bin\keytool -importcert -file %STORES%\${CA_CERT} -alias CARoot
-keystore %STORES%\%TH%.keystore.jks -storepass %STORE_PASSWD%

8. Import the intermediate certificate to the key store, for example:
# jre/bin/keytool -importcert -file ${STORES}/${INTERMEDIATE_CA_CRT} alias
# INTCARoot -keystore ${STORES}/${TH}.keystore.jks -storepass ${STORE_
PASSWD}

On Windows platforms:
# jre\bin\keytool -importcert -file %STORES%\%INTERMEDIATE_CA_CRT% alias INTCARoot -keystore %STORES%\%TH%.keystore.jks -storepass
%STORE_PASSWD%

When successfully completed, this command will return the message, Certificate
reply was installed in keystore.
9.When prompted, enter yes to trust the certificate.
10. Import the signed certificate to the key store, for example:
# jre/bin/keytool -importcert -file ${STORES}/${TH}-cert-signed -alias
${TH} -keystore ${STORES}/${TH}.keystore.jks -storepass ${STORE_PASSWD}

On Windows platforms:
# jre\bin\keytool -importcert -file %STORES%\%TH%-cert-signed -alias
%TH% -keystore %STORES%\%TH%.keystore.jks -storepass %STORE_PASSWD%

When successfully complete, this command will return the message, Certificate
reply was installed in keystore.
11. Note the key store and trust store paths:
#echo ${STORES}/${TH}.truststore.jks
# echo ${STORES}/${TH}.keystore.jks

On Windows platforms:
# echo %STORES%\%TH%.truststore.jks
# echo %STORES%\%TH%.keystore.jks

12. Navigate to the bin directory and run agent setup. Install a connector with
Transformation Hub as the destination, for example:
# cd <installation dir>/current/bin
# ./runagentsetup.sh

On Windows platforms:
# cd <installation dir>\current\bin
# runagentsetup.bat
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a. When completing the Transformation Hub destination fields, use the same
values as in Step 8 for the path and password.
b. Set Use SSL/TLS to true.
c. Set Use SSL/TLS Authentication to true.
13. Cleanup. Delete the following files:
Caution! The following files should be deleted to prevent the distribution of
security certificates that could be used to authenticate against the
Transformation Hub. These files are very sensitive and should not be
distributed to other machines.
#
#
#
#

rm
rm
rm
rm

${STORES}/${INTERMEDIATE_CA_CRT}
${STORES}/intermediate.key.pem
${STORES}/${TH}-cert-signed
${STORES}/${TH}-cert-req

On Windows platforms:
#
#
#
#

del
del
del
del

%STORES%\intermediate.cert.pem
%STORES%\intermediate.key.pem
%STORES%\%TH%-cert-signed
%STORES%\%TH%-cert-req

Step 6: On the Transformation Hub Server
To clean up the Transformation Hub server, delete the temporary folder where the
certificate was signed and the certificate and key files in /tmp.
Caution! The temporary certificate folder should be deleted to prevent the
distribution of security certificates that could be used to authenticate against the
Transformation Hub. These files are very sensitive and should not be distributed to
other machines.

Configuring a SmartConnector with a Transformation Hub
Destination without Client Authentication in FIPS Mode
Follow these steps to configure a SmartConnector with a Transformation Hub
destination without client authentication in FIPS mode.
On the SmartConnector Server
1. Prepare the SmartConnector:
l If the connector is not yet installed: Run the installer. After core software has
been installed, you will see a window that lets you select Add a Connector or
Select Global Parameters. Check Select Global Parameters, and on the
window displayed, select Set FIPS mode. Set to Enabled.
l

If the connector is already installed: Run the installer. Select Set Global
Parameters and then Set FIPS Mode to Enabled.
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2. Navigate to the connector's current directory, for example:
# cd <install dir>/current

3. Set the environment variables for the static values used by keytool, for example:
# export CURRENT=<full path to this "current" folder>
# export BC_OPTS="-storetype BCFKS -providername BCFIPS -providerclass
org.bouncycastle.jcajce.provider.BouncyCastleFipsProvider -providerpath
${CURRENT}/lib/agent/fips/bc-fips-1.0.0.jar
-J-Djava.security.egd=file:/dev/urandom"
# export TH=<Transformation Hub hostname>_<Transformation Hub port>
# export STORES=${CURRENT}/user/agent/stores
# export STORE_PASSWD=changeit
# export CA_CERT=ca.cert.pem

On Windows platforms:
# set CURRENT=<full path to this "current" folder>
# set BC_OPTS="-storetype BCFKS -providername BCFIPS
-J-Djava.ext.dirs=%CURRENT%\jre\lib\ext;%CURRENT%\lib\agent\fips
-J-Djava.security.properties=%CURRENT%\user\agent\agent.security"
# set TH=<Transformation Hub hostname>_<Transformation Hub port>
# set STORES=%CURRENT%\user\agent\stores
# set STORE_PASSWD=changeit

4. Create the ${CURRENT}/user/agent/stores directory if it does not already exist, for
example:
# mkdir -p ${STORES}

On Windows platforms:
# mkdir -p %STORES%

5. Create a ca.cert.pem file with the contents of the root CA certificate with the
following command:
# ${k8s-home}/scripts/cdf-updateRE.sh > /tmp/ca.cert.pm

6.Copy the just-created ca.cert.pem file from the Transformation Hub to the
connector's ${STORES} directory. (On the Windows platform, copy the certificate to
the %STORES% directory.)
7. Import the CA certificate to the trust store, for example:
# jre/bin/keytool ${BC_OPTS} -importcert -file ${STORES}/${CA_CERT} alias CARoot -keystore ${STORES}/${TH}.truststore.bcfips -storepass
${STORE_PASSWD}

On Windows platforms:
# jre\bin\keytool %BC_OPTS% -importcert -file %STORES%\%CA_CERT% alias CARoot -keystore %STORES%\%TH%.truststore.bcfips -storepass
%STORE_PASSWD%
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8.When prompted, enter yes to trust the certificate.
9. Note the trust store path:
# echo ${STORES}/${TH}.truststore.bcfips

On Windows platforms:
# echo %STORES%\%TH%.truststore.bcfips

10. Navigate to the bin directory and run agent setup. Install a connector with
Transformation Hub as the destination, for example:
# cd <installation dir>/current/bin
# ./runagentsetup.sh

On Windows platforms:
cd <installation dir>\current\bin
runagentsetup.bat

a.When completing the Transformation Hub destination fields, use the value
from Step 7 for the trust store path and the password used in Step 6 for the
trust store password.
b.Set Use SSL/TLS to true.
c.Set Use SSL/TLS Authentication to false.
11. Cleanup. Delete the certificate file, for example:
Caution! The following file should be deleted to prevent the distribution of
security certificates that could be used to authenticate against the
Transformation Hub. These files are very sensitive and should not be
distributed to other machines.
# rm ${STORES}/${CA_CERT}

On Windows platforms:
# del %\STORES%\ca.cert.pem
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Troubleshooting SmartConnector Integration
The following troubleshooting tips may be useful in diagnosing SmartConnector
integration issues.
Error Message

Issue

Unable to test connection to Kafka
server: [Failed to construct kafka
producer]

SmartConnector can’t resolve the short or
full hostname of the Transformation Hub
node(s).

Unable to test connection to Kafka
server: [Failed to update metadata after
30000 ms.]

SmartConnector can resolve the short or
full hostname of the Transformation Hub
node(s) but can’t communicate with them
because of routing or network issues.

Unable to test connection to Kafka
server: [Failed to update metadata after
40 ms.]

You may have mistyped the topic name.
Try re-entry.

Destination parameters did not pass the
verification with error [; nested exception
is: java.net.SocketException: Connection
reset]. Do you still want to continue?

If using SSL/TLS, you did not configure
the SSL/TLS parameters correctly.
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Configuring Logger as a Transformation Hub Consumer
The procedure for configuring a Logger as a Transformation Hub consumer will depend
on whether the Logger will be using SSL/TLS.

Prerequisite: Import RH CA Certificate
Prior to configuring a Logger as a Transformation Hub consumer, you manually import
the Realm External CA (RE CA) certificate exported from the TH clusterThe RE
certificate does not change if the Transformation Hub is restarted or redeployed. Any
newly generated certificates after restart are trusted by this RE CA, enabling the receiver
to continue accepting events.
To configure Transformation Hub using TLS, the user is only required to create the TH
receiver and import the files as described below; Authentication and Sign in are done
automatically. Meanwhile, for Client Authentication, you must set up two way
authentication between the Transformation Hub as described in Transformation Hub
Authentication.

Step 1: Obtain Transformation Hub RE Certificate
1.On the Transformation Hub , run the following command to retrieve the
Transformation Hub RE certificate:
/opt/kubernetes/scripts/cdf-updateRE.sh > /tmp/RE.crt

2.Copy the /tmp/RE.crt obtained from step 1 to the Logger in the directory /tmp;.

Step 2: Set the environment on the Logger
l

1.On the Logger, set the ARCSIGHT_HOME environment variable:
Appliance:
# export ARCSIGHT_HOME=/opt/arcsight/logger

l

Software:
# export ARCSIGHT_HOME=[logger install directory]/current/arcsight/logger

For existing Kafka receivers only:
1.In the Logger SSH console, look for any previous TH certificates from Logger
receiver trust store running the script available at:
l Appliance:
/opt/arcsight/logger/bin/scripts/keytool_util.sh.
l

Software:
# [Install dir]/current/arcsight/logger/bin/scripts/keytool_util.sh
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Caution: <verisignserverca> uses a 1000-bit RSA key which is considered a
security risk.
2.Delete the TH certificates from the previous step in the Logger receiver trust store
running the script available at:
# /opt/arcsight/logger/bin/scripts/keytool_util.sh

Make sure to execute the command as it follows: ./keytool_util.sh receiver delete
[alias]

Step 3: Import the RE Certificate into Logger
1.In the Logger SSH console, import the new TH RE certificate using the RE.crt file
copied from TH running the script available at:
# /opt/arcsight/logger/bin/scripts/keytool_util.sh.
Make sure to execute the command as it follows:
# ./keytool_util.sh receiver importcert [certificate]

2.Confirm TH FQDN is settled in Logger DNS before creating Kafka receivers in SSL
mode in Logger.

For existing Kafka receivers:
On the Logger, restart the receiver processes available at:
l

Appliance:
# /opt/arcsight/logger/bin/loggerd restart receivers

l

Software:
# [install dir]/current/arcsight/logger/bin/loggerd restart receivers

Azure Integration - Additional Steps
For proper integration with Azure Transformation Hub, you must perform the following
additional procedures for the ArcSight product (ArcMC, SmartConnector, CTH, Logger,
or ESM) you are integrating.
Edits to the etc/hosts file
l Peering
l Configure health probes and load-balancing rules for ports 32080, 9093, and 9092.
(For ESM, this applies only to port 9093.)
Each of these is detailed below.
l

Edit the etc/hosts File
You must add each instance to the product's etc/host file.
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1.Open the product's etc/hosts file in a text editor.
2.Add the internal IP and FQDN for each instance in the Azure Kubernetes service.
(The instance IP and FQDN can be obtained by opening the AKS resource group
and then opening the aks-nodepool virtual machine scale set.)
3.Save the changes to the file.
Example additions to etc/hosts:
127.0.0.1
localhost localhost.localdomain localhost4
localhost4.localdomain4
::1
localhost localhost.localdomain localhost6
localhost6.localdomain6
10.1.1.4 aks-nodepool1-12400006-vmss000000
10.1.1.5 aks-nodepool1-12400006-vmss000001
10.1.1.6 aks-nodepool1-12400006-vmss000002

Peering
If the Azure product and Azure Transformation Hub are on different VLANs, you must
configure peering between the two VLANs. An example is provided in the section
Peering Virtual Networks.

Health Probes
You must configure health probes and load balancing rules for ports 32080, 9093, and,
optionally, 9092. Configuring health probes for these ports is detailed in Configuring
Port Rules for Product Integration. Use the same procedure as outlined for port 443.

a Transformation Hub consumer (not using SSL/TLS):
1.Log in to Logger.
2.Select Configuration > Receivers > Add.
3.In the Add Receiver dialog, enter the following:
l Name: Enter a unique name for the new receiver.
l

Type: Transformation Hub Receiver

4.Select and edit the Transformation Hub Receiver and enter the following
parameters:
l Transformation Hub host(s) and port: {Kafka broker Host IP 1}:9092, {Kafka
broker Host IP 2}:9092, {Kafka broker Host IP 3}:9092
l

l

Event Topic List: th-cef (If additional topics are needed, enter multiple topics
with a comma-separated list.)
Retrieve event from earliest offset: true
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l

Consumer Group (Logger Pool): Logger Pool

l

Use SSL/TLS: false

l

Use Client Authentication: false

l

Enable: Checked

To configure a Logger as a Transformation Hub consumer (using SSL/TLS):
1.Log in to Logger.
2.Select Configuration > Receivers > Add.
3.In the Add Receiver dialog, enter the following:
l Name: Transformation Hub Receiver
l

Type: Transformation Hub Receiver

4.Select and edit the Transformation Hub Receiver and enter the following
parameters:
l Transformation Hub host(s) and port: {Kafka broker Host IP 1}:9093, {Kafka
broker Host IP 2}:9093, {Kafka broker Host IP 3}:9093
l

Event Topic List: th-cef (You can enter multiple topics with a comma-separated
list.)

l

Retrieve event from earliest offset: true

l

Consumer Group (Logger Pool): Logger Pool

l

Use SSL/TLS: true

l

Use Client Authentication: false

l

Enable: Checked

To configure a Logger as a Transformation Hub consumer (using SSL/TLS with
Client Authentication):
1.Log in to Logger.
2.Select Configuration > Receivers > Add.
3.In the Add Receiver dialog, enter the following:
l Name: Transformation Hub Receiver
l

Type: Transformation Hub Receiver

4.Select and edit the Transformation Hub Receiver and enter the following
parameters:
l Transformation Hub host(s) and port: {Kafka broker Host IP 1}:9093, {Kafka
broker Host IP 2}:9093, {Kafka broker Host IP 3}:9093
l

l

Event Topic List: th-cef (You can enter multiple topics with a comma-separated
list.)
Retrieve event from earliest offset: true
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l

Consumer Group (Logger Pool): Logger Pool

l

Use SSL/TLS: true

l

Use Client Authentication: true

l

Enable: Checked

Troubleshooting
The following troubleshooting tips may be useful in diagnosing Logger integration
issues.
Error Message

Issue

IP Address th1.example.com is not a valid address

Use IP addresses in Receiver
configuration, not host names.

There was a problem contacting Transformation
Hub: Timeout expired while fetching topic
metadata, please check the receiver configuration

Logger can’t communicate with
Transformation Hub because of
routing or network issues.

The specified Event Topic (th-<topicname>) is not
valid

You are specifying an incorrect
or non-existent the topic name.

Note: This process is explained in more detail in the Logger Administrator's Guide,
available from the Micro Focus support community.
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Configuring ESM as a Transformation Hub Consumer
This procedure describes how to configure ESM as a Transformation Hub consumer
with client authentication using a User (intermediate) certificate.

Azure Integration - Additional Steps
For proper integration with Azure Transformation Hub, you must perform the following
additional procedures for the ArcSight product (ArcMC, SmartConnector, CTH, Logger,
or ESM) you are integrating.
Edits to the etc/hosts file
l Peering
l Configure health probes and load-balancing rules for ports 32080, 9093, and 9092.
(For ESM, this applies only to port 9093.)
Each of these is detailed below.
l

Edit the etc/hosts File
You must add each instance to the product's etc/host file.
1.Open the product's etc/hosts file in a text editor.
2.Add the internal IP and FQDN for each instance in the Azure Kubernetes service.
(The instance IP and FQDN can be obtained by opening the AKS resource group
and then opening the aks-nodepool virtual machine scale set.)
3.Save the changes to the file.
Example additions to etc/hosts:
127.0.0.1
localhost localhost.localdomain localhost4
localhost4.localdomain4
::1
localhost localhost.localdomain localhost6
localhost6.localdomain6
10.1.1.4 aks-nodepool1-12400006-vmss000000
10.1.1.5 aks-nodepool1-12400006-vmss000001
10.1.1.6 aks-nodepool1-12400006-vmss000002

Peering
If the Azure product and Azure Transformation Hub are on different VLANs, you must
configure peering between the two VLANs. An example is provided in the section
Peering Virtual Networks.
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Health Probes
You must configure health probes and load balancing rules for ports 32080, 9093, and,
optionally, 9092. Configuring health probes for these ports is detailed in Configuring
Port Rules for Product Integration. Use the same procedure as outlined for port 443.
Note: Some of the commands shown here will require root user privileges.
1.On Transformation Hub, run the command:
# ${K8S_HOME}/scripts/cdf-updateRE.sh write --re-key={path to intermediate
certificate}/intermediate.key.pem --re-crt={path to intermediate
certificate}/intermediate.cert.pem --re-ca={path to intermediate
certificate}/ca.cert.pem

2.On an ESM host which has not been configured as a Transformation Hub
consumer, switch to the manager directory:
# cd /opt/arcsight/manager

3.Run each of these commands, one at a time. When prompted by the keytool for a
password, enter the ESM password.
# touch config/client.properties
# bin/arcsight keytool -store clientkeys -storepasswd -storepass ""
# bin/arcsight keytool -store clientkeys -keypasswd -keypass "" -alias
services-cn
# bin/arcsight changepassword -f config/client.properties -p
ssl.keystore.password

4.Import the intermediate certificates to the ESM client keystore.
5.Run these commands:
# bin/arcsight keytool -store clientcerts -importcert -file
/tmp/ca.cert.pem -alias thcert
# bin/arcsight keytool -store clientkeys -importcert -file
/tmp/intermediate.cert.pem -alias thintcert
# bin/arcsight keytool -store clientcerts -importcert -file
/tmp/intermediate.cert.pem -alias thintcert
# /etc/init.d/arcsight_services stop manager
bin/arcsight keytool -store clientkeys -genkeypair -dname "cn=<your
CN>,ou=<your OU>, o=<your org short name>, c=<your country>" -keyalg rsa keysize 2048 -alias th -startdate -1d -validity 366
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# bin/arcsight keytool -certreq -store clientkeys -alias th -file
thkey.csr

6.Generate a certificate signing request ( .csr file) so the Transformation Hub can
sign a client certificate.
7.Copy the .csr file to the Transformation Hub initial master node.
8.On the Transformation Hub Initial Master Node, run the command:
# openssl x509 -req -CA /opt/intermediate_cert_
files/intermediate.cert.pem -CAkey /opt/intermediate_cert_
files/intermediate.key.pem -in /opt/thkey.csr -out /opt/signedTHkey.crt -days
3650 -CAcreateserial -sha256

9.Copy the signed certificate to /tmp on the ESM host.
10.On the ESM host import the signed client certificate into the client keystore so it can
be used to authenticate to Transformation Hub. Run these commands:
# /opt/arcsight/manager/bin/arcsight keytool -store clientkeys -alias th
-importcert -file /tmp/signedTHkey.crt -trustcacerts

11.Start the manager configuration wizard:
# /opt/arcsight/manager/bin/arcsight managersetup

Note: If on a host without X Window access, run the managersetup command with
the -i parameter. Consult the ESM documentation for more information regarding the
managersetup command.
9. Proceed through the wizard for adding the Transformation hub to the ESM, until the
dialog is displayed that prompts for a connection to Transformation Hub. On the dialog,
under “ESM can consume events from a Transformation Hub…”, enter Yes. Then enter
then the following parameters. (This will put an entry in the Manager cacerts file,
displayed as ebcaroot):
Host:Port(s): th-broker-hostname1:9093,th-broker-hostname2:9093,th-brokerhostname3:9093

Note: You must use host names, not IP addresses. In addition, ESM does not
support non-TLS port 9092.
Topics to read from: th-binary_esm and Avro topics.
Path to Transformation Hub root cert:{leave this empty}
8. On the ESM, restart the ESM Manager:
# /etc/init.d/arcsight_services stop manager
# /etc/init.d/arcsight_services start manager
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Appendix A: CDF Installer Script install.sh
Command Line Arguments
On-Premises CDF install.sh Command Line Arguments
Argument

Description

--auto-configure-firewall

Flag to indicate whether to auto configure the firewall rules during node
deployment. The allowable values are true or false. The default is true.

--cluster-name

Specifies the logical name of the cluster.

--deployment-log-location

Specifies the absolute path of the folder for placing the log files from
deployments.

--docker-http-proxy

Proxy settings for Docker. Specify if accessing the Docker hub or
Docker registry requires a proxy. By default, the value will be configured
from the http_proxy environment variable on your system.

--docker-https-proxy

Proxy settings for Docker. Specify if accessing the Docker hub or
Docker registry requires a proxy. By default, the value will be configured
from https_proxy environment variable on your system

--docker-no-proxy

Specifies the IPv4 addresses or FQDs that do not require proxy settings
for Docker. By default, the value will be configured from the no_proxy
environment variable on your system.

--enable_fips

This parameter enables suites to enable and disable FIPS. The
expected values are true or false. The default is false.

--fail-swap-on

If ‘swapping’ is enabled, specifies whether to make the kubelet fail to
start. Set to true or false. The default is true.

--flannel-backend-type

Specifies flannel backend type. Supported values are vxlan and hostgw. The default is host-gw.

--ha-virtual-ip

A Virtual IP (VIP) is an IP address that is shared by all master nodes.
The VIP is used for the connection redundancy by providing failover for
one machine. Should a master node fail, another master node takes
over the VIP address and responds to requests sent to the VIP.
Mandatory for a Multi-Master cluster; not applicable to a single-master
cluster
The VIP must be resolved (forward and reverse) to the VIP Fully
Qualified Domain Name (FQDN)

--k8s-home

Specifies the absolute path of the directory for the installation binaries.
By default, the Kubernetes installation directory is
/opt/arcsight/kubernetes.
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Argument

Description

--keepalived-nopreempt

Specifies whether to enable nopreempt mode for
KeepAlived. The allowable value of this parameter is
true or false. The default is true and KeepAlived is
started in nopreempt mode.

--keepalived-virtualrouter-id

Specifies the virtual router ID for KEEPALIVED. This
virtual router ID is unique for each cluster under the
same network segment. All nodes in the same cluster
should use the same value, between 0 and 255. The
default is 51.

--kube-dns-hosts

Specifies the absolute path of the hosts file which
used for host name resolution in a non-DNS
environment.
Note: Although this option is supported by the
CDF Installer, its use is strongly discouraged to avoid
using DNS resolution in production environments, due
to hostname resolution issues and the nuances
involved in their mitigations.

--load-balancer-host

IP address or host name of load balancer used for
communication between the master nodes. For a
multiple master node cluster, it is required to provide –
load-balancer-host or –ha-virtual-ip arguments.

--master-api-ssl-port

Specifies the https port for the Kubernetes (K8S) API
server. The default is 8443.

--nfs-folder

Specifies the path to the NFS core volume.

--nfs-server

Address of the NFS host.

--pod-cidr-subnetlen

Specifies the size of the subnet allocated to each host
for pod network addresses. For the default and the
allowable values see the CDF Planning Guide.

--pod-cidr

Specifies the private network address range for the
Kubernetes pods. Default is 172.16.0.0/16. The
minimum useful network prefix is /24. The maximum
useful network prefix is /8.
This must not overlap with any IP ranges assigned to
services (see --service-cidr parameter below) in
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Argument

Description
Kubernetes. The default is 172.16.0.0/16.
For the default and allowable values see the
CDF Planning Guide.

--registry_orgname

The organization inside the public Docker registry
name where suite images are located. Not mandatory.
Choose one of the following:
l

Specify your own organization name (such as your
company name). For example: --registryorgname=Mycompany.

l

--runtime-home

Skip this parameter. A default internal registry will
be created under the default name HPESWITOM.

Specifies the absolute path for placing Kubernetes
runtime data. By default, the runtime data directory is
${K8S_HOME}/data.

--service-cidr

Kubernetes service IP range. Default is
172.30.78.0/24. Must not overlap the POD_CIDR
range.
Specifies the network address for the Kubernetes
services. The minimum useful network prefix is /27
and the maximum network prefix is /12. If SERVICE_
CIDR is not specified, then the default value is
172.17.17.0/24. This must not overlap with any IP
ranges assigned to nodes for pods. See --pod-cidr.

--skip-check-on-node-lost

Option used to skip the time synchronization check if
the node is lost. The default is true.

--skip-warning

Option used to skip the warnings in precheck when
installing the Initial master Node. Set to true or false.
The default is false.

--system-group-id

The group ID exposed on server; default is 1999.

--system-user-id

The user ID exposed on server; default is 1999.

--thinpool-device

Specifies the path to the Docker devicemapper, which
must be in the /dev/mapper/ directory. For example:
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Argument

Description
/dev/mapper/docker-thinpool

--tmp-folder

Specifies the absolute path of the temporary folder for
placing temporary files. The default temporary folder is
/tmp.

-h, --help

Displays a help message explaining proper parameter
usage

-m, --metadata

Specifies the absolute path of the tar.gz suite
metadata packages.
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Azure CDF install Script Command Line Arguments (Optional)
Argument

Description

-c, --config

Absolute path of the configuration json file for silent installation.

-d, --deployment-name, -n

Deployment name for suite installation. (Note: -n is to be deprecated in
future versions.)

--backup-vol-size

Specifies the volume size of pg-backup component. The size must be a
plain integer or as a fixed-point integer and the unit must be one of
E,P,T,G,M,K,Ei,Pi,Ti,Gi,Mi,Ki; example: 10Gi

-fg, --feature-gates

A set of key=value pairs that describe feature gates for
alpha/experimental features. The allowable value of this parameter is
mapStringBool. Comma-delimited list of strings, each entry format is
NameOfFeature=true|false. Options are:
l

MultipleDeployment=true|false (Alpha - default=false)

l

Bosun=true|false (Alpha - default=false)

l

Prometheus=true|false (Alpha - default=false)

--nfs-server

Specifies the server for NFS, used to create persistent volume claim
'itom-vol-claim'

--nfs-folder

Specifies the folder for NFS, used to create persistent volume claim
'itom-vol-claim'.

--loadbalancer-info

Specifies the loadbalancer info. This parameter value formats such as:
"KEY1=VALUE1;KEY2=VALUE2;...;KEYn=VALUEn"
Example: For gcp: --loadbalancer-info "LOADBALANCERIP=x.x.x.x"
For alicloud: --loadbalancer-info "LOADBALANCERID=xxx"

--logging-vol-size

Specifies the volume size of fluentd component. The size must be a
plain integer or as a fixed-point integer and the unit must be one of
E,P,T,G,M,K,Ei,Pi,Ti,Gi,Mi,Ki; example: 10Gi

-P, password

Specifies the password for suite administrator which will be created
during installation. Wrap the password with single quotes. For example,
'Password@#$!123'.

--registry-orgname

Specifies the organization name(namespace) where the suite images
are placed. The default name is 'hpeswitom'.

--registry-ca

Specifies the path of trusted CA root certificate (bas64 X.509 format) of
external registry.

--registry-password

Specifies the password for registry.

--registry-password-file

Specifies the password file for registry.
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Argument

Description

--skip-warning

Option used to skip the warning(s) in precheck when install.

--tmp-folder

Specifies the absolute path of the temporary folder for placing
temporary files. The default temporary folder is '/tmp'.

--db-user

External suite database user name.

--db-password

External suite database password.

--db-url

External suite database connection URL.

--db-crt

External suite database connection certificate.

--registry-url

Specifies the registry for URL.

--registry-username

Specifies the username for registry.

--external-access-host

Specifies the external access host.

--cloud-provider

Specifies the cloud provider when installing CDF on a
cloud server. The allowable value of this parameter is
'alicloud', 'gcp' (case- sensitive)
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Appendix B: The CDF Doctor Utility
The CDF Doctor utility, bundled with CDF 2020.05 and later versions, can be used to
check for and repair issues discovered with your on-premises CDF installation.
CDF Doctor is located at {K8S_HOME}/tools/cdf-doctor.
Note: For the Transformation Hub 3.3 release, CDF Doctor is only supported on onpremises CDF installations.

Running CDF Doctor
To run the CDF Doctor, enter the following commands on a problematic node:
# cd $K8S_HOME/tools/cdf-doctor/
# ./cdf-doctor cluster check

For maximum visibility into issues, run CDF Doctor on each problematic node.
Note: You can run CDF Doctor on a failed master node by adding the --master
parameter to Step 2, above.

Types of Diagnostic Checks
When run, CDF Doctor will perform an array of diagnostic checks by default. Some
checks permit CDF Doctor to repair an issue as soon as it is detected. Default
diagnostic checks run by CDF Doctor will check the following components.
CDF components
l Native components, such docker and kubelet (On-Premises CDF only)
l Kube-system (etcd)
Default diagnostic checks are compatible with all CDF versions 2020.05 and later.
l

Component

Checks

Docker

check docker status

kubelet

l

check kubelet status

l

check if policy loaded when SELinux is enforcing

l

check if kubelet runtime data directory is missing

l

check if kubelet certificate files's permission is incorrect

l

check if kubelet certificate is expired

l

check if swap is off
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Component

Checks
l

check if swap is enabled

Etcd

check etcd status

cdf-apiserver

check cdf-apiserver status

dashboard

check dashboard status

db-backup

check db-backup status

idm

check idm status

mng-portal

check mng-portal status

nginx-ingress

check nginx-ingress-controller status

node

check cluster node status

pv

check persistent volume status

registry

check registry status

suite-config

check fqdn in suite-conf-cmcheck fqdn in suite-conf-ingcheck fqdn in suite-conf-pod-

suite-frontend-ingress

check suite-frontend-ingress status

suite-frontend-ui

check suite-frontend-ui status

suite-update

l

check fqdn in suite-upgrade-cm-

l

check fqdn in suite-upgrade-ing-

l

check vault component status

l

check node ntp service is enable and synced

l

check cluster nodes time difference

l

check suite metadata folder permission

l

check if vault policy incorrect (automated fix)

l

check if pullsecret exists

l

check if can login to registry

l

check if registry contains jdbc image

l

check fqdn in nginx-ingress-controller deployment

l

check fqdn in idm deployment and ingress

l

check is suite parameter file is missing

l

check pv info in suite parameter file (fix provided after user confirmation)

l

check fqdn in ingress

l

check fqdn in mng-portal deployment and ingress

l

check fqdn in frontend-ingress deployment

Vault
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Component

Checks
l

check fqdn in suite-installer-frontend deployment

l

check fqdn in itom-k8s-dashboard deployment and ingress

l

check fqdn in itom-pg-backup-config configmap

l

check fqdn in itom-ingress-pg-backup ingress

Dump File
The dump file provides a quick way to gather information about nodes where CDF is
deployed. The file can be used quickly gather and encrypt information to provide for
support investigation of issues.
To generate a dump file with check results, run CDF Doctor with the --encryptpassword parameter. You can also provide a username and password to get additional
dump data from the CDF Management Portal.
The dump file contains the following information:
File Section

Description

OS commands output Refer to $K8S_HOME/tools/support-tool/conf/supportdump.config
Directory content

Refer to $K8S_HOME/tools/support-tool/conf/supportdump.config

Files content

Refer to $K8S_HOME/tools/support-tool/conf/supportdump.config

Kube-Info

l

Docker version and installation status

l

kubelet version and Installation status

l

Current node infomation

Current node information:
l

Docker containers on current node

l

Docker images on current node's docker runtime

Cluster info:
l

namespace, pv, pvc, nodes, deployment, service,pod,ingress

Pod container information:
l

pod name

l

pod namespace

l

node pod is running on

l

images pod uses

Suite info:
l

manage portal accessibility

l

selected features

Deployment information
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File Section

Description
l

Docker journal logs

l

Docker images details collected from Docker inspection

l

cluster dump info collected from kubectl cluster dump

l

pod description

l

suite-db data

l

suite metadata
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Appendix C: Creating an Intermediate Key and
Certificate
This appendix details the process for creating an intermediate key and certificate
(cert) file. It contains the following sections:
Create a New CA Certificate (example)

148

Create a New Intermediate Key and Certificate

153

Update the Certificate Set on the Transformation Hub Cluster

159

Best Practice: In order to import an intermediate (user) certificate, the Transformation
Hub must be deployed, the user certificate imported, undeployed, and then re-deployed
to register the certificate change. We recommend that you perform this procedure when
Transformation Hub is first installed to avoid downtime and data loss.
The Transformation Hub deployment process comprises these steps:
1.Install CDF.
2.Deploy Transformation Hub with default settings.
3.Perform the operations described here to create the intermediate certificate
(detailed below).
4.Update the TH RE certificate (detailed below) .
5.From the CDF UI, uninstall the Transformation Hub.
6.After the Transformation Hub is uninstalled, redeploy the Transformation Hub with
client authentication enabled and configure your pre-deployment parameters as
desired.
To obtain the contents of the RE certificate, use the following script:
${K8S_HOME}/scripts/cdf-updateRE.sh

The Transformation Hub CA (certificate authority) private key is not exposed. Therefore,
in order to create a signed certificate for use in adding connector destinations or other
consumers which are configured with client authentication enabled, you will need to
create and update the Transformation Hub with an intermediate key, or, alternatively,
use your organization's intermediate key.

Create a New CA Certificate (example)
1.Make the directory and configure:
# mkdir /root/ca
# cd /root/ca
# mkdir certs crl
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# newcerts private
# chmod 700 private
# touch index.txt
# echo 1000 > serial

2.Create the configuration file in a text editor (vi /root/ca/openssl.cnf), and then
add the following contents (values shown are examples; change parameter values
to match your requirements):
# OpenSSL root CA configuration file.
# Copy to `/root/ca/openssl.cnf`.
[ ca ]
default_ca = CA_default
[ CA_default ]
# Directory and file locations.
dir

= /root/ca

certs

= $dir/certs

crl_dir

= $dir/crl

new_certs_dir

= $dir/newcerts

database

= $dir/index.txt

serial

= $dir/serial

RANDFILE

= $dir/private/.rand

# The root key and root certificate.
private_key

= $dir/private/ca.key.pem

certificate

= $dir/certs/ca.cert.pem

# For certificate revocation lists.
crlnumber

= $dir/crlnumber

crl

= $dir/crl/ca.crl.pem

crl_extensions

= crl_ext

default_crl_days

= 30

# SHA-1 is deprecated, so use SHA-2 instead.
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default_md

= sha256

name_opt

= ca_default

cert_opt

= ca_default

default_days

= 375

preserve

= no

policy

= policy_strict

[ policy_strict ]
# The root CA should only sign intermediate certificates that match.
# See the POLICY FORMAT section of `man ca`.
countryName

= match

stateOrProvinceName

= match

organizationName

= match

organizationalUnitName

= optional

commonName

= supplied

emailAddress

= optional

[ policy_loose ]
# Allow the intermediate CA to sign a more diverse range of certificates.
# See the POLICY FORMAT section of the `ca` man page.
countryName

= optional

stateOrProvinceName

= optional

localityName

= optional

organizationName

= optional

organizationalUnitName

= optional

commonName

= supplied

emailAddress

= optional

[ req ]
# Options for the `req` tool (`man req`).
default_bits

= 2048
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distinguished_name

= req_distinguished_name

string_mask

= utf8only

# SHA-1 is deprecated, so use SHA-2 instead.
default_md

= sha256

# Extension to add when the -x509 option is used.
x509_extensions

= v3_ca

[ req_distinguished_name ]
countryName

= Country

stateOrProvinceName

= State

localityName

= Locality

0.organizationName

= EntCorp

organizationalUnitName

= OrgName

commonName

= Common Name

emailAddress

= Email Address

# Optionally, specify some defaults.
countryName_default

= <your country code>

stateOrProvinceName_default

= <your state or province>

localityName_default

=

0.organizationName_default

= <your company name>

organizationalUnitName_default

=

emailAddress_default

=

[ v3_ca ]
# Extensions for a typical CA (`man x509v3_config`).
subjectKeyIdentifier = hash
authorityKeyIdentifier = keyid:always,issuer
basicConstraints = critical, CA:true
keyUsage = critical, digitalSignature, cRLSign, keyCertSign
[ v3_intermediate_ca ]
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# Extensions for a typical intermediate CA (`man x509v3_config`).
subjectKeyIdentifier = hash
authorityKeyIdentifier = keyid:always,issuer
basicConstraints = critical, CA:true, pathlen:0
keyUsage = critical, digitalSignature, cRLSign, keyCertSign
[ usr_cert ]
# Extensions for client certificates (`man x509v3_config`).
basicConstraints = CA:FALSE
nsCertType = client, email
nsComment = "OpenSSL Generated Client Certificate"
subjectKeyIdentifier = hash
authorityKeyIdentifier = keyid,issuer
keyUsage = critical, nonRepudiation, digitalSignature, keyEncipherment
extendedKeyUsage = clientAuth, emailProtection
[ server_cert ]
# Extensions for server certificates (`man x509v3_config`).
basicConstraints = CA:FALSE
nsCertType = server
nsComment = "OpenSSL Generated Server Certificate"
subjectKeyIdentifier = hash
authorityKeyIdentifier = keyid,issuer:always
keyUsage = critical, digitalSignature, keyEncipherment
extendedKeyUsage = serverAuth
[ crl_ext ]
# Extension for CRLs (`man x509v3_config`).
authorityKeyIdentifier=keyid:always
[ ocsp ]
# Extension for OCSP signing certificates (`man ocsp`).
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basicConstraints = CA:FALSE
subjectKeyIdentifier = hash
authorityKeyIdentifier = keyid,issuer
keyUsage = critical, digitalSignature
extendedKeyUsage = critical, OCSPSigning

3.Generate the new CA root key:
cd /root/ca

And then run the following:
openssl genrsa -out private/ca.key.pem 4096
chmod 400 private/ca.key.pem

4.Create the new CA cert:
openssl req -config openssl.cnf \ -key private/ca.key.pem \
days 365 -sha256 -extensions v3_ca \ -out certs/ca.cert.pem

-new -x509 -

5.Verify the root CA:
chmod 444 certs/ca.cert.pemopenssl x509 -noout -text -in certs/ca.cert.pem

Create a New Intermediate Key and Certificate
1.Make the directory and configure:
mkdir /root/ca/intermediate/
cd /root/ca/intermediate
mkdir certs crl csr newcerts private
chmod 700 private
touch index.txt
echo 1000 > serial
echo 1000 > /root/ca/intermediate/crlnumber

2.Open the configuration file in a text editor (vi /root/ca/openssl.cnf), and then
add the following contents (values shown are examples; change parameter values
to match your requirements). Make sure the directory is unique for each
intermediate CA.
[ ca ]
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default_ca = CA_default
[ CA_default ]
# Directory and file locations.
dir

= /root/ca/intermediate

certs

= $dir/certs

crl_dir

= $dir/crl

new_certs_dir

= $dir/newcerts

database

= $dir/index.txt

serial

= $dir/serial

RANDFILE

= $dir/private/.rand

# The root key and root certificate.
private_key

= $dir/private/intermediate.key.pem

certificate

= $dir/certs/intermediate.cert.pem

# For certificate revocation lists.
crlnumber

= $dir/crlnumber

crl

= $dir/crl/intermediate.crl.pem

crl_extensions

= crl_ext

default_crl_days

= 30

# SHA-1 is deprecated, so use SHA-2 instead.
default_md

= sha256

name_opt

= ca_default

cert_opt

= ca_default

default_days

= 375

preserve

= no

policy

= policy_loose

[ policy_strict ]
# The root CA should only sign intermediate certificates that match.
# See the POLICY FORMAT section of `man ca`.
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countryName

= match

stateOrProvinceName

= match

organizationName

= match

organizationalUnitName

= optional

commonName

= supplied

emailAddress

= optional

[ policy_loose ]
# Allow the intermediate CA to sign a more diverse range of certificates.
# See the POLICY FORMAT section of the `ca` man page.
countryName

= optional

stateOrProvinceName

= optional

localityName

= optional

organizationName

= optional

organizationalUnitName

= optional

commonName

= supplied

emailAddress

= optional

[ req ]
# Options for the `req` tool (`man req`).
default_bits

= 2048

distinguished_name

= req_distinguished_name

string_mask

= utf8only

# SHA-1 is deprecated, so use SHA-2 instead.
default_md

= sha256

# Extension to add when the -x509 option is used.
x509_extensions

= v3_ca

[ req_distinguished_name ]
# See <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Certificate_signing_request>.
countryName

= Country Name (2 letter code)
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stateOrProvinceName

= State or Province Name

localityName

= Locality Name

0.organizationName

= Organization Name

organizationalUnitName

= Organizational Unit Name

commonName

= Common Name

emailAddress

= Email Address

# Optionally, specify some defaults.
countryName_default

= <your country code>

stateOrProvinceName_default

= <your state or province>

localityName_default

=

0.organizationName_default

= <your company name>

organizationalUnitName_default

=

emailAddress_default

=

[ v3_ca ]
# Extensions for a typical CA (`man x509v3_config`).
subjectKeyIdentifier = hash
authorityKeyIdentifier = keyid:always,issuer
basicConstraints = critical, CA:true
keyUsage = critical, digitalSignature, cRLSign, keyCertSign
[ v3_intermediate_ca ]
# Extensions for a typical intermediate CA (`man x509v3_config`).
subjectKeyIdentifier = hash
authorityKeyIdentifier = keyid:always,issuer
basicConstraints = critical, CA:true, pathlen:0
keyUsage = critical, digitalSignature, cRLSign, keyCertSign
[ usr_cert ]
# Extensions for client certificates (`man x509v3_config`).
basicConstraints = CA:FALSE
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nsCertType = client, email
nsComment = "OpenSSL Generated Client Certificate"
subjectKeyIdentifier = hash
authorityKeyIdentifier = keyid,issuer
keyUsage = critical, nonRepudiation, digitalSignature, keyEncipherment
extendedKeyUsage = clientAuth, emailProtection
[ server_cert ]
# Extensions for server certificates (`man x509v3_config`).
basicConstraints = CA:FALSE
nsCertType = server
nsComment = "OpenSSL Generated Server Certificate"
subjectKeyIdentifier = hash
authorityKeyIdentifier = keyid,issuer:always
keyUsage = critical, digitalSignature, keyEncipherment
extendedKeyUsage = serverAuth
[ crl_ext ]
# Extension for CRLs (`man x509v3_config`).
authorityKeyIdentifier=keyid:always
[ ocsp ]
# Extension for OCSP signing certificates (`man ocsp`).
basicConstraints = CA:FALSE
subjectKeyIdentifier = hash
authorityKeyIdentifier = keyid,issuer
keyUsage = critical, digitalSignature
extendedKeyUsage = critical, OCSPSigning

3.Generate the new Intermediate CA key:
cd /root/ca
openssl genrsa -out intermediate/private/intermediate.key.pem 4096
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4.Create the intermediate CA signing request (CSR):
chmod 400 intermediate/private/intermediate.key.pem
openssl req -config intermediate/openssl.cnf -new -sha256 \ -key
intermediate/private/intermediate.key.pem \ -out
intermediate/csr/intermediate.csr.pem

5.Create the new intermediate CA cert:
cd /root/ca
openssl ca -config openssl.cnf -extensions v3_intermediate_ca \ -days 3650
-notext -md sha256 \ -in intermediate/csr/intermediate.csr.pem \ -out
intermediate/certs/intermediate.cert.pem
# Sign the certificate? [y/n]: y
chmod 444 intermediate/certs/intermediate.cert.pem

6.Verify the intermediate CA:
openssl x509 -noout -text \ -in intermediate/certs/intermediate.cert.pem

7.Verify the intermediate certificate against the root certificate
openssl verify -CAfile certs/ca.cert.pem \
intermediate/certs/intermediate.cert.pem
# intermediate.cert.pem: OK

8.Verify the intermediate CA against the root CA:
openssl verify -CAfile certs/ca.cert.pem \
intermediate/certs/intermediate.cert.pem
# intermediate.cert.pem: OK
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Update the Certificate Set on the Transformation Hub
Cluster
In order to update the CA cert used by Transformation Hub, copy your intermediate key
and intermediate cert along with the CA cert from the server where they were created to
the Initial Master Node, and then do the following:
1.Run the following command:
# ${K8S_HOME}/scripts/cdf-updateRE.sh write --rekey=/tmp/intermediate.key.pem --re-crt=/tmp/intermediate.cert.pem --reca=/tmp/ca.cert.pem

Note: The path to the intermediate.key.pem, intermediate.cert.pem, and
ca.cert.pem can be any path desired
2.From the CDF UI, uninstall the Transformation Hub.
3.After the Transformation Hub is uninstalled, redeploy the Transformation Hub.
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Appendix D: Troubleshooting
The following troubleshooting tips may be helpful in resolving issues with your
Transformation Hub cluster.

Issue: Installation of master nodes fails
During installation, installation of Master Nodes can fail with the error:
Unable to connect to the server: context deadline exceeded

If this occurs, make sure that your no_proxy and NO_PROXY variables include valid virtual
IP addresses and hostnames for each of the master and worker nodes in the cluster, as
well as the NFS server.

Issue: Installation times out
During installation, the process may time out with the error:
Configure and start ETCD database

If this occurs, make sure your no_proxy and NO_PROXY variables include correct Master
Node information.

Issue: During sudo installation, worker node fails to install
During the Add Node phase, if one or more of the worker nodes fails to install and the
log shows the following error message:
[ERROR] : GET Url: https://itom-vault.core:8200/v1/***/PRIVATE_KEY_
CONTENT_{hostname}_{sudo user}, ResponseStatusCode: 404

You can take the following steps to rectify the issue:
1.Click Cancel. This takes you back to the version selection screen
2.Go through the installation screens again (all previous data is preserved).
3.On the Add Node screen, where you added the Worker Node data, remove the
worker node which failed by clicking on the Delete icon.
4.Click Add Node and add the node again.
5.Click Next and proceed with the installation.
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Issue: Cluster list empty in Kafka Manager
If cluster list is empty in the Kafka Manager UI, delete the existing Kafka Manager pod
and try the UI again after a new Kafka Manager pod is back to the Running state.

Issue: Worker nodes out of disk space and pods evicted
If the worker nodes run out of disk space, causing the pods on the node to go into
Evicted status, try one of the following steps:
l

l

Fix the disk space issue by adding an additional drive, or by removing unnecessary
files.
On the the node where the low disk space occurred, run the following command:
{install dir} /kubernetes/bin/kube-restart.sh

Refer to "Configuring Hard Eviction Thresholds for Worker Nodes" in the Transformation
Hub Administrator's Guide for information on adjusting the eviction threshold.

Issue: Kafka fails to start up; fails to acquire lock or
corrupted index file found
Many scenarios can cause a failure for Kafka to start up and report either Failed to
acquire lock or Corrupted index file found.
Workaround: To resolve this on the problematic Kafka node:.
1. Go to directory:
cd /opt/arcsight/k8s-hostpath-volume/th/kafka/

2. Find the file .lock, and delete it.
3. Search for all index files:
find . -name "*.index" | xargs ls -altr

4. Delete all the corrupted index files
5. Restart the affected Kafka pod.

Issue: Slow network or slow VM response during upgrade to
3.3.0 causes delay or failure of web services operations
An intermittent issue has been observed with web service pod startup, during the
upgrade to TH 3.3, that correlates with slow network and/or slow VM response. The pod
startup gets blocked or delayed, leading to various issues, such as failing to create new
topics and/or failing to register the new schema version.
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One error seen in the web service log file is, "Thread Thread[vert.x-eventloopthread-0,5,main] has been blocked for 5715 ms, time limit is 2000". The
workaround is to restart the web service pod.
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Glossary
A
AKS Nodes
Nodes created to run under the Azure Kubernetes service.
Avro
Avro is a row-oriented remote procedure call and data serialization framework
developed within Apache's Hadoop project. It uses JSON for defining data types
and protocols, and serializes data in a compact binary format.
Azure Container Registry (ACR)
An Azure-based private registry for Docker container images.
Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS)
A managed container orchestration service, based on the open source Kubernetes
system, which is available on the Microsoft Azure public cloud. An organization can
use AKS to deploy, scale and manage Docker containers and container-based
applications across a cluster of container hosts.

C
Cluster
A group of nodes, pods, or hosts.
Common Event Format (CEF)
CEF is an open log management standard that simplifies log management, letting
third parties create their own device schemas that are compatible with a standard
that is used industry-wide for normalizing security events. Technology companies
and customers can use the standardized CEF format to facilitate data collection
and aggregation, for later analysis by an enterprise management system.
Connectors in Transformation Hub (CTH)
A feature where SmartConnector technology operates directly in Transformation
Hub to collect data. CTH enables the enriching, normalizing and sending of syslog
data and routing it to Kafka topics.
Consumer
A consumer of Transformation Hub event data. Consumers may be Micro Focus
products such as Logger or ESM, third-party products like Hadoop, or can be made
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by customers for their own use.
Container Deployment Foundation (CDF)
CDF is the Micro Focus container-based delivery and management model built on
Docker containers managed by Kubernetes, which standardizes distribution,
installation, upgrade, and operation of Micro Focus products and product suites.

D
Dedicated Master Node
A node dedicated to running the Kubernetes control plane functionality only.
Destination
In Micro Focus products, a forwarding location for event data. A Transformation
Hub topic is one example of a destination.
Docker Container
A Docker container is a portable application package running on the Docker
software development platform. Containers are portable among any system running
the Linux operating system.

F
flannel
flannel (usually spelled with a lower-case f) is a virtual network that gives a subnet
to each host for use with container runtimes. Platforms like Google's Kubernetes
assume that each container (pod) has a unique, routable IP inside the cluster. The
advantage of this model is that it reduces the complexity of doing port mapping.
Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN)
A fully qualified domain name (FQDN) is the complete domain name for a specific
computer, or host, on the internet. The FQDN consists of two parts: the hostname
and the domain name. For example, an FQDN for a hypothetical mail server might
be mymail.example.com. The hostname is mymail, and the host is located within
the domain example.com.

I
Initial Master Node
The Master Node that has been designated as the primary Master Node in the
cluster. It is from this node that you will install the cluster infrastructure.
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J
jumphost
A secure host used for access to an Azure environment.

K
Kafka
An open-source messaging system that publishes messages for subscribers to
consume on its scalable platform built to run on servers. It is commonly referred to
as a message broker.
Kubernetes
Kubernetes (K8s) is an open-source system for automating deployment, scaling,
and management of containerized applications. It groups containers that make up
an application into logical units for easy management and discovery.

L
Labeling
Adding a Kubernetes label to a Master or Worker Node creates an affinity for the
workload to the Master or Worker Node, enabling the node to run the specified
workload on the labeled server.
Local Docker Registry
The Docker Registry location on the Master and Worker Nodes in the cluster.
Application software is launched and managed from the Local Docker Registry.

M
Master Nodes
Master Nodes run the CDF Installer and process web services calls made to the
cluster. A minimum of 1 Master Node is required for each cluster.

N
Network File System (NFS)
This is the location where the CDF Installer, Transformation Hub, and other
components may store persistent data. A customer-provisioned NFS is required.
This environment is referred to in this documentation as an "external" NFS.
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Although the CDF platform can host a CDF-provisioned NFS (Internal NFS), for
high availability an External NFS service should implemented.
Network Security Group (NSG)
A network security group (NSG) contains a list of security rules that allow or deny
network traffic to resources connected to Azure Virtual Networks (VNet).
Node
A processing location. In CDF containerized applications, nodes come in two
types: master and worker.

P
Pod
Applications running in Kubernetes are defined as “pods”, which group
containerized components. CDF uses Docker Containers as these components. A
pod consists of one or more containers that are guaranteed to be co-located on the
host server and can share resources. Each pod in Kubernetes is assigned a unique
IP address within the cluster, allowing applications to use ports without the risk of
conflict.
Producer
A gatherer of event data, such as a SmartConnector or CTH. Typically data from a
producer is forwarded to a destination such as a Transformation Hub topic.

R
Root Installation Folder
The root installation folder is the top-level directory that the Transformation Hub,
CDF Installer, and all supporting product files will be installed into. The default
setting is /opt/arcsight. It is referred to as RootFolder in this document, supporting
scripts, and installation materials.

S
Shared Master and Worker Nodes
A configuration where both Master and Worker Node functionality resides on the
same host. This is not a recommended architecture for high availability
SmartConnector
SmartConnectors automate the process of collecting and managing logs from any
device and in any format.
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T
Thinpool
Using thin provisioning in Docker, you can manage a storage pool of free space,
known as a thinpool, which can be allocated to an arbitrary number of devices
when needed by applications.
Transformation Hub
Also TH. A Kafka-based messaging service that enriches and transforms security
data from producers and routes this data to consumers.
Transformation Hub cluster
The Transformation Hub cluster consists of all Master and Worker Nodes in the TH
environment.

V
Virtual IP (VIP)
To support high availability on a multi-master installation, a VIP is used as the
single IP address or FQDN to connect to a dedicated Master infrastructure that
contains 3 or more master Nodes. The Master Nodes manage Worker Nodes. The
FQDN of the VIP can also be used to connect to the cluster’s Master Nodes.

W
Worker Nodes
Worker nodes contain Kafka brokers which ingest, enrich and route events from
event producers to event consumers. Worker nodes are automatically loadbalanced by the TH infrastructure.

Z
ZooKeeper
Used in conjunction with Kafka, a centralized service used to maintain naming and
configuration data and to provide flexible and robust synchronization within
distributed systems.
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Send Documentation Feedback
If you have comments about this document, you can contact the documentation team by
email. If an email client is configured on this computer, click the link above and an email
window opens with the following information in the subject line:
Feedback on Deployment Guide (Transformation Hub 3.3.0)
Just add your feedback to the email and click send.
If no email client is available, copy the information above to a new message in a web
mail client, and send your feedback to arcsight_doc@microfocus.com.
We appreciate your feedback!
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